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Change Record

This section describes the major changes made to this guide.

Table 1  Changes for Windchill 7.0

Change Description

Section dividers Added section dividers to separate 
information groups. For example, the 
Installing Visualization Products 
section is composed of multiple 
chapters that describe the products you 
can install. This group of chapters is 
preceded by the Installing 
Visualization Products section page.

Replaced PTC.Setup installation 
procedures with InstallAnywhere.

Install Anywhere replaces PTC.Setup 
as the installation utility for the 
Visualization Products products. The 
installation chapters document the 
installation using InstallAnywhere. 
See About Installing Windchill 
Products for general information 
about installing.

Updated all wvs. properties file edits 
to use xconfmanager utility.

xconfmanager is the new utility to 
manage the Windchill property files. 
General information about using this 
utility can be found in About the 
xconfmanager Utility.

Reorganized and updated the 
information about configuring each 
object adapter.

To locate configuration information 
for a specific object adapter, locate the 
section divider for the object adapter 
and read the chapters listed under the 
divider.
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About This Guide

Windchill Installation and Configuration Guide - Visualization Services provides 
the instructions to install the Visualization Services object adapters, to configure 
the object adapters, and to configure the CAD Agent to use the CAD worker.

The object adapters work with Visualization Services. Before you can complete 
the configurations, Windchill and the corresponding CAD application for the 
CAD object adapter must be installed. The CAD object adapter interfaces with 
these products and they must be installed and configured prior to configuring the 
CAD Agent to use the CAD worker.

It is assumed that the reader has a solid understanding of terms and concepts for 
Product Data Management (PDM) and Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems. 

Updates to this manual are posted on the PTC Web Site.

Read This First
The Read This First Windchill 7.0 provides information related to known 
problems, documentation omissions, and notes and cautions. A printed copy of 
the RTF is shipped with your product or, for your convenience, a version with the 
most up-to-date information is available online at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

This URL directs you to the PTC Online Support Web page for reference 
documents. For your document search criteria, select your product from the 
product drop-down list.

Related Documentation
The following documentation may be helpful:

• Windchill Installation and Configuration Guide - Windchill

• CAD application installations guides

If books are not installed on your system, see your system administrator.
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Technical Support
Contact PTC Technical Support via the PTC Web site, phone, fax, or email if you 
encounter problems using Windchill.

For complete details, refer to Contacting Technical Support in the PTC Customer 
Service Guide enclosed with your shipment. This guide can also be found under 
the Support Bulletins section of the PTC Web site at:

http://www.ptc.com/support/index.htm

The PTC Web site also provides a search facility that allows you to locate 
Technical Support technical documentation of particular interest.  To access this 
page, use the following link:

http://www.ptc.com/support/support.htm

You must have a Service Contract Number (SCN) before you can receive 
technical support. If you do not have an ID, contact PTC License Management 
using the instructions found in your PTC Customer Service Guide under 
Contacting License Management.

Documentation for PTC Products
PTC provides documentation in the following forms:

• Help topics

• PDF books

To view and print PDF books, you must have the Adobe Acrobat Reader installed.

The Windchill installation documentation is included on the CD in the Docs 
directory. In addition, books updated after release (for example, to support a 
hardware platform certification) are available from the Reference Documents 
section of the PTC Web site at the following URL:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/reference/

Comments
PTC welcomes your suggestions and comments on its documentation—send 
comments to the following address:

documentation@ptc.com

Please include the name of the application and its release number with your 
comments. For online books, provide the book title.

Documentation Conventions
Windchill documentation uses the following conventions:
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Third-Party Products

Examples in this guide referencing third-party products are intended for 
demonstration purposes only. For additional information about third-party 
products, contact individual product vendors.

Convention Item Example

Bold Names of elements in the user 
interface such as buttons, menu paths, 
and dialog box titles.

Required elements and keywords or 
characters in syntax formats.

Click OK.

Select File > Save.

License File dialog box

create_<tablename>.sql

Italic Variable and user-defined elements in 
syntax formats.  Angle brackets (< and 
>)  enclose individual elements.

create_<tablename>.sql

Monospace Examples

Messages

JavaGen "wt.doc.*" F true

Processing completed.

"Quotation 
marks"

Strings The string "UsrSCM" . . .

<Product> Represents a product installation 
directory (loadpoint). Product is 
replaced with the actual product 
name.

<Info*Engine>

For additional clarification, a where clause 
may be included:

Where <Info*Engine> is the directory 
where Info*Engine is installed.

The CAUTION symbol indicates 
potentially unsafe situations which 
may result in minor injury, machine 
damage or downtime, or corruption or 
loss of software or data.

When you add a value to an enumerated 
type (for example, by adding a role in the 
RolesRB.java resource file), removing that 
value can result in a serious runtime error. 
Do not remove a role unless you are certain 
there is no reference to it within the 
system.

<Product 
Name>

Describes the installation directory for 
a given product. Product Name is 
replaced with the name of the product.

<Windchill>

<Windchill Services>
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Code Examples

Some code examples in this guide have been reformatted for presentation 
purposes and, therefore, may contain hidden editing characters (such as tabs and 
end-of-line characters) and extraneous spaces.  If you cut and paste code from this 
manual, check for these characters and remove them before attempting to use the 
example in your application.

Graphic Images

Graphic images or screenshots used in this guide may not compare exactly to the 
images on your system. Slight differences between the images depicted within 
these pages and those observed on your system may be due to variations in 
platform and configuration environment.
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About the windchill Command

This chapter contains information about the windchill command and how to use 
the windchill shell.
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About the windchill Command
PTC has provided a command, windchill, to invoke Windchill actions. For 
example, the command can be used to stop and start Windchill, check the status of 
the Windchill server, and create a new shell and set the environment variables. It 
can also be used as a Java wrapper. In that regard, it can accept a Class file as an 
argument, just like Java, and execute it without a predefined environment 
(Windchill classes in CLASSPATH, Java in PATH, and so on).

The windchill command should be used to execute any server-side Windchill Java 
code. This will insure that the environment that the command is executed in is 
properly setup. The environment that actions are executed within, including the 
windchill shell action, is defined by the wt.env properties in the wt.properties file. 
For example, the wt.env.CLASSPATH property will set the CLASSPATH 
environment variable for the action that is being invoked.

The windchill command is a Perl script that has also been compiled into a 
Windows binary executable. For UNIX systems, Perl 5.0 or greater must be 
installed. The windchill script assumes that Perl is installed in the standard install 
location of /usr/bin/perl. If Perl is not installed at this location, you can either 
create a symbolic link (recommended method) to the Perl install location or edit 
the windchill script to reference the Perl install location. To modify the windchill 
script, edit the <Windchill>/bin/windchill file. Locate the #! entry (for example, 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w) and change the Perl directory to the location where Perl is 
installed.

The windchill command is located in the <Windchill>\ bin directory. If you 
receive a command not found message when you execute the windchill command, 
add the <Windchill>\bin directory to your PATH environment variable. The 
syntax of the windchill command is:

windchill [args] action

You can display the help for the windchill command by executing windchill with 
the -h argument or with no argument.

The following tables list some of the arguments and actions applicable to the 
windchill command. To see a complete list of the arguments, use the report 
generated from the help (argument).

windchill Arguments:

Arguments (optional) Description

- h, --help Displays help and exits.

-v, --[no]verbose Explains what is being done when a com-
mand is executed.
Default is noverbose.
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windchill Actions

-w, --wthome=DIR Sets the Windchill home directory.
Default is the parent directory containing 
the windchill script.

--java=JAVA_EXE The Java executable.
Default is the wt.java.cmd variable value 
specified in the $WT_HOME/code-
base/wt.properties file.

-cp, --classpath=PATH Java classpath.
Default is the wt.java.classpath variable 
value specified in the $WT_HOME/code-
base/wt.properties file.

 --javaargs=JAVAARGS Java command line arguments.

Arguments (optional) Description

Action Description

shell Sets up a Windchill environment in a new 
instance of the currently running shell.

start Starts the Windchill server.

stop Stops the Windchill server.

status Retrieves the status of the Windchill serv-
er.

version Displays the Windchill install version.
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About the windchill shell
The windchill shell brings up a new command shell, from the parent shell that is 
setup for the Windchill environment. This includes setting all environment 
variables defined in wt.env property in the wt.properties file.

To execute the windchill shell, at the command prompt enter the following 
command:

windchill shell

When you are finished using the windchill shell, you can exit the shell and return 
to the parent shell.

PTC recommends running all server-side Windchill applications, tools, and 
utilities from the windchill shell. Also, you can use the windchill shell to set up 
your development environment to use javac or Java directly.

properties
<resource>[,...][?key[&key2]...]

Displays the properties as seen by Wind-
chill for the given resource with substitu-
tion, etc. executed. It can be limited to a 
given set of keys.

For example:

windchill properties wt.properties — lists 
all wt.properties

windchill properties wt.proper-
ties?wt.server.codebase — lists server 
codebase

windchill properties wt.proper-
ties?wt.env.* — lists all the environment 
variables use by windchill shell

windchill properties — with no arguments 
generates the help report

CLASS [CLASS_ARGS] Run a Windchill class with optional class 
arguments. For example:

windchill wt.load.Developer -UAOps

Action Description
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About the xconfmanager Utility

This chapter contains information about the xconfmanager utility.
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About the xconfmanager Utility
The xconfmanager is a command-line utility that is used to add, remove, and 
modify the properties in the Windchill property files. In addition to the 
xconfmanager functioning as an editing tool, xconfmanager also manages the 
property files. Consequently, do not manually edit the Windchill property files. 
Additionally, the following registry files are managed by Windchill Information 
Modeler and they also should not be edited manually or using the xconfmanager:

• associationRegistry.properties

• classRegistry.properties

• descendentRegistry.properties

• modelRegistry.properties

The xconfmanager utility saves your changes in the site.xconf file and provides an 
option to generate updated property files using those changes. The site.xconf file 
contains changes made to Windchill property files, starting with installation and 
continuing with each use of the xconfmanager utility or the System Configurator. 
The xconfmanager utility is located in the <Windchill>/bin directory.

This chapter describes only the information and instructions necessary to modify 
specific Windchill properties. A full description of the xconfmanager utility and 
management of the Windchill property files is documented in the Windchill 
System Administrator’s Guide in the Administering Runtime Services chapter. 

Anyone with write access to the XCONF files and the property files under the 
Windchill installation directory can successfully run the xconfmanager utility. 
The xconfigmanger is executed from the command line from within a windchill 
shell. See the About the windchill Command for more information about the 
windchill shell.

The syntax of xconfmanager command is as follows:

xconfmanager {-FhuwvV} {-r <product_root>} {-s <property_pair>
{-t <property_file>}} {--reset <property_names>}
{--undefine <property_names>} {-d <property_names>} {-p}

For the purposes of modifying Windchill properties, you will primarily use the set 
(-s), targeFile (-t), and propagate (-p) parameters.

• The set (-s) parameter is used to identify the relevant property and specify the 
new property value. See the Formatting Property Value Guidelines section 
(below) for information about formatting the <property_pair) value.

• The targetFile (-t) property is used to specify the directory location of the 
property file. If the file name or path contains spaces, you must enclose the 
<property_file> value in double quotes (" "). It is recommended to use a fully 
qualified file name to ensure an accurate reference to the file is made.
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• The propagate (-p) property is used to propagate the changes made to the 
XCONF files into the property file being modified in order to keep the 
XCONF and the property files in synch with one another.

• help is used to view the help for xconfmanager.

Some examples of using the xconfmanager utility are as follows:

• xconfmanager is run from the windchill shell. To open a windchill shell, 
execute the following command at a command prompt:

windchill shell

• To display xconfmanager help, execute the following command from the 
windchill shell:

xconfmanager -h

• To display the current settings for a property, execute the following command 
from the windchill shell:

xconfmanager -d <property_names>

• To change a property value, execute the following command from the 
windchill shell:

xconfmanager -s <property_pair>=<property_value> 
-t <property_file> -p

Tip:  Use the fully qualified name of the property file to ensure an accurate 
reference.

Formatting Property Value Guidelines

The property values you set must conform to the specification for 
java.util.Properties. The following guidelines will help ensure that you set 
properties correctly:

• Use forward slashes (/) in file paths so that the platform designation is not an 
issue.

• To specify a property whose value contains characters that might be 
interpreted by your shell (such as spaces and special characters), escape them 
using the appropriate technique for the shell you are using.

For example, on a Windows system you can include spaces in a value by 
enclosing the argument with doubles quotes. For example, use the following:

-s "wt.inf.container.SiteOrganization.name=ACME Corporation"

• On a UNIX system, you can use doubles quotes or you can escape the space 
character with a backslash. For example, use the following:

-s wt.inf.container.SiteOrganization.name=ACME\ Corporation"
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• On UNIX, dollar signs are usually interpreted by shells as variable prefixes. 
To set a property value that has a dollar symbol in it, use single quotes around 
the argument so that the shell does not interpreted it or use backslash to 
escape the dollar symbols. For example, use either of the following:

-s 'wt.homepage.jsp=$(wt.server.codebase)/wtcore/jsp/wt/portal/
index.jsp'

or

-s wt.homepage.jsp=
‘\$(wt.server.codebase)/wtcore/jsp/wt/portal/index.jsp

Other than escaping arguments so that the command-line shell does not 
misinterpret them, you should not need to escape other values to be compatible 
with XML or property file syntaxes. The xconfmanager escapes property names 
and values automatically if necessary.
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About Installing Windchill

Products

This chapter provides information about installing Windchill products, the 
InstallAnywhere installation utility, and loading and mounting a CD-ROM on 
UNIX systems.
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Overview of an Install Session
The following sections provide an introduction to the InstallAnywhere installation 
utility.

Choosing the Installer Language

When the installer is launched, the language specified by your system is now the 
default install language. The installers assume, therefore, your system is set to the 
locale of your preference (the locale must be a supported Windchill locale) prior 
to intiating an installation. Once the language environment variable has been set, 
any messages issued by the installer are issued in that language. For information 
about the languages supported with this release, use the following URL. This 
URL will direct you to the PTC Online Support Web page for reference 
documents. Select the Language Matrix for this release from the returned 
document list:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

The following instructions are provided to assist you in verifying (or to set) the 
language environment variable on your system before you start the installation 
process:

Windows

To review (or set) the language environment variables, select Start > Settings > 
Control Panel > Regional Options. In the Regional Options dialog box select 
the General tab. From the drop down list, choose the appropriate language 
variable.

Note:  Alternatively, you can set (or change) the locale for your system using 
a command. At the command prompt enter:

set LANG=<language>

Where <language> is the language specification for your platform.

UNIX

You can use the locale -a command to determine the correct values for the locale. 
For Latin-1 languages, ISO88591 option should be used if available.

At the shell prompt enter:

setenv LANG <language>

setenv LC_ALL <language>

export LANG LC_ALL

Where <language> is the language specification for your platform.

When the current locale for the system is set to an Asian language, 
InstallAnywhere allows you to choose only that Asian locale or English from the 
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locale drop-down list. When the current locale for the system is a non-Asian 
language, all of the non-Asian languages in the drop-down list, including English, 
will appear.

Navigation and Cancelling

Installers operate in a standard wizard paradigm using Next and Previous to move 
forward or backward through the steps of the installation.  A navigation bar on the 
side of the installer window gives a course-grained view of where you are in the 
overall installation process.   Be aware, that on busy systems and with complex 
installers there can occasionally be a delay in moving between steps. Avoid 
pressing Next or Previous a second time while you are waiting for the switch as 
this could cause the wizard to skip past the appropriate panel. 

The basic interaction of each installer is to first collect information from you, then 
offer you a chance to review the most critical settings before actually beginning 
the modification of files on your system.  At this point, the label on the Next 
button is changed to Install to signal that if you proceed that files on your system 
will be changed.

Pressing Cancel also shown in the installer window may stop an installation. If 
you cancel after you have pressed Install, be aware that your file system has 
already been modified and the installers cannot undo what they have changed.  
Should you accidently press Cancel, you are prompted to confirm that you really 
do want to cancel or you may resume the installation.  Unless specifically noted, 
the installers in the Windchill product suite do not have an uninstall capability.

Installation Type

Some installers offer specialized, installation type, execution modes and custom 
options. The most common installation types for the Windchill product suite 
installers are Typical and Custom.   These offerings are analogous to what you see 
from some desktop products that offer you to do installations such as Typical, 
Minimal, Compact, Custom, and so on. Typical would be the most common 
course of prompts and options. Custom allows you to get to options that may not 
be available by Typical or allow you to skip portions that Typical would require 
you to perform.   Some installers offer additional installation types that allow for 
specialized processing.

Choosing Installation Directory

All installers require you to choose where the software will be installed.  Some 
products may be installed in any location, whereas others must be installed into 
the same installation directory as another product.  If the product has no 
restrictions on where it is installed, you could also enter a new directory path and 
the installer will create it. 

If the product you are installing must be installed into the same location as another 
product, the panel will indicate the name of the prerequisite product or products.  
It then shows a list of one or more directories that it believes meet the 
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prerequisites (*).  You can then choose one or browse to another directory if the 
one you want is not shown.  After the directory is selected, the installer will then 
perform a more in-depth validation of the chosen directory. If it does not meet the 
requirements, you will be told and given the chance to choose another location.

(*)This list is taken from a central registry that the installers maintain on your 
system.  If  a previous installation has been deleted,  a directory may be shown 
which no longer exists. 

Terminology
Installer — The program that you interact with to perform the installation, for 
example, setup or setup.exe, is referred to as the installer.  The term installer is not 
intended to refer to the person doing the work. 

Installation Directory — The directory where you choose to place the product you 
are installing. 

Java Runtime Environment
To run InstallAnywhere, you will need a Java Runtime Environment (JRE). For 
installations that take place on the Windchill server system, you can use the 
Software Development Kit (SDK). By installing the SDK on the server you will 
provide InstallAnywhere with the JRE features that it needs to function. Similarly, 
Windchill requires the SDK to function. For installations that take place on the 
Windchill client system you can use the IJRE. 

Tip:  PTC recommends installing the SDK on the Windchill server system to 
support both Windchill and InstallAnywhere. The instructions to install an SDK 
are located in the Installing Java 2 Software Development Kit chapter in the 
Windchill Info*Engine Installation and Configuration Guide. Use the information 
provided in that chapter to perform the SDK installation. 

The JRE is a subset of the files included in the SDK. It does not include the 
compiler, the debugger or related tools. Instead, it provides the minimum 
runtime for Java technology-enabled applications (for example, the JVM, 
JFC, JIT and supporting files). For installations that take place on the 
Windchill client system, you will only need the JRE.

On many systems, there can be multiple JREs installed. The installer will choose 
the first JRE it finds in the user’s PATH. On Windows, if a JRE is not in the 
PATH it will also search the Windows registry, moreover, InstallAnywhere will 
ignore any Java VM that exists in the <system root>\WINNT\system32 directory. 
The JRE used by the installer is noted in the *.PtcInstall.log file that is created by 
the installer. You can also verify the JRE used by the installer by setting the 
LAX_DBUG environment variable:

LAX_DBUG=1
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When the installer executes, it will issue diagnostic messages indicating 
which JRE was used.

The Windchill software matrix lists the versions of the SDK and JRE that are 
supported for this release. When selecting the product to download, be sure that it 
provides support for the language that you need. You can obtain a JRE for 
download at the following URLs:

Windows and Solaris

http://java.sun.com/j2se/downloads.html 

AIX

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/jdk 

HP-UX

http://www.hp.com/products1/unix/java 

The Docs Directory
For some CD images, a directory named Docs is present on the root of the CD 
image.  This directory contains one or more *.pdf files of manuals for the 
product(s) being installed from that CD.  It is common for there to be a copy of the 
installation guide in that directory, plus possibly other manuals of an 
administrative nature.  These books, along with others that are embedded 
elsewhere in the installation image, are copied onto your system by the installer.

Disk Space Check Process
The installation of some products takes a considerable amount of disk space.  The 
Review Settings panel of each installer gives an indication of the estimated disk 
space requirements to complete the installation based upon the options you have 
chosen.  Once you press the Install button from the Review Settings panel, the 
installer will check your system for the required disk space.  If it does not believe 
there is enough space, the installer will present a dialog telling you this and will 
wait for the space to be freed up.  You may also choose to go back and select a 
different installation directory.

The disk space check can be disabled completely by setting the environment 
variable CHECK_DISK_SPACE to a value OFF (note all caps) prior to launching 
the installer.

Launching the Installer

Automatic and manual execution on Windows

To manually run the setup program, navigate to the Windows directory and 
double click the setup.exe program.
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UNIX Setup Script

The installer script name is setup. It is located directly under the CD image root, 
or in a sub-directory if the install image contains multiple installers. The script 
will automatically launch the program for the operating system on which the 
installation is taking place. 

Before you install, check the DISPLAY environment variable setting to ensure 
that the installation windows will display on the machine. The DISPLAY value on 
the machine that runs the setup program should be set to <machine>:0.0, where 
<machine> is the name of the system where the setup program is installed.

If the DISPLAY variable is not set correctly, the installation program exits with 
the following error:

Configuring the installer for this system's environment...

Invocation of this Java Application has caused an 
InvocationTargetException. This application will now exit. (LAX)

Multiple Installers on One CD

In some cases, there are multiple Windchill products on one CD, such is the case 
of the Windchill Third Party Software CD. The installer does not automatically 
launch when a CD contains multiple products. The separate installers are located 
in the appropriately named subdirectory of the CD.

To run the installation, navigate the CD-ROM directory to locate the directory of 
the software to install, open the directory, select the directory for your operating 
system, and locate the setup program within this directory. Run the setup program 
as follows:

• On Windows — Run setup.exe

• On UNIX — Run setup script

Loading and Mounting the CD-ROM on UNIX
Most UNIX systems automatically mount the CD-ROM after it is loaded into the 
CD-ROM drive. For users whose machines do not mount automatically, the 
following instructions explain how to load and mount the CD-ROM locally and 
remotely.

Note:  Sun Solaris 2.x has automatic CD mounting. For more specific information 
on how to mount CDs on Sun hardware, visit http://docs.sun.com/. 

Determining the SCSI ID of the CD-ROM Drive

You specify the SCSI identification number of your CD-ROM drive when you 
mount the CD-ROM file system to your UNIX workstation.

If you already know the SCSI ID of your CD-ROM drive, proceed to the next 
step.
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If you do not already know the SCSI ID of your CD-ROM drive:

• For external CD-ROM drives, the SCSI ID can be found on the back of your 
CD-ROM drive. Look for a single-digit switch. The displayed number is the 
SCSI ID number.

• For internal CD-ROM drives, use the following table to find the command(s) 
you need to enter to determine the SCSI ID (the bold # is the ID).

Commands Used to Find the SCSI ID of the CD Device

<device> should be replaced with each item in the /dev/dsk directory.

Note:  The inclusion of a system in this table does not indicate support for that 
system; this information is only included to help you determine the SCSI ID for 
CD-ROM drives that are remotely mounted to your workstation. See the software 
platform matrix (http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm) for information on 
supported systems and platforms.

System Command and Output SCSI ID 

HP-UX 1. Insert the CD-ROM into the drive and use 
the command.

2. Become root user.

3. For each file in the /dev/rdsk directory, 
type the following at the command line:

/etc/diskinfo /dev/rdsk/<device>

For the device file identified as type:CD-
ROM, the SCSI ID is to the right of the 
letter t in this example of a device file 
name:

c0t3d0

Note:  The identified device file name is the 
same file name that is used in the command to 
mount the CD-ROM.

SUN Automatically mounts the CD-ROM.

AIX lsdev -C -c cdrom -H

cd0 Available 00-08-00-40 CD-ROM Drive

4

(in the string 
00-08-00-#0)
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Loading and Mounting the CD-ROM Locally

1. Turn on the CD-ROM drive and insert the CD-ROM.

2. If the /cdrom directory does not already exist, create it by using the following 
command:

mkdir /cdrom 

3. To mount the CD-ROM drive, enter the command appropriate for your UNIX 
workstation system.

For Sun, the command is:

mount -F hsfs -o ro /dev/dsk/c0t#d0s0 /cdrom

In the command line, replace the # symbol with the SCSI ID of the drive.

For AIX, the command is:

/usr/sbin/mount -v cdrfs -f /dev/cd0 /cdrom

For Hewlett-Packard, the procedure is:

a. Add the following line to the /etc/pfs_fstab file. The first entry is the CD-
ROM device file, the second is the mount point. The third entry indicates 
that the CD-ROM to be mounted is in ISO9660 format with Rockridge 
extension:

<device_file> <mount_point> <filesystem_type> 
<translation_method>

Example:

/dev/dsk/c5t2do /cdrom pfs -rrip xlat=unix 0 0

b. Perform this step (and steps c through e) as the root user. Run the 
following file:

# nohup /usr/sbin/pfs_mountd &

c. Run the following file:

# nohup /usr/sbin/pfsd &

d. Run the following command to mount the CD-ROM:

# /usr/sbin/pfs_mount /cdrom

e. Exit the root user account:

# exit

f. Change directories to /cdrom, where you can see a lowercase listing of the 
directories and files on the CD-ROM. The mounted CD-ROM should 
appear as another read-only file system.
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Loading and Mounting the CD-ROM Remotely

The CD-ROM drive should be mounted using NFS version 2. On machines that 
support NFS 3, an extra argument needs to be added to the mount command to 
force the use of NFS 2. 

1. Load and mount the CD-ROM on the remote UNIX system to which the CD-
ROM drive is connected. Use the procedure outlined in the section, Loading 
and Mounting the CD-ROM Locally.

2. The CD-ROM file system must be exported before a remote UNIX system 
can allow access to the CD-ROM from your local UNIX workstation. To 
accomplish this, a line must be added to a file on your local UNIX 
workstation and, in some cases, a command needs to be executed.

3. Use the following table to look up the system of the remote UNIX system. 
Select your system from the System column, and add the text line in the Line 
to Add column to the file in the File to Edit column. You must have correct 
write permissions to edit these files.

4. If necessary after you have made the changes, execute the command listed in 
the Command column.

Exporting the CD File System

5. If the /cdrom directory does not already exist on your local UNIX 
workstation, create it using the following command:

mkdir /cdrom

6. The CD-ROM directory must be mounted from the remote UNIX system to 
your local workstation. Use the following table to identify your local UNIX 
workstation type and execute the corresponding command. In the command, 
specify values as follows: 

– <node> is the name of the remote UNIX system to which the CD-ROM 
drive is connected.

– <cdmount> is the CD-ROM mount directory used on the remote UNIX 
system.

System File to Edit Line to Add Command

HP-UX /etc/exports /cdrom -ro exportfs /cdrom

AIX /etc/exports /cdrom /usr/sbin/exportfs 
/cdrom 

Sun /etc/dfs/dfstab share -F nfs -o ro 
/cdrom

shareall
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CD Device Remote Mounting Commands

7. If your system does not automatically mount the CD-ROM, enter the required 
command. For example, for Hewlett Packard systems:

/etc/mount -F cdfs -o ro /dev/dsk/c?t#d0 /cdrom

In the preceding example, the number sign (#) represents the SCSI ID of the 
CD-ROM drive. 

8. The CD-ROM file system must be exported before a remote UNIX system 
will allow access to the CD-ROM from your local UNIX workstation. To 
accomplish this, you must add a line to a file on your local UNIX workstation, 
and, in some cases, execute a command.

9. Use the following table, to identity your remote system; add the text in the 
Line to Add column to the file listed in the File to Edit column. You must 
have the correct write permissions to edit the files. If necessary, execute the 
command listed in the Command column. For additional information, see 
your hardware-specific documentation.

Exporting the CD-ROM File System

If problems occur while using InstallAnywhere from a remote-mounted CD-ROM 
on Sun Solaris systems, try remounting the remote CD-ROM using the following 
command:

mount -o ro,hard,vers=2 <node>:<cdmount> /cdrom

System Remote Mounting Command

HP-UX /etc/mount -o ro,hard <node>:<cdmount> /cdrom

AIX /usr/sbin/mount -o ro,hard <node>:<cdmount> /cdrom

SUN1 mount -o ro,hard <node>:<cdmount> /cdrom

1. If problems occur while using InstallAnywhere from a remote-mounted CD-ROM, you can 
try remounting the remote CD-ROM using one of the following commands:
For Sun systems:

mount -o ro,hard,vers=2 <node>:<cdmount> /cdrom

For IBM RS/6000 systems:

/usr/sbin/mount -o ro,hard,vers=2 <node>:<cdmount> /cdrom.

System File to Edit Line to Add Command

HP-UX /etc/exports /cdrom -ro exportfs /cdrom

Sun /etc/dfs/dfstab share -F nfs -o ro /cdrom shareall
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Installation Log Files
During the installation, information is written to various log files. The log files are 
located in the <installation directory>/installer/logs directory. There are generally 
two log files written per installation session: 

• <installer short name>_InstallLog.xml

• <installer short name>_PtcInstall.log

When multiple executions of the same installer are performed to the same 
installation directory, these log files are backed up and the file names are changed 
to include a sequence number. The sequence numbers begin with 000. For 
example, the log files for the first execution of the installer would be named as 
follows: 

• <installer short name>_InstallLog.000.xml. For example, 
WNC_InstallLog.000.xml

• <installer short name>_PtcInstall.000.log. For example, 
WNC_PtcInstall.000.log

Up until the point where you have actually pressed Install on the Review Settings 
panel, the log files are written to the temporary directory controlled by the 
operating system environment variable TMP.  On Windows, this variable 
typically defaults to Local Settings\Temp directory of the current users in the User 
Profile directory.  For example, d:\User Profiles\<userid.domain>\Local Settings\
Temp.

When the installer is executed in a language other than English, messages in the 
<installer short name>_PtcInstall.log files are written in both 
English and the translated form.  Not all messages have a translated form.

If problems should occur during the installation, write down the location of the 
log files and be prepared to send them to PTC Technical Support for analysis. If 
an installer should fail before the install has actually started, the files are located 
in the directory identified by the operating system environment variable TMP as 
noted previously.

Troubleshooting
Reading through the following common problem descriptions may help you in 
troubleshooting your installation problems.

Problem:
When an installation fails, the installer logs are not written to the standard output 
directory of <installation directory>/installer/logs. In this case, the installer will 
display the location of the installation log files that it has produced. Write down 
the location specified by the installer.
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Action:
The location of the log files depends upon when during the installation the 
installation fails. Refer to the section on Installation Log Files for details.

Problem:
On UNIX, the installer terminates unexpectedly.

Action:
PTC has encountered situations where a core dump is caused by corrupt font files. 
This problem is known to have occured in 1.3.x and 1.4.x JVMs. If you are 
running a 32-bit JVM, then set the environment variable LAX_DBUG=1 in the 
shell where the intaller was launched, and restart the installer. Navigate through 
the installer until the installer fails. This should result in output being written to 
the console window. Browse the console output for the following message:

Assertion failed: offset <fFileSize, file
../../../src/share/natvie/sun/awt/font/fontmanager/fontobjects/fon
tObject.cpp, line XXX
Abort - core dumped

The solution is to identify the problematic fonts per the Evaluation sections in the 
following Java Bug Parade reports provided by Sun:

http://developer.java.sun.com/developer/bugParade/bugs/4838130.html 

http://developer.java.sun.com/developer/bugParade/bugs/4838130.html 

Problem:
The installer crashes on AIX and will not launch.  This can happen when the JRE 
used for the installer is for a 64-bit JRE.  If a 64-bit JVM is found, this is noted in 
the *_PtcInstall.log file. 

Action:
Change the operating system PATH for the command shell which is used to 
launch the installer to ensure a 32-bit JRE is in the path before the 64-bit one. This 
should allow the installer to execute.

Problem:
Technical Support asks you to provide additional diagnostic information about 
how the installer launches and what JRE is used to execute the installer. 

Action:
There are two ways to obtain additional diagnostics:

• On some Windows versions, you can press the control key when you double-
click on the setup.exe program. This will bring up a command shell window 
with diagnostic information. This info can be copy and pasted into a file to 
send to Technical Support.
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• On Unix and Windows, you can set the environment variable LAX_DBUG to 
1.  Then execute the setup program for the installer. The diagnostics will be 
shown in the same command window (UNIX) or in a popup window 
(Windows).

Problem:
Clicking the close button when selecting a language, but the installer does 
nothing.

Action:
The first window that opens when the installer is launched is the PTC logo 
window.

On this window, the cancel button (X) located in the upper right corner has no 
effect. The cancel button will not close the window.

To cancel the installation, click the OK button, then click the Cancel button in the 
next window that opens. A message confirmation window will open, from which 
you can cancel the installation, click Quit.

This issue has been filed as a bug with the software vendor ZeroG.

Problem:
Sometimes the installer appears to skip over a step.

Action:
The installers behave in a wizard-like fashion with Next and Previous buttons. In 
a system where the response is slow, the wizard may not advance to the next or 
prevous step as quickly as expected and you may click the Next or Previous 
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button again (repeatedly). This mouse click event is queued up and will be acted 
upon when the system responds. This may advance the windows beyond the 
expected window.

Once the Next or Previous button has been clicked, wait for the installer to 
respond and advance to the intended window.

Under normal system conditions, the installer will move forward and backward 
through the windows with little noticeable delay.

This issue has been filed as a bug with the software vendor ZeroG.

Problem:
On Windows, the installer Cancel Installation popup window demands the user 
interface focus.

Action:
When you try to cancel the installer through the Cancel Installation popup 
window, the window monopolizes the window focus on the desktop.

To release the focus, click either the cancel (X) or Resume button.

Gathering Information for a Support Call
Prior to contacting Technical Support for assistance with your installation 
problem, gather the log files for your particular installer from the <installation 
directory>/installer/logs directory.

In some cases, the files are quite large. You may want to ZIP or TAR them before 
sending them to Technical Support.

If you are reporting an issue for a product installed into the Windchill installation 
directory, also provide the information generated by the Windchill version 
command. This information can be obtained by executing the following command 
in a command prompt window:

windchill version
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The following report is generated:

Provide the information in this report when submitting your information to 
Technical Support.
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4
About Visualization Services

Visualization Services is a component of the Windchill and ProductView solution 
set. This chapter provides an introduction to Visualization Services, and the 
processes necessary to install and configure the CAD objects and configure the 
CAD Agent for the CAD workers.

Topic Page
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About Visualization Services
Visualization Services is a transparent service that converts CAD data into a file 
form (referred to as publishing) that ProductView (data viewing and visualization 
tool) can display. The published data is stored as a representation. The 
representations can then be viewed as thumbnail images displayed on property 
pages and listings throughout Windchill. Selecting a thumbnail image launches 
ProductView, which presents a visual representation of a part, an assembly, a 
document, or a drawing.

Visualization Services is an integrated component of Windchill and is inherently 
available to you when you install Windchill. 

This documentation provides instructions to interface Windchill and the following 
applications to enable CAD objects to be viewed:

• Document Support — Microsoft Word and Excel, and PDF files

• Pro/ENGINEER

• CATIA V4 and CATIA V5

• Unigraphics

• CADDS5

• I-DEAS

• SolidWorks

• ECAD

The following table lists the CD sets and the Windchill Visualization Services 
product content for each of the CDs.

Visualization Services Products

CD Title CD Content

Visualization - Product View 
Client

Windchill ProductView 
Standard Edition client for 
Windows and UNIX.

• Realizer

• Composer Edit

• Import Filters

• Simulation Viewer 
(Windows only)
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Visualization - Windchill 
Support

Windchill ProductView Lite 
for Windows and UNIX

• ProductView collaboration 
agent

• Thumbnail viewer

• Thumbnail generator

• PIM visualization support

• Demo data

Visualization - MCAD 
Support

Adapter Utilities

Batch Import

Pro/ENGINEER Adapter

Unigraphics Adapter

I-DEAS Adapter

SolidWorks Adapter

CADDS Adapter

CATIA V4 Adapter

Visualization - ECAD Support • ECAD viewer

• ECAD object adapter.

Visualization - Document 
Support

• Document viewer

• Document adapter

• Adobe Acrobat 

– CD 1: English, French, 
German, Spanish

– CD 2: Japanese and 
Korean

– CD 3: Chinese 
Standard and Chinese 
Traditional

• Acrobat Distiller

CD Title CD Content
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Software Matrices
The software matrix lists the combinations of platforms, operating systems, and 
third-party products that are certified for use with this release on Windows and 
UNIX operating systems.

To obtain a copy of the software matrix, use the following URL. This URL will 
direct you to the PTC Online Support Web page for reference documents. For 
your document search criteria, select your product from the product drop-down 
list. Select the Software Matrix for this release from the returned document list.

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm

Product and version matrix information is updated periodically to adjust to 
environment changes. See the PTC Web site (previously listed) for the latest copy 
of the software matrices.

Managing the Installation and Configuration Steps
The instructions included in this guide assume that the CAD applications and 
relevant licenses are installed and configured correctly and that Windchill is 
installed and configured properly.

To enable Visualization Services for Windchill, you must install and configure the 
CAD object adapters, configure the CAD Agent for the CAD workers. When 
these tasks are complete, Visualization Services will be configured and you will 
be able to view CAD objects in Windchill.

Perform the following instructions to configure Visualization Services for 
Windchill:

1. Install the ProductView client and object adapters.

2. Configure the CAD object adapter.

3. Configure the CAD Agent for the CAD worker.

Installing ProductView Client and CAD Object Adapters
The instructions to install the Visualization Services products (ProductView 
client, object adapters, and so on) are located in separate chapters in this guide. 
The Location Visualization Services Product Install Instructions table lists the 
Visualization Services installation instructions that have been provided and the 
chapter location for the instructions. Select your product from the table and 
perform the instructions to complete the installation.
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Location Visualization Services Product Install Instructions

Configuring CAD Object Adapter
The instructions to configure the CAD object adapters are located in separate 
chapters in this guide based on your CAD object adapter type. The Location of 
CAD Object Adapter Configuration Instructions table lists the CAD object 

Visualization Service Product Perform these instructions to

ProductView Standard Edition Client Install the ProductView Standard 
Edition client on either the Windchill 
server or the client system.

The installation instructions are 
located in Installing ProductView 
Standard Edition Client. 

Windchill Support Install ProductView Lite, 
collaboration agent, thumbnail 
viewer, thumbnail generator, remote 
thumbnail generator, PIM 
visualization support, and demo data.

The installation instructions are 
located in Installing Visualization - 
Windchill Support.

MCAD Support Install object adapters and batch 
import adapters for Pro/ENGINEER, 
UniGraphics, I-DEAS, SolidWorks, 
CATIA, and CADDS5.

The installation instructions are 
located in Installing Visualization - 
ECAD Support. 

ECAD Support Install the ECAD viewer and object 
adapter.

The installation instructions are 
located in Installing Visualization - 
MCAD Support. 

Document Support Install the Document viewer and 
object adapter, Adobe Acrobat, and 
Acrobat Distiller.

The installation instructions are 
located in Installing Visualization - 
Document Support. 
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adapter configuration instructions that have been provided and the chapter 
location for the instructions. Select your CAD object adapter from the table to 
perform the instructions to configure the CAD object adapter.

Location of CAD Object Adapter Configuration Instructions

CAD Object Adapter Chapter Location

Document Support Configuring Document Support Worker on 
Windows

Pro/ENGINEER Introduction to the Object Adapter 

This is the first chapter in a series of chapters 
that comprise the instructions to configure the 
Pro/ENGINEER object adapter.

Unigraphics Introduction to the Object Adapter 

This is the first chapter in a series of chapters 
that comprise the instructions to configure the 
Unigraphics object adapter.

CADDS5 Introduction to the Object Adapter 

This is the first chapter in a series of chapters 
that comprise the instructions to configure the 
CADDS5 object adapter.

SolidWorks Introduction to the Object Adapter 

This is the first chapter in a series of chapters 
that comprise the instructions to configure the 
SolidWorks object adapter.

I-DEAS Introduction to the Object Adapter 

This is the first chapter in a series of chapters 
that comprise the instructions to configure the 
I-DEAS object adapter.

CATIA V4 Configuring CATIA V4 CAD Object Adapter

CATIA V5 Installing and Configuring CATIA V5 Object 
Adapter

ECAD Configuring ECAD Object Adapter

Remote Thumbnail 
Generation

Configuring Remote Thumbnail Generation
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Configuring CAD Agent for the CAD Worker
This is the final step in the process to enable Visualization Services to view 
thumbnail images in Windchill. In this step, you configure the CAD Agent to use 
the CAD worker (configured CAD object adapter) to perform the object 
conversion. When Visualization Services receives a request to convert a CAD 
object (or other format for which a worker exists) to the ProductView format used 
by the ProductView client, the CAD Agent calls a CAD worker. The worker 
opens a non-graphical session of the CAD application (for example, 
Pro/ENGINEER) and converts the designated CAD object to the ProductView 
format. The CAD application publishes then the CAD data as needed without 
direct user intervention.

• Perform the instructions in Configuring the CAD Agent chapter to configure 
the CAD Agent for the CAD worker.

• Perform the instructions in the Using Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire Adapter to 
Download Files chapter to configure the Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire object 
adapter for file downloads. This is an optional configuration.

• Perform the instructions in the Configuring Pro/ENGINEER Distributed 
CAD Worker if you are using Pro/ENGINEER, Pro/INTRALINK Gateway, 
and Windchill and Pro/INTRALINK Gateway reside on different machines. 
This is an optional configuration.
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5
Installing ProductView

Standard Edition Client

This chapter describes how to install Visualization - ProductView Client 
(ProductView Standard Edition).

Visualization - ProductView Client is installed using the InstallAnywhere utility. 
For information about using InstallAnywhere, see About Installing Windchill 
Products.

Before You Begin................................................................................................5-2
Installing ProductView SE ..................................................................................5-2
ProductView in REALIZER Mode .....................................................................5-5
Specifying Export Settings Using version.pvm ..................................................5-5
Installation Summary ..........................................................................................5-6
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Before You Begin
Before you begin to install ProductView Standard Edition client (ProductView 
SE), you must have: 

• Installed and configured Windchill Services if you are installing the client on 
the Windchill server.

There are two methods available to install and distribute ProductView SE client. 
They are described as follows:

• Install for Windchill Server— This option installs ProductView SE client on 
the Windchill server for the purpose of distributing ProductView SE from the 
server to multiple client systems. The only information needed to install 
ProductView SE is the location where Windchill Services is installed. 

• Install for Client Systems — This selection allows you the option to install 
ProductView SE and additional client options directly on a client system. 

Complete the following steps to install ProductView SE:

• Installing ProductView SE.

• Installation Summary.

Installing ProductView SE
ProductView SE located on the Visualization - ProductView Client CD. 

1. Before initiating the installation, stop any running Web server or servlet 
engine, or any other application that may have a Windchill file open (for 
example, a text editor or a Windchill log file).

2. Insert the Visualization - ProductView Client CD into the CD drive.

3. When the installer begins, the first window that opens is Before You Begin. 
This section summarizes the pre installation requirements, provides a link to 
the software matrices, and a reference to the Windchill Installation and 
Configuration Guide - Visualization Services.

When you are ready to proceed with the installation, click Next.
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4. In the Select Installation Type panel, select the type of installation to 
perform.

The installation options are described as follows:

Select Installation Type

5. The next window that opens depends on whether you selected the Install for 
Windchill Server or Install for Client System option. In both cases, you 
must specify an installation directory, however, the directories are different.

Select this option To Go to...

Install for Windchill 
Server

Install ProductView SE 
on the Windchill server.

This option requires that 
Windchill Services be 
installed as 
ProductView SE is 
installed into this 
directory. Once 
installed, ProductView 
SE is available for 
download.

Step 5.

Install for Client System Install ProductView SE 
on a client system.

Step 6
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Installation Directory

6. In the Select Client Options panel, specify the additional client options to 
install. This panel appears when the Install for Client System installation 
type is selected.

By default, no options are selected. You can select multiple options.

Select Client Options

For this option... This panel opens... Go to...

Install for Windchill Server In the Specify Directory panel, 
enter the location where 
Windchill Services is installed.

ProductView SE must be 
installed into the same 
directory as Windchill 
Services. Accept the default 
that is displayed and selected, 
or click Browse to select a 
different path.

Step 7.

Install for Client System In the Select Directory panel, 
enter a location to install 
ProductView SE.

ProductView SE can be 
installed in any directory. 
Accept the displayed default, or 
click Browse to create or select 
a different path.

Note:  Do not use a directory 
name with any upper case 
characters in the name.

Step 6.

Select this option To

Realizer Select this option to install the 
components needed to author 
mechanisms, animations, and perform 
interference checking.

Composer Edit Select this option to install the 
components needed to author 
Composer sequences..
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7. The Review Settings panel lists the selections you specified for the 
installation. Verify the information is correct, and then click Install.

8. The Installing panel displays the installer progress as files are copied to the 
system and configurations are performed.

9. When the installation completes successfully, the Installation Complete 
panel displays the directory where ProductView Standard Edition was 
installed. The installation log files are located in the <Product>/installer/logs 
directory. The log files for the installation are named:

– <product_short_name>_InstallLog.xml

– <product_short_name>_PtcInstall.log

If the installation fails, a panel is displayed that contains error messages and the 
name of the log files. Document the location and name of the log files. The log 
files can be helpful in assisting you in determining the cause of the failure. Be sure 
to include them when filing an installation support request. See the Installation 
Log Files section in the About Installing Windchill Products for more 
information.

ProductView in REALIZER Mode
In order for a UNIX ProductView client to launch in REALIZER mode (supports 
animation and constraints) from Windchill, the PVIEW_EXEC environment 
variable setting must be updated on the client system. This is accomplished by 
setting the environment variable value to point to the pview_realizer script in the 
/bin directory of the ProductView client load point.

Specifying Export Settings Using version.pvm
The version.pvm file can be used to specify the export distribution for the 
ProductView client when using Windchill Foundation & PDM. ProductView 
client reads this file to determine when a new configuration file (client settings for 
toolbars, layouts, color preferences and so on) should be downloaded to the client. 

Import Filters Select this option to install the import 
filters for viewing Pro/ENGINEER, 
DGN, GBF, IGES, STL, and VRML 
files.

Simulation Viewer (Windows only) Select this option to install the 
components needed to view 
DIVISION MockUp files.

This option only applies to Windows..

Select this option To
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A sample version.pvm file is available in the 
<Windchill>/codebase/wtcore/jsp/wvs/download/ directory. You can customize 
this file for your installation. For example, to distribute the configuration file to all 
clients, you could specify the following parameters in the version.pvm file:

• In [main], set the numcommands=2

• In [command2], set url=<install location of the ProductView client>

• In [command2], set key=0

A key value of 0 indicates to always download and update the settings or you 
can set the value to the datecode of the latest version of the ProductView 
client.

When the key value is set to a positive number, the client checks to see if the 
new value is greater than the currently saved value. If it is greater, it 
downloads the configuration file and updates the currently saved value. If it is 
equal or less, it does not download and update the settings.

Installation Summary
Based on the installation options you selected, you should be able to:

• Download the ProductView Standard Edition client from Windchill.

The ProductView SE client is now available within Windchill and available 
for download by a requesting client system. At this time, it is not necessary 
for you as a System Administrator to download ProductView SE client, 
rather, it is the intention to point out to you where the client is accessible to 
the user when they need to install the client. 

– On Windchill PDM, the ProductView SE client is available by clicking 
the Visualization icon; which opens the Visualization page. From this 
page, select the Click Here link to install ProductView.

– On Windchill PDMLink and Windchill ProjectLink, the ProductView SE 
client is available by navigating from the Home tab to Utilities > 
Software Downloads > ProductView Installation (under the Setup and 
Installation 7.0 heading). Selecting ProductView Installation will open a 
welcome page from which you can download the ProductView SE client. 
Follow the instructions listed on the welcome to install ProductView SE 
client.

• If you elected to install any of the following options, links for these options 
will appear on the ProductView downloads page: 

– Realizer

– Composer Edit

– Import Filters

– Simulation Viewer 
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6
Installing Visualization -

Windchill Support

This chapter describes how to install Visualization - Windchill Support.

Visualization - Windchill Support is installed using the InstallAnywhere utility. 
For information about using InstallAnywhere, see About Installing Windchill 
Products.
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Before You Begin
Before you begin to install Windchill Support, you must have: 

• Installed and configured Windchill Services.

The Windchill Support components must be installed on the same machine as 
Windchill. These components include ProductView Lite, thumbnail generator, 
thumbnail viewer, collaboration agent, support for PIM, and demonstration data. 
The thumbnail generator component, however, can be installed on a remote 
machine. There is a separate installation option to facilitate this scenario and those 
instructions are also included in this chapter.

There are three methods available to install and configure Windchill Support. 
They are described as follows:

• Windchill Server— This option installs and configures all of the Windchill 
Support products. The only information needed to install Windchill Support is 
the location where Windchill Services is installed. If you want to select the 
products to install, then use the custom installation option.

• Remote Thumbnail Generator — This selection allows you the option to 
install the software used to generate thumbnail viewables for Windchill on a 
remote system (machine other than Windchill).

• Custom — This option allows you to selectively choose the options to install 
and configure Windchill Support. The options include:

– ProductView collaboration agent

– ProductView Lite

– Thumbnail viewer

– Thumbnail generator

– Remote thumbnail generator

– PIM Visualization support

– Demo data

Complete the following steps to install Windchill Support:

• Install Windchill Support

Installing Windchill Support
Windchill Support located on the Visualization - Windchill Support CD. With one 
exception, the Windchill Support components must be installed in the same 
directory as Windchill Services. If you are installing the remote thumbnail 
generator, then, install the thumbnail generator on a system of choice. During the 
installation, all of the configurations are performed automatically without any 
intervention on your part. The difference between the typical and custom option is 
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that the custom option allows you to choose which products to install, whereas the 
typical option automatically installs all of the options (custom) for you.

1. Before initiating the installation, stop any running Web server or servlet 
engine, or any other application that may have a Windchill file open (for 
example, a text editor or a Windchill log file).

2. Insert the Visualization - Windchill Support CD into the CD drive.

3. When the installer begins, the first window that opens is Before You Begin. 
This section summarizes the pre installation requirements, provides a link to 
the software matrices, and a reference to the Windchill Installation and 
Configuration Guide - Visualization Services.

When you are ready to proceed with the installation, click Next.

4. In the Select Installation Type panel, select the type of installation to 
perform.

The installation options are described as follows:

Select Installation Type

Select this option To Go to...

Typical Installs and configures 
Visualization - 
Windchill Support.

This option installs and 
automatically 
configures the following 
products:

• ProductView 
collaboration agent

• ProductView Lite

• Thumbnail viewer

• Thumbnail 
generator

• PIM Visualization 
Support

• Demo data

Step 7.
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5. In the Select Product Options panel, specify the options to install the 
Windchill Support components. This panel appears when the Custom 
installation type is selected.

You can select and deselect the options as desired.

Select Product Options

Remote Thumbnail 
Generator

Install the thumbnail 
generator on a machine 
other than Windchill 
(remote).

Additional 
configurations are 
necessary to enable the 
thumbnail generator for 
Windchill.

Note:  Do not use a 
directory name with any 
upper case characters in 
the name.

Step 7

Custom Specify your installation 
options for Visualization 
- Windchill Support. 

Step 6.

Select this option To Go to...

Select this option To

ProductView Collaboration Agent Install the supporting file which is 
required if you intend to run 
ProductView collaboration sessions 
from Windchill Visualization 
Services.

A collaboration session allows 
multiple participants to connect with 
other ProductView users in order to 
view 3D models, 2D drawings, and 
office documents.
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6. In the Specify Directory panel, enter the location where Windchill Services is 
installed.

Windchill Support components must be installed into the same directory as 
Windchill Services. Accept the default that is displayed and selected, or click 
Browse to select a different path.

7. The Review Settings panel lists the selections you specified for the 
installation. Verify the information is correct, and then click Install.

8. The Installing panel displays the installer progress as files are copied to the 
system and configurations are performed.

9. When the installation completes successfully, the Installation Complete 
panel displays the directory where Windchill Support was installed. The 
installation log files are located in the <Product>/installer/logs directory. The 
log files for the installation are named:

ProductView Lite Install the ProductView Lite client 
executable.

ProductView Lite does not have as 
many features as the ProductView 
Standard Edition.

Thumbnail Viewer Install the components needed to view 
2D and 3D thumbnail images in 
Windchill.

Thumbnail Generator Install and configure the thumbnail 
generator on the Windchill Server.

The thumbnail generator converts the 
files into viewable 2D and 3D images 
for Windchill.

Remote Thumbnail Generator

PIM Visualization Services Install the components needed to 
enable visualization for Product 
Information Manager (PIM).

Demo Data Install the ProductView demonstration 
data.

The demonstration data is downloaded 
into the <Windchill>\loadFiles\wvs 
directory

Select this option To
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– <product_short_name>_InstallLog.xml

– <product_short_name>_PtcInstall.log

If the installation fails, a panel is displayed that contains error messages and the 
name of the log files. Document the location and name of the log files. The log 
files can be helpful in assisting you in determining the cause of the failure. Be sure 
to include them when filing an installation support request. See the Installation 
Log Files section in the About Installing Windchill Products for more 
information.

Installation Summary
Based on the installation options you selected, you should be able to:

• Use the ProductView Lite client. Once installed, it is automatically 
downloaded to the client system. When the download takes place, the only 
action necessary on the part of the user is for the user to accept the security 
certificate.

• View 3D thumbnail images in Windchill. 

• Perform real time collaboration meetings with ProductView Standard Edition.

• View visualization data within PIM.

• View the Visualization demo data within Windchill.
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7
Installing Visualization - ECAD

Support

This chapter describes how to install Visualization - ECAD Support viewer and 
object adapter.

Visualization - ECAD Support is installed using the InstallAnywhere utility. For 
information about using InstallAnywhere, see About Installing Windchill 
Products.
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Before You Begin
This installer installs two Visualization - ECAD Support products, ECAD viewer 
and ECAD object adapter.

The object adapters serve as a link between the Windchill server and 
ProductView. Once installed, the object adapters are transformed to CAD workers 
after they are configured on the machine where the CAD application that is related 
to resides.

There are no absolute prerequisites to installing an object adapter, however to 
configure it for use, then:

• Windchill Services must be installed and configured.

• The companion CAD software must be installed and configured.

The ECAD viewer is located on the same CD as the ECAD object adapter. ECAD 
viewer is a client-based component and designed specifically to support the 
ProductView Standard Edition client. The ECAD viewer does not require any 
configuration.

There are no prerequisites to install the ECAD object adapter, however, to use its 
functionality, the related CAD application must be installed and running. The 
ECAD object adapter is installed on the system where the CAD application is 
installed. 

To install the ECAD viewer the following prerequisites must be met:

• When installing on the Windchill server, for the purpose of using the server as 
a client distribution mechanism, Windchill Services must be installed and 
configured as the ECAD viewer is installed into the Windchill Services 
directory. Once installed, it is available for download to client systems.

• When installing directly on a client system, the ProductView Standard Edition 
client must be installed on the client system.

You must evaluate the installation options, because the system on which you 
install the ECAD products will make a difference.

There are three methods available to install the ECAD products:

• An installation of the ECAD viewer on the Windchill server machine. 

Windchill Services must be installed for this option. The ECAD viewer is 
then available for download to other client systems.

• An installation of the ECAD viewer directly on the client system. 

ProductView Standard Edition client must be installed for this option.

• An installation of the ECAD object adapters on the CAD application system.

The related CAD application must be installed for this option. When the 
Windchill server and the CAD application software reside on different 
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machines (remote) and the installation is being performed on a Windows 
platform, you can configure a worker daemon to run as a Windows service. 
The installer can perform the Windows service configuration for the worker 
daemon automatically for you.

Perform the following instructions to install the ECAD Support object adapter and 
viewer:

• Installing ECAD Support

• Installation Summary

Installing ECAD Support
Visualization - ECAD Support is located on the Visualization - ECAD Support 
CD. The ECAD Support components consist of the ECAD object adapter and the 
ECAD viewer. The ECAD object adapter is installed on the machine where the 
corresponding CAD software application resides. The ECAD viewer can be 
installed on the Windchill server machine or a client machine where the 
ProductView Standard Edition client resides.

1. Insert the Visualization - ECAD Support CD into the CD drive.

2. When the installer begins, the first window that opens is Before You Begin. 
This section summarizes the pre installation requirements, provides a link to 
the software matrices, and a reference to the Windchill Installation and 
Configuration Guide - Visualization Services.

When you are ready to proceed with the installation, click Next.

3. In the Select Installation Type panel, select the type of installation to 
perform.

The installation options are described as follows:

Select Installation Type

Select this option To Go to...

Install for Windchill 
Server

Installs the ECAD 
viewer on the Windchill 
server.

This option requires that 
Windchill Services be 
installed as ECAD 
viewer is installed into 
this directory. Once 
installed, the ECAD 
viewer is available for 
download.

Step 4.
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4. The next window that opens depends on whether you selected the Install for 
Windchill Server or Install Object Adapter option. In both cases, you must 
specify an installation directory, however, the directories are different.

Note:  When installing the ECAD viewer on a client system, the ECAD 
viewer is automatically installed into the directory where the ProductView 
Standard Edition client is installed. No action is necessary on your part to 
specify an installation directory.

Install Client System Install the ECAD viewer 
on a client system.

This option requires that 
ProductView Standard 
Edition client be 
installed, as the ECAD 
viewer is installed into 
the ProductView 
Standard Edition 
installation directory.

Step 5.

Install Object Adapter Install the ECAD object 
adapter.

This option requires that 
the CAD application be 
installed.

Step 4

Select this option To Go to...
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Installation Directory

5. The Select Worker Daemon Options panel provides you the option to 
configure a Windows service on a remote machine. The worker daemon is 
used in the case when the Windchill server and the CAD software application 
reside on different Windows machines, and you want Windchill to be able to 
start the CAD worker automatically. 

Select Worker Daemon Options

For this option... This panel opens... Go to...

Install for Windchill Server In the Specify Directory panel, 
enter the location where 
Windchill Services is installed.

The ECAD viewer must be 
installed into the same 
directory as Windchill 
Services. Accept the default 
that is displayed and selected, 
or click Browse to select a 
different path.

Step 6.

Install for Client System In the Select Directory panel, 
enter a location to install the 
ECAD object adapter.

The ECAD object adapter can 
be installed in any directory. 
Accept the displayed default, or 
click Browse to create or select 
a different path.

Note:  Do not use a directory 
name with any upper case 
characters in the name.

Step 5.

Select this option... To...

Configure Worker Daemon as a 
Windows Service

Install and configure the worker 
daemon as a Windows service if you 
are installing the ECAD object adapter 
on a remote Windows machine; the 
install is not taking place on the 
Windchill server machine.

By default, the configure Worker 
Daemon option is not selected.
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6. The Review Settings panel lists the selections you specified for the 
installation. Verify the information is correct, and then click Install.

7. The Installing panel displays the installer progress as files are copied to the 
system and configurations are performed.

8. When the installation completes successfully, the Installation Complete 
panel displays the directory where ECAD was installed. The installation log 
files are located in the <Product>/installer/logs directory. The log files for the 
installation are named:

– <product_short_name>_InstallLog.xml

– <product_short_name>_PtcInstall.log

If the installation fails, a panel is displayed that contains error messages and the 
name of the log files. Document the location and name of the log files. The log 
files can be helpful in assisting you in determining the cause of the failure. Be sure 
to include them when filing an installation support request. See the Installation 
Log Files section in the About Installing Windchill Products for more 
information.

Installation Summary
At this time, the ECAD products are installed. The next step is to configure the 
ECAD object adapter for use as a CAD worker. Those instructions are located in 
the CAD-specific chapters.

Port Number Specify the port number the worker 
daemon listens on.

Select this option... To...
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8
Installing Visualization - MCAD

Support

This chapter describes how to install the Visualization - MCAD Support object 
and batch import adapters.

Visualization - MCAD Support is installed using the InstallAnywhere utility. For 
information about using InstallAnywhere, see About Installing Windchill 
Products.
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Before You Begin
The object adapters serve as a link between the Windchill server and 
ProductView. Once installed, the object adapters are transformed to CAD workers 
after they are configured on the machine where the CAD application that it is 
related to resides.

There are no prerequisites to install the MCAD object and batch import adapters, 
however to configure them for use, then:

• Windchill Services must be installed and configured.

• The companion CAD software must be installed and configured.

The MCAD object adapters and the batch import adapters are installed on the 
machine where the related CAD application resides. The installation instructions 
are as follows:

• Installing MCAD Support

• Installation Summary

Installing MCAD Support
Visualization - MCAD Support is located on the Visualization - MCAD Support 
CD. The MCAD Support components must be installed on the same machine 
where their corresponding CAD software application resides.

The object adapters must be installed under a CAD software administrator 
account. When configured, the user must be able to start the CAD worker.

1. Insert the Visualization - MCAD Support CD into the CD drive.

2. When the installer begins, the first window that opens is Before You Begin. 
This section summarizes the pre installation requirements, provides a link to 
the software matrices, and a reference to the Windchill Installation and 
Configuration Guide - Visualization Services.

When you are ready to proceed with the installation, click Next.

3. In the Select Product Options panel, select the products to install.

The product categories are Batch Import Adapters and the CAD-specific 
object adapters. You can select one or multiple products to install.

Selecting the Batch Import Adapters option automatically selects all of the 
batch import adapters in the list, alternatively, you can select each of the batch 
import adapters you wish to install.

Selecting the CAD object adapter will automatically select all of the versions 
available for that object adapter, alternatively, you can select only the version 
you wish to install.
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The products viewed in the installer are based on your operating system 
platform. If the installation is taking place on a Windows platform, then only 
the Windows-supported products will appear. The same applies to the UNIX 
platform. For your convenience, all of the products supported by this installer 
are listed in the Select Product Options table. 

Select Product Options

Select this product To

DGN Install the batch import adapter for the 
Microstation DGN files.

GBF Install the batch import adapter for the 
GAF/GBF files.

IGES Install the batch import adapter for the 
IGES files.

PGL Install the batch import adapter for the 
Pro/ENGINEER PGL files.

STL Install the batch import adapter for the 
STL files.

VRML Install the batch import adapter for the 
VRML files.

Pro/ENGINEER Install the object adapter for 
Pro/ENGINEER. 

Select Pro/ENGINEER to install all 
the supported versions, or select a 
specific version to install.

UniGraphics Install the object adapter for 
UniGraphics. 

Select UniGraphics to install all the 
supported versions, or select a specific 
version to install.

I-DEAS Install the object adapter for I-DEAS. 

Select I-DEAS to install all the 
supported versions, or select a specific 
version to install.
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4. In the Select Directory panel, enter the location where to install the MCAD 
components.

The MCAD components can be installed in any directory. Accept the 
displayed default, or click Browse to create or select a different path.

Note:  Do not use a directory name with any upper case characters in the 
name.

The next window that opens depends on the operating system on which the 
installation is taking place. If you are installing on the Windows platform, then 
you are provided the option to install a Worker Daemon, go to Step 5, otherwise, 
go to Step 6. 

5. The Select Worker Daemon Options panel provides you the option to 
configure a Windows service on a remote machine. The worker daemon is 
used in the case when the Windchill server and the CAD software application 
reside on different Windows machines, and you want Windchill to be able to 
start the CAD worker automatically.

SolidWorks Install the object adapter for 
SolidWorks. 

Select SolidWorks to install all the 
supported versions, or select a specific 
version to install.

CATIA Install the object adapter for CATIA. 

Select CATIA to install all the 
supported versions, or select a specific 
version to install.

CADDS Install the object adapter for CADDS. 

Select CADDS to install all the 
supported versions, or select a specific 
version to install.

Select this product To
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Select Worker Daemon Options

6. The Review Settings panel lists the selections you specified for the 
installation. Verify the information is correct, and then click Install.

7. The Installing panel displays the installer progress as files are copied to the 
system and configurations are performed.

8. When the installation completes successfully, the Installation Complete 
panel displays the directory where MCAD was installed. The installation log 
files are located in the <Product>/installer/logs directory. The log files for the 
installation are named:

– <product_short_name>_InstallLog.xml

– <product_short_name>_PtcInstall.log

If the installation fails, a panel is displayed that contains error messages and the 
name of the log files. Document the location and name of the log files. The log 
files can be helpful in assisting you in determining the cause of the failure. Be sure 
to include them when filing an installation support request. See the Installation 
Log Files section in the About Installing Windchill Products for more 
information.

Installation Summary
At this time, the MCAD object adapters are installed. The next step is to configure 
the object adapters for use as CAD workers. Those instructions are located in the 
CAD-specific chapters.

Select this option... To...

Configure Worker Daemon as a 
Windows Service

Install and configure the worker 
daemon as a Windows service if you 
are installing the MCAD object 
adapters on a remote Windows 
machine; the install is not taking place 
on the Windchill server machine.

By default, the configure Worker 
Daemon option is not selected.

Port Number Specify the port number the worker 
daemon listens on.
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Installing Visualization -

Document Support

This chapter describes how to install Visualization - Document Support viewer 
and object adapter, and Adobe Acrobat.

Document Support is a Windows-based product that provides the ability to view 
and annotate Microsoft Word, Excel, and PDF documents, and as such, it is a 
Windows-only product. 

Visualization - Document Support is installed using the InstallAnywhere utility. 
For information about using InstallAnywhere, see About Installing Windchill 
Products.
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Before You Begin
This installer installs Document Support viewer, Document Support object 
adapter, and Adobe Acrobat. Adobe Acrobat is distributed on 3 CDs: 

• CD 1: Contains versions for English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, 
Portuguese. 

• CD 2: Contains versions for Japanese and Korean

• CD 3: Contains versions for Chinese Simplified and Chinese Traditional

Note:  The CDs containing Japanese, Korean and Chinese versions are special 
orders. See PTC Sales division for more information on obtaining these CDs. The 
installation instructions are included in this chapter.

The object adapters serve as a link between the Windchill server and 
ProductView. Once installed, the object adapters are transformed to CAD workers 
after they are configured on the machine where the Microsoft applications reside.

There are no absolute prerequisites to installing the Document Support object 
adapter, however to configure it for use, then:

• It can only be configured for a Windows system.

• Windchill Services must be installed and configured.

• Acrobat Distiller and Microsoft Word or Excel must be installed. Acrobat 
Distiller is packaged with Document Support, however, it must be installed 
manually. Instructions are included in this chapter to perform the installation.

• The Document Support object adapter must be installed under a Document 
Support administrator account. When configured, the user must be able to 
start Document Support worker.

Document viewer is a client-based component and designed specifically to 
support the ProductView Standard Edition client. The Document viewer does not 
require any configuration, however the Document viewer requires the use of 
ProductView Standard Edition client. To install Document viewer the following 
prerequisites must be met:

• When installing on the Windchill server, for the purpose of using the server as 
a client distribution mechanism, Windchill Services must be installed and 
configured as Document viewer is installed into the Windchill Services 
directory. Once installed, it is available for download from the server to client 
systems.

• When installing directly on a client system, the ProductView Standard Edition 
client must be installed on the client system.

• The client system where the Document viewer is installed (downloaded to or 
directly installed) must be a Windows system.
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You must evaluate the installation options, because the system on which you 
install the Document Support products will make a difference.

There are three methods available to install the Document Support products:

• An installation of the Document viewer on a Windchill server machine. 

Windchill Services must be installed for this option. The Document viewer is 
then available for download to other client systems. The client system must be 
a Windows system. Document viewer does not support UNIX systems and 
there are no other alternatives or options to support UNIX.

• An installation of the Document viewer directly on the client system. 

ProductView Standard Edition client must be installed for this option. The 
client system must be a Windows system. Document viewer does not support 
UNIX systems and there are no other alternatives or options to support UNIX.

• An installation of the Document object adapters on the Microsoft application 
system.

Acrobat Distiller and Microsoft Windows or Excel must be installed. When 
the Windchill server and the Microsoft application reside on different 
machines (remote), you can configure a worker daemon to run as a Windows 
service. The installer can configure the Windows service configuration for the 
worker daemon automatically for you.

Perform the following instructions to install the Document Support object adapter 
and viewer, and Adobe Acrobat.

• Installing Document Support

• Installing Acrobat Distiller

• Installation Summary

Installing Document Support
Visualization Document Support is a Windows only product and it can only used 
on a Windows system. 

Document Support is located on the Visualization - Document Support CD (CD 1 
of 3). The Document Support components, installed with InstallAnywhere, 
consist of the Document object adapter and viewer, and Adobe Acrobat. The 
Document object adapter is installed on the machine where Microsoft Word or 
Excel resides. The Document viewer can be installed on the Windchill server 
machine or a client machine (Windows only) where the ProductView Standard 
Edition client resides.

Installing Visualization Document Support CD 1
This CD includes Document Support viewer and object adapter, and Adobe 
Acrobat versions for English, French, German, Spanish, and Italian.
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1. Insert the Visualization - Document Support CD 1 into the CD drive.

2. When the installer begins, the first window that opens is Before You Begin. 
This section summarizes the pre installation requirements, provides a link to 
the software matrices, and a reference to the Windchill Installation and 
Configuration Guide - Visualization Services.

When you are ready to proceed with the installation, click Next.

3. In the Select Installation Type panel, select the type of installation to 
perform.

The installation options are described as follows:

Select Installation Type

Select this option To Go to...

Install for Windchill 
Server

Installs the Document 
viewer on the Windchill 
server.

This option requires that 
Windchill Services be 
installed as Document 
viewer is installed into 
this directory. Once 
installed, the Document 
viewer is available for 
download.

Step 4.

Install Client System Install the Document 
viewer on a client 
system.

This option requires that 
ProductView Standard 
Edition client be 
installed, as the 
Document viewer is 
installed into the 
ProductView Standard 
Edition installation 
directory.

Step 5.

Install Object Adapter Install the Document 
object adapter.

This option requires that 
Microsoft Word and, or 
Excel be installed.

Step 4
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4. The next window that opens depends on whether you selected the Install for 
Windchill Server or Install for Client System option. In both cases, you 
must specify an installation directory, however, the directories are different.

Note:  When installing the Document viewer on a client system, the 
Document viewer is automatically installed into the directory where the 
ProductView Standard Edition client is installed. No action is necessary on 
your part to specify an installation directory.

Installation Directory

5. In the Select Server Options panel, select the version of Adobe Acrobat to 
install. 

When Adobe Acrobat is installed, it will be available from Windchill to 
download to the client systems.

Go to Step 7 to begin the installation.

6. The Select Worker Daemon Options panel provides you the option to 
configure a Windows service on a remote machine. This option is supported 
with the Document Support object adapter.

For this option... This panel opens... Go to...

Install for Windchill Server In the Specify Directory panel, 
enter the location where 
Windchill Services is installed.

The Document viewer must be 
installed into the same 
directory as Windchill 
Services. Accept the default 
that is displayed and selected, 
or click Browse to select a 
different path.

Step 5.

Install Document 
Collaboration Services

In the Select Directory panel, 
enter a location to install the 
Document object adapter.

The Document object adapter 
can be installed in any 
directory. Accept the displayed 
default, or click Browse to 
create or select a different path.

Note:  Do not use a directory 
name with any upper case 
characters in the name.

Step 6.
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The worker daemon is used in the case when the Windchill server and 
Microsoft application reside on different Windows machines, and you want 
Windchill to be able to start the object adapter worker automatically. 

Select Worker Daemon Options

7. The Review Settings panel lists the selections you specified for the 
installation. Verify the information is correct, and then click Install.

8. The Installing panel displays the installer progress as files are copied to the 
system and configurations are performed.

9. When the installation completes successfully, the Installation Complete 
panel displays the directory where Document Support was installed. The 
installation log files are located in the <Windchill>/installer/logs directory. 
The log files for the installation are named:

– <product_short_name>_InstallLog.xml

– <product_short_name>_PtcInstall.log

If the installation fails, a panel is displayed that contains error messages and the 
name of the log files. Document the location and name of the log files. The log 
files can be helpful in assisting you in determining the cause of the failure. Be sure 
to include them when filing an installation support request. See the Installation 
Log Files section in the About Installing Windchill Products for more 
information.

Installing Visualization Document Support CDs 2 or 3
These CDs include:

• CD 2: Adobe Acrobat versions for Japanese and Korean.

• CD 3: Adobe Acrobat versions for Chinese Standard and Chinese Traditional.

1. Insert the Visualization - Document Support CD 2 or 3 into the CD drive.

Select this option... To...

Configure Worker Daemon as a 
Windows Service

Install and configure the worker 
daemon as a Windows service if you 
are installing the Document Support 
object adapter on a remote Windows 
machine; the install is not taking place 
on the Windchill server machine.

By default, the configure Worker 
Daemon option is not selected.

Port Number Specify the port number the worker 
daemon listens on.
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2. When the installer begins, the first window that opens is Before You Begin. 
This section summarizes the pre installation requirements, provides a link to 
the software matrices, and a reference to the Windchill Installation and 
Configuration Guide - Visualization Services.

When you are ready to proceed with the installation, click Next.

3. In the Select Installation Type panel, select the Install for Windchill Server 
option to install Adobe Acrobat on the Windchill server. 

4. In the Specify Directory panel, enter the location where Windchill Services is 
installed.

Adobe Acrobat must be installed into the same directory as Windchill 
Services. Accept the default that is displayed and selected, or click Browse to 
select a different path.

5. In the Select Server Options panel, select the version of Adobe Acrobat to 
install. 

When Adobe Acrobat is installed, it will be available from Windchill to 
download to the client systems.

6. The Review Settings panel lists the selections you specified for the 
installation. Verify the information is correct, and then click Install.

7. The Installing panel displays the installer progress as files are copied to the 
system and configurations are performed.

8. When the installation completes successfully, the Installation Complete 
panel displays the directory where Document Support was installed. The 
installation log files are located in the <Product>/installer/logs directory. The 
log files for the installation are named:

– <product_short_name>_InstallLog.xml

– <product_short_name>_PtcInstall.log

If the installation fails, a panel is displayed that contains error messages and the 
name of the log files. Document the location and name of the log files. The log 
files can be helpful in assisting you in determining the cause of the failure. Be sure 
to include them when filing an installation support request. See the Installation 
Log Files section in the About Installing Windchill Products for more 
information.
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Installing Adobe Distiller
The Document Support object adapter is used to support Microsoft Word and 
Excel by providing an interface between Windchill and the Microsoft products. It 
provides the ability to convert Word documents, Excel spreadsheets, and 
PostScript files to PDF files.

To support the conversion of files to PDF, Acrobat Distiller, a third party product, 
is used. If you do not already have a copy of Adobe Distiller installed on the 
Windchill server system (must meet the requirements specified in the Windchill 
software matrix - see link above), you can install the version packaged with 
Document Support. The installation is manual. 

Note:  Acrobat Reader cannot be used in place of Acrobat Distiller, as it does not 
provide sufficient capabilities to view PDF files for Windchill.

Acrobat Distiller is located on the Document Support CD 1 in the installer 
directory. Acrobat Distiller must be installed on the Windchill server. Complete 
the following instructions to manually install Acrobat Distiller:

1. Insert the Visualization - Document Support CD 1 into the CD drive.

2. Navigate to the installers directory to locate the distiller505.exe file.

3. Copy the distiller505.exe file to a directory of choice.

Once Acrobat Distiller is installed, go to Start > Settings > Printer > Acrobat 
Distiller, open Acrobat Distiller properties, click Printing Preferences, and 
deselect Do not send fonts to Distiller option in Adobe PDF Settings.

Installation Summary
At this time, the Document Support products are installed. The next step is to 
configure the Document Support object adapter for use as a worker. Those 
instructions are located in the CAD worker-specific chapters.
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Configuring the CAD Agent

The CAD Agent is used to manage the relationship between a CAD worker and 
the visualization server. The Agent manages one or more CAD workers that, 
when called upon by the Agent, open a non-graphical session of the cad system, 
and convert the designated CAD objects to the ProductView format. 

The purpose of the Agent is to instruct the workers as to what to convert and tell 
them where to obtain the objects and where to place the converted output files. 
This functionality allows automated conversion by the visualization server using 
the CAD object adapter as a worker. In this mode the CAD object adapter is 
continually available to perform conversion of native CAD object, as the 
visualization server requires.
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Introduction to CAD Agent
When the visualization server receives a client request to convert a CAD objects 
to the ProductView format, the visualization server calls a CAD worker. The 
worker is an instance of a CAD object adapter. The worker opens a background 
session of a CAD system, and then converts the designated objects to the 
ProductView format.

The CAD Agent and CAD workers are an important link in achieving the full 
functionality of the visualization server. Through the worker, the visualization 
server can communicate with a number of object adapters that are described in 
About Visualization Services chapter.

In the architecture of a standard CAD worker, when a publishing request is 
received, the Publisher passes the CAD file to the CAD Agent; which invokes the 
CAD worker to convert the CAD data and to store the resulting published data in 
Windchill. This is considered a standard CAD worker configuration. The 
following diagram depicts the flow of information between the CAD Agent and 
the CAD worker across the network.
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Before You Begin
To configure the CAD object adapter as a worker for the CAD Agent you must 
know the visualization server host name and port number. The object adapter 
configuration process generates a worker script that launches the object adapter in 
a server-controlled mode, referred to as a CAD worker. The complete path to this 
script is required when configuring the CAD Agent to use the worker, as detailed 
in the next section.

Note:  The CAD object adapter must be configured separately, for more 
information see the section titled Server Controlled Publishing in your relevant 
CAD object adapter configuration chapter. 

Configuring the CAD Agent to use a CAD worker follows the same pattern 
regardless of the type of worker used by your system. The subsequent sections of 
this chapter use the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter as an example which uses the 
proeworker script to launch the worker.

Configuring the CAD Agent
The CAD Agent communicates with the CAD worker under four possible 
scenarios. The worker is located either on the same machine as the Agent or on a 
different machine. 

This chapter contains procedures for four different worker configurations: 

• Scenario 1: The worker is on the same Windows machine as the visualization 
server. 

• Scenario 2: The worker is on a different Windows machine than the 
visualization server. 

• Scenario 3: The worker is on the same UNIX machine as the visualization 
server.

• Scenario 4: The worker is on a different UNIX machine than the visualization 
server.

The CADAgent wizard is used to configure the CAD Agent for the CAD worker. 
The CADAgent wizard is a component of the CAD Agent Monitor. You can click 
Show Help in the wizard window to open the Help section. Help information is 
displayed in the lower portion of the wizard window.

CAD Worker On The Same Machine
In the simplest scenario, the CAD worker and the CAD Agent are on the same 
machine. The instructions for Windows and UNIX are the same when the 
visualization server and the CAD worker reside on the same machine. 

1. Open Windchill in a Web browser.
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2. Depending on the Windchill application, do one of the following to navigate 
to the CAD Agent Monitor:

– Windchill Foundation & PDM — Click on the Visualization icon > 
Administrator (link) > CAD Agent Monitor (link located under 
Administration Tasks heading).

– Windchill PDMLink or Windchill ProjectLink — Click on the Site (tab) 
> Utilities (tab) > CAD Agent Administrator (link located under 
Administration Tasks heading).

3. The CADAgent Administration window opens.

This window displays a list of the configured CAD workers and general 
statistics about the worker, for example, its running status. From this window, 
you can start and stop, and reload the CAD worker.

– Click Configure to configure a CAD worker.

4. In the CAD Worker Configuration panel, you are presented with three 
options: Add Worker, Edit Worker, and Delete Worker. 

For this example, the add option is described. Click Add Worker to add a 
new worker configuration. 

5. In the Add CAD Worker panel, you specify the host name of the 
visualization server and the data type of the CAD Worker to be created. For 
example, if you are processing Pro/ENGINEER CAD Documents or parts, 
then you will create a Pro/ENGINEER worker to translate the CAD objects 
into a viewable image.

– Host — Specify the full path to the visualization server machine. 

– Data Type — Specify the data type of the worker to be created. The data 
type options available are:

• PROE

• CADDS

• CATIA

• UG

• IDEAS

• SOLIDWORKS

• PROD

• SOLIDDESIGNER

• ME10

• AUTOCAD
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• ECAD

• THUMBNAIL

• CATIAV5

• IGES

• VRML

• OFFICE

6. In the CAD Worker Location panel, select the location where the CAD 
worker resides. There are three options to choose from, the Windchill Server 
(same machine), a different Windows machine, and a different UNIX 
machine.

– The Windchill Server — The CAD worker resides on the same machine 
as the Windchill server.

– A different Windows NT machine — The CAD worker resides on a 
Windows machine other than the Windchill server.

– A different UNIX machine — The CAD worker resides on a UNIX 
machine other than the Windchill server.

In this example, since the CAD worker resides on the same machine as the 
visualization server, select The Windchill Server option. 

7. In the CAD Worker Execution Command panel, specify the script used to 
start the worker and the execution settings.

Enter values for the following parameters:

– Execute Command — The execute command is the CAD worker script 
created during the CAD object adapter configuration, see the section 
Server Controlled Publishing in the relevant CAD object adapter 
configuration chapter. Type the complete path to this script in the Execute 
Command text field.

– Startup Time (sec) — Specify an amount of time in seconds that it takes 
for the worker and the CAD system to completely start, initialize, and be 
able to return a message confirming this. If this value is not large enough, 
the worker does not start reliably. Adjust the setting to work on your 
system.

– Max Instances — Specify the maximum number of instances of this 
worker that can be started. You should only set this value to be greater 
than one (1) if the worker machine is capable of running multiple copies 
of the CAD application effectively (that is, a multiprocessor possessing 
sufficient memory resources). 
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– AutoStart — Select this option to set the worker to start automatically 
whenever it is needed. You should use this option if you want your 
system to automatically start up after a reboot or if you want the CAD 
agent to automatically satisfy heavy demand. 

– AutoIdleStop (sec) — Specify an amount of time in seconds that 
determines how long the worker can remain idle before it is automatically 
stopped. If you leave this field empty or set it to zero (0), the worker is not 
stopped automatically at idle time. Use this option if you need to release 
the CAD license when it is not being used. 

– AutoErrorStop — Click this option to set the worker to stop 
automatically whenever it returns an error from a conversion request. Use 
this option if you need to make sure that the CAD application is not left in 
an unstable state after an error condition. 

– AutoBusyStop (sec) — Specify an amount of time in seconds that 
determines how long the worker can spend on a single conversion request 
without automatically being stopped upon finishing that conversion. If 
you leave this field empty or set it to zero (0), the worker is not stopped 
automatically when it has completed a conversion.

8. The CAD Worker Summary Information panel displays the values you 
entered or selected during the add worker process.

Review the CAD worker configuration information. If needed, use Back to go 
back to the appropriate wizard step and make any corrections. When all of the 
CAD worker information displayed on this page is correct, click Apply. 

9. You are returned to the CAD Worker Configuration window. Click Save 
File to update the <Windchill>\codebase\agent.ini file with your configuration 
changes.

10. Click Reload CadAgent to commit the changes and update the CADAgent 
Administration worker entries. 

You have now finished configuring the CAD Agent to use a CAD worker on the 
same machine as the visualization server. Refer to Testing the CAD Agent 
Configuration to confirm your configuration is correct.

CAD Worker On A Different Windows Machine
The CAD worker can be configured on a Windows machine that is different from 
the visualization server machine. The configuration procedures for this scenario 
are exactly the same as the example of configuring the CAD worker on the same 
machine as the visualization server, except for two differences. The two 
differences are:

• The need for a common file system shared between the two machines.

• The use of the Worker Daemon to facilitate the communication between the 
two machines. This communication is handled by using a small executable 
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named WorkerDaemon.exe. The WorkerDaemon.exe is placed on the 
Windows machine running CAD object adapter. The Worker Daemon was 
made available to you for installation when you installed the object adapter(s). 
These instructions assume that you installed the Worker Daemon.

Creating a Common Windows to Windows File System

For the visualization server machine and the CAD worker machine to exchange 
files, the two machines must share a common file system directory. This 
directory, which can be located on either machine, or even on a third machine, 
serves as a file transfer point between the server and worker machines.

Note:  Because there are numerous ways in which a shared file directory can be 
created (mapped Windows drives, FTP, and so forth), no attempt is made to 
describe the creation of a shared file directory in these procedures.

Tip:  If you are using a network file system, this directory can exist on any 
machine in the network; but you must be able to mount the directory on both the 
Windchill machine and the CAD worker machine. If you are using FTP, the 
Windchill machine must be able to connect with an FTP server running on the 
CAD worker machine and the worker path must be a directory which is local to 
the CAD worker machine.

After creating the common file directory, make note of the full path to the 
common directory used by the server machine and by the worker machine. Each 
of these paths must be entered during subsequent procedures.

For example, from the server machine, the full path to the common file directory 
could be:

D:\shared_Worker_dir

The full path from the worker machine to the same, shared file directory could be:

X:\D_drive\shared_Worker_dir

Note: This common directory must be fully accessible from the user account 
specified during the initial installation of the visualization server. This can require 
that both machines have the same log on account. This is a security concern the 
administrator must address by policy before installing the worker.

Adding CAD Worker to a Different Machine

The CAD Agent must know where the CAD worker is on the system. The next set 
of procedures explains how to configure the CAD Agent to use this worker. 

Because the worker configuration steps are similar regardless of whether the 
configuration being performed is local or remote, the common configuration steps 
are not repeated. Where possible, you are directed to the detailed instructions 
described in the CAD Worker on the Same Machine section.

1. Follow steps 1-5 in section CAD Worker On The Same Machine. 
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2. In the CAD Worker Location window, select A different Windows NT 
machine option as in this scenario the visualization server and the CAD 
worker machines are different, and the worker resides on a Windows 
machine.

3. Complete the CAD Worker Execution Command instructions as described 
in the CAD Worker On The Same Machine the section. 

4. In the Worker Daemon Port window, specify the port number that the 
Worker Daemon, running on the Windchill server, listens to. This instruction 
assumes that the Worker Daemon was installed and configured during the 
installation of the object adapter(s).

Accept the default, 601, or enter the correct port number.

5. In the Common File System window, enter the information needed to 
connect to the common file system. 

– Windchill Machine Path — Enter the full path name to the common file 
system location on the Windchill server machine. In this example this is:

D:\shared_Worker_dir

– <worker_machine> Path (CAD Worker) — Enter the full path name to 
the common file system location on the worker machine. In this example 
this is: 

X:\D_drive\shared_Worker_dir

– FTP Username — If you used FTP to connect to the common file system 
location, type the FTP user name; otherwise, leave this field blank.

– FTP Password — If you used FTP to connect to the common file system 
location, type the FTP password; otherwise, leave this field blank.

6. For the remaining steps, follow the instructions through the end of the CAD 
Worker On The Same Machine section.

Running Worker Daemon as a Service

The Worker Daemon procedures described in this section allow you to configure 
the Worker Daemon to run either as a program (which is the default) or as a 
service. The next procedure details how to start the Worker Daemon if you are 
running it as a service:

When you ran InstallAnywhere, the WorkerDaemon.exe was installed in 
<ProductView adapter>\i486_nt\obj\ directory.

Installing the Worker Daemon

1. Open a Command Prompt window and navigate to the <ProductView 
adapters>\i486_nt\obj\ directory.
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– At the prompt, enter the following command to install the Worker 
Daemon as a Windows service.

workerdaemon –install

2. Open the Services dialog box, which now lists a GS Worker Daemon service. 
Start the GW Worker Daemon to begin running it as a service. 

Changing the System Account

1. By default the Worker Daemon runs as a system account. You can also use 
the Services dialog box to change the account it runs on using the startup 
profile for the Worker Daemon. 

– Open the Properties window for the GS Worker Daemon.

2. From the Log On tab, select This account option, and pick the account you 
want to run under. Use Browse to display the Select User list, and select a 
name from the list. 

For example, you can run the Worker Daemon from the administrator 
account. Enter a password, and click OK. The account you selected is now 
configured to run the Worker Daemon as a service.

Configuring the Port Number

To configure the port number for the Worker Daemon, when it is running as a 
service, at the command prompt enter the reinstall\install command:

workerdaemon –install <port#>

This command ensures that, when the service is operating, it will be listening on 
the configured port.

About the Worker Daemon Log File

When the Worker Daemon is running as a service it produces a log file called 
workerwaemon.log, which is important, when debugging a Worker Daemon 
problem.

The log file shows when the Worker Daemon is running, the commands it 
receives, what port it is listening on, along with other event information. 

Removing the Worker Daemon Service

You can remove the Worker Daemon service by executing the following 
command at the prompt:

workerdaemon –remove
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Running the Worker Daemon as a Program

These procedures describe how to run the Worker Daemon as a program.

There are several ways to start the Worker Daemon. The Worker Daemon can run 
not only as a service in the background, as described above, but it can also be run 
as a program. To run the Worker Daemon as a program, select one of the 
following options:

• Start the Worker Daemon by double-clicking the WorkerDaemon.exe file. 
The Worker Daemon executable on the CAD worker machine must be 
running at all times, as explained in the next note. 

Note:  After the user is logged off on the worker machine, the Worker 
Daemon process ends. Alternatively, the Worker Daemon can remain running 
by locking the workstation instead of logging out. In this case, the machine is 
left in a secure state. To lock the workstation, press CTRL+ALT+DEL, then 
click Lock Computer. 

• Start the Worker Daemon using a command line parameter. By default, the 
Worker Daemon listens on port 601. The Worker Daemon can be forced to 
use another port by specifying the port number as a command line parameter 
when starting the Worker Daemon. 

• Start the Worker Daemon using Auto Start. The Worker Daemon is started 
automatically when the computer starts by creating a shortcut to it and then 
placing the shortcut in the following directory:

<WINNT directory>\User Profiles\All Users\Start Menu\
Programs\Startup

Where <WINNT directory> is the Windows system directory.

Note:  Be sure that the service account configured to launch the Worker 
Daemon has been granted access rights to log on as a service.

You have now finished configuring the CAD Agent to use a CAD worker on a 
different Windows machine. Refer to Testing the CAD Agent Configuration to 
confirm your configuration is correct.

CAD Worker On a Different UNIX Machine
The configuration procedures for this scenario are exactly the same as for 
configuration of the CAD worker on the same machine as the visualization server, 
except for one difference. The difference is the need for a common file system 
shared between the two machines.

Note:  On UNIX there is no need for the Worker Daemon.exe used on Windows.
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Creating a Common File System

For the server machine and the UNIX worker machine to exchange files, the two 
machines must share a common file system directory. This directory, which can 
be located on either machine or even on a third machine, serves as a file transfer 
point for the server and UNIX worker machines.

Create a shared directory that is accessible to both the server machine and the 
UNIX worker machine. It is important that the path the CAD worker machine 
uses does not contain any special characters which the worker cannot handle. For 
example, Pro/ENGINEER running on Windows does not allow spaces in the path. 
Because there are many ways to create a shared file directory specific procedures 
are not provided in this guide. One common method of creating a shared directory 
is by creating the directory on the UNIX machine and accessing it using FTP on 
the server machine.

After creating the common file directory, make note of the full path used by the 
server machine and the UNIX worker machine to access the common directory. 
These paths must be entered during a subsequent procedure.

In the example used in the following procedure, FTP is used to mimic a shared file 
system. The full path from the server machine to the shared file directory is:

FTP:/CW/shared_dir

In this example, the full path from the UNIX worker machine to the shared file 
directory is:

/CW/shared_dir

Adding a UNIX CAD Worker to the CAD Agent

The CAD Agent must know where the CAD worker is located on the system. The 
next set of procedures explains how to configure the CAD Agent to use this 
worker.

1. Follow steps 1-5 in section CAD Worker On The Same Machine. 

2. In the CAD Worker Location panel, select the a different UNIX machine 
option as in this scenario the visualization server and the CAD worker 
machines are different, and the worker resides on a UNIX machine.

3. Complete the CAD Worker Execution Command instructions described in 
section CAD Worker On The Same Machine.

4. In the Telnet Account panel, specify the information needed to access the 
remote worker. Enter values for the following fields:

– Username — Specify the account to log on to the machine where the 
worker resides. This account must already exist and the log on process 
must not require any interactive log on scripts, the required environment 
variables must be defined automatically, and no special commands must 
be required to start the worker.
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– Password — Specify the password used to log on to the telnet account.

– Shell Prompt — Enter the shell prompt that the CAD Agent will see 
when logging onto the account. When the CAD Agent logs onto the 
account, it will wait to receive this prompt. Once the prompt is detected, 
the worker executable will be started.

5. In the Common File System panel, specify the common file system 
information you prepared in the Creating a Common File System section.

If you used FTP, the Windchill Machine Path and the <machine name> 
Path (CAD Worker) must be exactly the same except that the Windchill 
Machine Path starts with ’ftp:’. Enter values for the following parameters:

– Windchill Machine Path — Specify the mount path of the common 
directory as seen from the Windchill server machine. 

– <machine name> Path (CAD Worker) — Specify the mount path of the 
common directory as seen from CAD worker machine.

Note:  It is important that the path the CAD worker machine uses does 
not contain any special characters that the worker cannot handle. For 
example, Pro/ENGINEER running on Windows does not allow spaces in 
the path.

– FTP Username — If you used FTP, specify the account used to start the 
UNIX worker. The FTP connection is established based on this account. 
If you are using a network file system, the FTP account information is not 
required.

Note:  For instructions on configuring a UNIX worker using FTP, see the 
section in this chapter Configuring a Non-English UNIX Worker to Run 
FTP Daemon. Special instructions apply if your UNIX worker is running 
on a non-English locale.

– FTP Password — Specify the password for the user name connecting to 
the account.

6. For the remaining steps, follow the instructions through the end of the CAD 
Worker On The Same Machine section.

You have now finished configuring the CAD Agent to use a CAD worker on a 
different UNIX machine. Refer to Testing the CAD Agent Configuration to 
confirm your configuration is correct.
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Testing the CAD Agent Configuration
Once you have completed any one of the four worker configuration scenarios, you 
can test the operation of the worker. The tests are fairly generic between object 
adapters. This section uses the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter as an example. 

Test 1: Starting the CAD Worker

1. From within the CAD Agent wizard, return to the CADAgent 
Administration panel. This panel displays a list of the configured CAD 
workers and their current status.

2. To start the CAD worker, click the Traffic Light icon in the Action column. 
After the CAD worker has started, the Web page displays On in the Status 
column.

If the status does not change to On, refer to the section Troubleshooting the 
CAD Agent.

3. When the connection tests prove successful, you can turn off the CAD worker 
by clicking the Traffic Light icon.

Test 2: Create a Viewable on Demand

To perform this test, you will need CAD document data loaded on the Windchill 
system. This data must be in its native state, meaning that it has not already been 
converted to a viewable (published). You will use this data to test the publishing 
capabilities. 

Note:  The CAD worker must be running to perform this test. If you did not 
enable Auto Start in the worker configuration, the worker must be manually 
started. See Test 1: Starting the CAD Worker. 

1. Open Windchill in a Web browser.

2. Browse to a CAD Document, and open the properties page for that document. 
When CAD Documents are loaded into Windchill through workgroup 
managers or an EPM gateway, Windchill Visualization Service can publish a 
representation of this data. 

A ProductView icon appears. Mousing over the icon displays Create 
Representation.

3. Select the ProductView icon. 

4. The Publish Monitor page should open and the publishing processes appear. 
You can observe the CAD worker, through the Publish Monitor, as it converts 
the CAD Document to a viewable.

If successful, a thumbnail image is generated. 

5. Select the thumbnail image to view the CAD Document.
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If the object fails to publish, refer to Troubleshooting the CAD Agent.

Test 3: Creating a Representation from Local Data

To perform this test, you will need CAD part data loaded on the Windchill system. 
This data must be in its native state, meaning that it has not already been 
converted to a viewable (published).You will use this data to test the publishing 
capabilities. 

1. Open Windchill in a Web browser.

2. Create an empty wt.part; which will serve as a placeholder for the CAD part.

3. Open the property page for wt.part.

4. Open the Representation wizard (Display list of representations).

5. Select Create representation to create a representation to associated with 
wt.part.

– Assign the representation a name.

– Select the CAD worker data type from the CAD type/name drop-down 
list.

– Browse to a CAD part on the local system.

These steps will set the action for the Windchill server to retrieve a CAD part 
(for example, a Pro/ENGINEER part), and the properly configured CAD 
worker (PROE) is triggered to create the viewable and populate the 
representation.

6. Complete the remaining steps described by the wizard accepting the defaults.

7. Upon finishing, you are presented with a link to the Publish Monitor where 
you can observe the viewable conversion take place.

If the CAD worker has been properly configured and the data is valid, the 
Publisher will conclude successfully and a thumbnail link is presented. Click the 
thumbnail link to view the image.

If the object fails to publish, refer to Troubleshooting the CAD Agent.

Configuring a Non-English UNIX Worker to Run FTP 
Daemon

For any data access object adapter, including CADDS File System (CaddsFS), 
Catia File System (CFS), Unigraphics File System (UGFS) or Pro/INTRALINK, 
when retrieving converted files from a remote UNIX worker and when the CAD 
agent uses FTP for the retrieval, the CAD agent can have problems determining 
the correct file names, if the file names at not in US/English. 
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There are special considerations for configuring a CAD worker on a UNIX 
platform, if a non-English language is involved. The reason for these special 
instructions is to reduce the likelihood of FTP file transfer issues occurring 
between a CAD object adapter running in a non-US/English UNIX locale and the 
graphics server using US/English on Windows server.

Note:  This occurs in cases where the UNIX CAD object adapter host is 
configured with a non-US/English locale (European or Asian), for example, 
DBCS. If, for example, the CADDS worker is running on Japanese UNIX with 
Japanese FTP server, the CADDS5 object adapter can not transfer converted 
Cadds models from a Japanese FTP server, and only creates a zero (0) byte OL 
file in the EDR.

The use of non-English file names has resulted in various file transfer issues, the 
most common being the retrieval of zero (0) size files. This can occur because the 
FTP API was given an invalid file name, for which it does not generate an error 
condition.

See Technical Application Note (TAN) #106245 for further information.
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11
Using Wildfire to Download

Files

This chapter provides the instructions to configure the Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 
object adapter to assist the visualization server publish a viewable in cases when a 
drawing or assembly cannot be viewed. A situation exists that a Pro/ENGINEER 
drawing or assembly cannot be viewed if, for example, it is renamed in 
Pro/INTRALINK. In order for the renamed version to be recognized, it must be 
updated by Pro/ENGINEER prior to publishing.
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Using Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire Adapter to Download Files
A situation exists that a Pro/ENGINEER drawing or assembly cannot be viewed 
if, for example, it is renamed in Pro/INTRALINK. In order for the renamed 
version to be recognized, it must be updated by Pro/ENGINEER prior to 
publishing.

These instructions apply if you are using the Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire object 
adapter. This configuration allows Windchill Visualization Services to create a 
viewable by using the Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire adapter to download the file from 
Windchill.

1. Append the userworkerdownload variable to the publish.cadconvert.PROE 
variable in the wvs.properties file using xconfmanager. This tells the 
publisher to use the worker for the file download (userworkerdownload) and 
that the username and password to give the worker can be found in the 
fileadapterauth.properties file in the Windchill directory.

From a windchill shell, execute the following commands:

a. To display the current value of the publish.cadconvert.PROE variable:

xconfmanager -d publish.cadconvert.PROE

b. Append the userworkerdownload variable definition to the 
publish.cadconvert.PROE variable. Using the information results of the 
display command, append to that:

userworkerdownload=$(wt.home)$(wvs.dir.sep)fileadapterauth.prop
erties

Use a comma (,) separator when appending the new value. For example:

xconfmanager -s publish.cadconvert.PROE=com.ptc.wvs.server.publish.CadConvertPROE,
userworkerdownload=$(wt.home)$(wvw.dir.sep)fileadapterauth.properties
-t <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.properties -p

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.
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2. The publish.cadconvert.PROE variable edited in the previous step, references 
the fileadapterauth.properties file. At this time, the file does not exist and it 
must be created. Complete the following steps:

a. Locate the fileadapterauth.properties file in the Windchill directory. For 
security reasons, the file should not be located in the codebase directory.

b. Create the fileadapterauth.properties file using a text editor of choice.

c. Add an authentication variable that includes a user name and password 
value. This will be the only entry in this file. The syntax is :

auth=<username>:<password>

Replace <username> and <password> with valid values. The user name must 
have read access to the Windchill data published through Windchill 
Visualization Services and it must have the authorization to download the file 
from Windchill.

d. Save your changes and close the fileadapterauth.properties file.

3. Restart the Windchill servers.
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12
Configuring Pro/ENGINEER

Distributed CAD Worker

This chapter describes the procedures to configure a distributed Pro/ENGINEER 
CAD worker.
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Configuring the Distributed CAD Worker Overview
The Distributed CAD Agent is designed only for remote configurations to 
improve file transfers when transmitting files across the network from the 
Windchill visualization server to the Pro/INTRALINK Gateway server. 

Distributed CAD Agents Defined

When the CAD data is populated into Windchill via the Pro/INTRALINK 
Gateway, the native CAD files may reside in a different database. Such is the case 
for Pro/ENGINEER CAD files and Pro/INTRALINK. Windchill uses a URL, 
which the Publisher can use to extract the necessary CAD files before they are 
passed to a CAD worker for conversion via the CAD Agent, to reference the 
stored data.

In the Distributed CAD Agent architecture design, only the information about the 
CAD data file is transmitted. When the Publisher receives a request from the Pro/
INTRALINK Gateway, the Publisher assembles the publishing information for 
the CAD file and passes it in a temporary file to the Distributed CAD Agent. The 
Distributed CAD Agent extracts the files from Pro/INTRALINK before invoking 
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the CAD worker. The Distributed CAD Agent acts as an intermediary, processing 
information between the CAD Agent and the CAD worker.

At this time, the Distributed CAD Agent functionality supports only CAD data 
sourced by the Pro/INTRALINK Gateway server. When configuring a worker for 
Pro/ENGINEER and if you are using the Pro/INTRALINK Gateway, you can 
either configure a Distributed CAD Agent or you can configure a standard CAD 
worker (procedures described in Configuring the CAD Agent chapter).

Choose the Distributed CAD Agent alternative if you are interfacing with the Pro/
INTRALINK Gateway server and your network bandwidth is not adequate to 
handle the transmission of large CAD files. Otherwise, you can select a standard 
CAD worker configuration as your CAD file interface.
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Managing the Distributed CAD Agent Configuration
The procedures to install and configure the Distributed CAD Agent are as follows:

• Enable the Distributed CAD Agent facility

• Install the Distributed CAD Agent

• Create a common file system

• Configure the Distributed CAD Agent

• Test the Distributed CAD Agent configuration

• Configure Pro/INTRALINK Gateway for Distributed CAD Worker

Enabling the Distributed CAD Agent
By default, the Distributed CAD Agent features are disabled. First, the Distributed 
CAD Agent is enabled, and then the Windchill method server is restarted to effect 
the changes.

1. Using the xconfmanager, set the distributedcadagent.enabled property in the 
wvs.properties file to true. From the windchill shell, execute the following 
command:

xconfmanager - s distributedcadagent.enabled=true
-t <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.properties -p

2. Restart the servlet engine and Windchill server.

The Distributed CAD Agent functionality is now available in the CADAgent 
Wizard.

Installing the Distributed CAD Agent
In this application, the Distributed CAD Agent is configured to run on the system 
where Pro/ENGINEER resides. Typically, Pro/ENGINEER is located on a 
different system (remote) from the Windchill visualization server and the Pro/
INTRALINK server. The Distributed CAD Agent Java client files are 
incorporated in the wt.jar file package; which can be installed on the remote 
system. This is a manual step accomplished by copying the wt.jar file to the 
remote system.

1. Navigate to the <Windchill>\codebase directory.

2. Copy the wt.jar file to a directory of choice on the Pro/ENGINEER system.

Creating the Distributed CAD Agent Start File

To run the Distributed CAD Agent will require a start file. When configuring the 
Distributed CAD Agent in the next step, you will use the start file to formulate the 
execute command. Additionally, the CLASSPATH must include a reference to 
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the wt.jar file and the PATH must include a reference to the Java command. The 
CLASSPATH setting can be included in the start file.

Setting the PATH Variable
The Distributed CAD Agent is a Java application. To run the Distributed CAD 
Agent on the Pro/ENGINEER system requires a Java runtime environment (JRE) 
to be installed. PTC bundles a JRE for client systems and it is available to you in 
the <Windchill>/codebase/install/jres directory. Complete the following 
instructions to install the JRE and set the PATH variable:

1. Navigate to the <Windchill>\codebase\install\jres directory on the Windchill 
server machine.

2. Select the JRE version that is applicable to your platform.

3. Copy the JRE to the Pro/ENGINEER system.

4. Create a top-level directory, for example, JRE.

5. Unjar the JAR file into this directory.

6. Set the PATH environment variable to reference the JRE /bin directory.

Creating the dcaworker Start File
For the purposes of this documentation, dcaworker.bat, will serve as the start file 
name example. Locate the start file in the same directory where the CAD worker 
start file resides, <CADWorker>/proe/bin directory. Complete the following 
instructions to create the Distributed CAD Agent start file, dcaworker.bat.

1. Create the <CADWorker>/proe/bin/dcaworker.bat file in a text editor of 
choice.

2. Add the following lines to set the CLASSPATH environment variable:

#! /bin/csh

setenv CLASSPATH ~/wt.jar

3. Add the command to run the Distributed CAD Agent. The syntax of the 
command is as follows:

java com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.DistributedCadAgent –PORT 
<port number> -HOST <host name> 
–TYPE <CAD worker type>

Specify the following parameters:

PORT — The port number on which the CAD Agent is listening.

HOST — The host machine where the CAD Agent is running on the 
Windchill machine.

TYPE —The type of worker connected to the Distributed CAD Agent.
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It is important to note that the Distributed CADAgent must make a connection 
to the CAD Agent. These variables (host and port) are providing the 
Distributed CAD Agent with the location of the CAD Agent. In most cases 
the host value of the CAD Agent and the Windchill machine are the same. 
However, in the case where there are multiple network interfaces in the 
server, the CAD Agent could be listening on a specific card (host name) 
which is different than the interface that Windchill is using.

The following is an example of the Distributed CAD Agent command:

java com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.DistributedCadAgent –PORT 5600
-HOST savannah –TYPE PROE

4. The following is an example of the dcaworker.bat file:

#! /bin/csh

setenv CLASSPATH ~/wt.jar

java com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.DistributedCadAgent –PORT 5600
-HOST savannah –TYPE PROE

5. Save your changes and close the dcaworker.bat file.

Creating a Common File System
Select one of the following procedures to create a common file system.

Creating a Common Windows to Windows File System

For the visualization server machine and the CAD worker machine to exchange 
files, the two machines must share a common file system directory. This 
directory, which can be located on either machine, or even on a third machine, 
serves as a file transfer point between the server and worker machines.

Note:  Because there are numerous ways in which a shared file directory can be 
created (mapped Windows drives, FTP, and so forth), no attempt is made to 
describe the creation of a shared file directory in these procedures.

Tip:  If you are using a network file system, this directory can exist on any 
machine in the network; but you must be able to mount the directory on both the 
Windchill machine and the CAD worker machine. If you are using FTP, the 
Windchill machine must be able to connect with an FTP server running on the 
CAD worker machine and the worker path must be a directory which is local to 
the CAD worker machine.

After creating the common file directory, make note of the full path to the 
common directory used by the server machine and by the worker machine. Each 
of these paths must be entered during subsequent procedures.

For example, from the server machine, the full path to the common file directory 
could be:
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D:\shared_Worker_dir

The full path from the worker machine to the same, shared file directory could be:

X:\D_drive\shared_Worker_dir

Note: This common directory must be fully accessible from the user account 
specified during the initial installation of the visualization server. This can require 
that both machines have the same log on account. This is a security concern the 
administrator must address by policy before installing the worker.

Creating a Common File System for UNIX

For the visualization server machine and the UNIX worker machine to exchange 
files, the two machines must share a common file system directory. This 
directory, which can be located on either machine or even on a third machine, 
serves as a file transfer point for the server and UNIX worker machines.

Create a shared directory that is accessible to both the server machine and the 
UNIX worker machine. It is important that the path the CAD worker machine 
uses does not contain any special characters which the worker cannot handle. For 
example, Pro/ENGINEER running on Windows does not allow spaces in the path. 
Because there are many ways to create a shared file directory specific procedures 
are not provided in this guide. One common method of creating a shared directory 
is by creating the directory on the UNIX machine and accessing it using FTP on 
the server machine.

After creating the common file directory, make note of the full path used by the 
server machine and the UNIX worker machine to access the common directory. 
These paths must be entered during a subsequent procedure.

In the example used in the following procedure, FTP is used to mimic a shared file 
system. The full path from the server machine to the shared file directory is:

FTP:/CW/shared_dir

In this example, the full path from the UNIX worker machine to the shared file 
directory is:

/CW/shared_dir

Configuring the Distributed CAD Agent
The CADAgent Wizard is used to configure the Distributed CAD Agent. The 
CAD Agent Wizard is a component of the CAD Agent Monitor. When 
configuring the Distributed CAD Agent you will specify the type of CAD worker 
used by the Distributed CAD Agent, the commands to execute the Distributed 
CAD Agent and the CAD worker, and the Distributed CAD Agent parameters for 
the agent.ini file.

Click Show Help in the wizard window to configure the Distributed CAD Agent.

Complete the following instructions to configure the Distributed CAD Agent.
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1. Open Windchill in a Web browser.

2. Depending on the Windchill application, do one of the following to navigate 
to the CAD Agent Monitor:

– Windchill Foundation & PDM — Click on the Visualization icon > 
Administrator (link) > CAD Agent Monitor (link located under 
Administration Tasks heading).

– Windchill PDMLink or Windchill ProjectLink — Click on the Site (tab) 
> Utilities (tab) > CAD Agent Administrator (link located under 
Administration Tasks heading).

3. The CADAgent Administration window opens.

This window displays a list of the configured CAD workers and general 
statistics about the worker, for example, its running status. From this window, 
you can start and stop, and reload the CAD worker.

– Click Configure to configure a CAD worker.

4. In the CAD Worker Configuration panel, you are presented with three 
options: Add Worker, Edit Worker, and Delete Worker. 

For this example, the add option is described. Click Add Worker to add a 
new worker configuration. 

5. In the Add CAD Worker panel, you specify the host name of the 
visualization server and the data type of the CAD Worker to be created. For 
example, if you are processing Pro/ENGINEER CAD Documents or parts, 
then you will create a Pro/ENGINEER worker to translate the CAD objects 
into a viewable image.

– Host — Specify the full path to the visualization server machine. 

– Data Type — Specify the data type of the worker to be created. Select the 
PROE data type option.

6. In the CAD Worker Location panel, select the location where the CAD 
worker resides. There are three options to choose from, the Windchill Server 
(same machine), a different Windows machine, and a different UNIX 
machine. 

For this example, the we are performing a remote configuration. Select either 
the different Windows machine or different UNIX machine option.

7. In the CAD Worker Execution Command panel, specify the script used to 
start the worker and the execution settings. 

Select the Distributed Agent worker option and enter values for the 
following parameters:

Execute Command — Enter the command line used to invoke the 
Distributed CAD Agent. This is the full path to the dcaworker.bat file created 
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in an earlier step. In this example the dcaworker.bat file is located in the 
<CADWorker>\proe\bin directory:

<CADWorker>/proe/bin/dcaworker.bat

Startup Time (sec) — Specify the amount of time in seconds that it takes for 
the worker and the Pro/ENGINEER system to completely start, initialize, and 
return a confirmation message. If this value is not large enough, the worker 
will not start reliably. Adjust the setting for your system.

Max Instances — Specify 1 instance. Only 1 instance of a Pro/ENGINEER 
Distributed CAD Agent can be configured. Though as will be seen later, the 
Distributed CAD Agent can have multiple instances of the Pro/ENGINEER 
worker configured.

AutoStart — Select this option to set the Distributed CAD Agent to start 
automatically. Use this option if you want your system to start automatically 
after a reboot or if you want the Distributed CAD Agent to automatically 
satisfy heavy demand.

With a Distributed CAD Agent, the AutoErrorStop, AutoIdleStop and 
AutoBusyStop options are not applicable.

The next window that opens depends on whether the configuration is taking 
place on a Windows or UNIX machine.

Windows

On Windows, in the Worker Daemon Port panel, enter the TCP/IP port 
number of the machine that the WorkerDaemon will be listening to. This is 
the port number you entered when you configured the Worker Daemon 
service. The default is port 601.

UNIX

On UNIX, n the Telnet Account panel, specify the information needed to 
access the remote worker. Enter values for the following fields:

– Username — Specify the account to log on to the machine where the 
worker resides. This account must already exist and the log on process 
must not require any interactive log on scripts, the required environment 
variables must be defined automatically, and no special commands must 
be required to start the worker.

– Password — Specify the password used to log on to the telnet account.

– Shell Prompt — Enter the shell prompt that the CAD Agent will see 
when logging onto the account. When the CAD Agent logs onto the 
account, it will wait to receive this prompt. Once the prompt is detected, 
the worker executable will be started.

8. In the Common File System panel, specify the common file system 
information you prepared in the Creating a Common File System section.
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If you used FTP, the Windchill Machine Path and the <machine name> 
Path (CAD Worker) must be exactly the same except that the Windchill 
Machine Path starts with ’ftp:’. Enter values for the following parameters:

– Windchill Machine Path — Specify the mount path of the common 
directory as seen from the Windchill server machine. 

– <machine name> Path (CAD Worker) — Specify the mount path of the 
common directory as seen from CAD worker machine.

Note:  It is important that the path the CAD worker machine uses does 
not contain any special characters that the worker cannot handle. For 
example, Pro/ENGINEER running on Windows does not allow spaces in 
the path.

– FTP Username — If you used FTP, specify the account used to start the 
UNIX worker. The FTP connection is established based on this account. 
If you are using a network file system, the FTP account information is not 
required.

– FTP Password — Specify the password for the user name connecting to 
the account.

9. In the Distributed Agent Configuration panel, enter the Distributed Agent 
configuration parameters that are processed by the CADAgent.

Enter the following parameters:

Port — The port number the Distributed CAD Agent will listen for new CAD 
worker connections. The same port number that listens for the CADAgent can 
be used.

Rule — A rule is a space delimited list of URL strings. The Pro/
INTRALINK Gateway will populate the content of a CAD document in 
Windchill to reference a URL; which will allow access to the native data 
within Pro/INTRALINK. The URL string specified here is the start of the 
URL string. The significant characters qualify the starting portion of the 
content URL as unique to enable matching. If the DCA supports multiple 
matching strings, then the strings should be specified, using a space as a 
delimiter.

Temporary transfer directory on host — Specify a temporary directory on 
the host machine of the Distributed CAD Agent. The directory can reside at 
any location as long as the user account has write access to the directory.

Directory in which log data is to be saved — Specify a directory on the host 
machine of the Distributed CAD Agent to store log files. The directory can 
reside at any location as long as the user account has write access to the log 
file.

10. In the Distributed CAD Worker Execution Command panel, specify the CAD 
worker and Distributed CAD Agent connection.
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Enter values for the following parameters:

Execute Command — Enter the command line used to invoke the CAD 
worker. This is the full path to the proeworker.bat file created by the 
pro2pv_config executable. In this example the proeworker.bat file is located 
in the <CADWorker>\proe\bin directory:

<CADWorker>/proe/bin/proeworker.bat

Startup Time (sec) — Specify the amount of time in seconds that it takes for 
the worker and the Pro/ENGINEER system to completely start, initialize, and 
return a confirmation message. If this value is not large enough, the worker 
will not start reliably. Adjust the setting for your system.

Max Instances — Specify the maximum number of instances of this worker 
that can be started. Set this value to be greater than 1 only if the worker 
machine is capable of running multiple copies of the Pro/ENGINEER 
application effectively (that is, multiprocessor and sufficient memory 
resources). 

AutoStart — Select this option to set the worker to start automatically. Use 
this option if you want your system to start automatically after a reboot or if 
you want the CAD Agent to automatically satisfy heavy demand.

11. The CAD Worker Summary Information panel displays the values you 
entered or selected during the add worker process.

Review the CAD worker configuration information. If needed, use Back to go 
back to the appropriate wizard step and make any corrections. When all of the 
CAD worker information displayed on this page is correct, click Apply. 

12. You are returned to the CAD Worker Configuration window. Click Save 
File to update the <Windchill>\codebase\agent.ini file with your configuration 
changes.

13. Click Reload CadAgent to commit the changes and update the CADAgent 
Administration worker entries. 

Testing the Worker Connections
1. From within the CAD Agent wizard, return to the CADAgent 

Administration panel. This panel displays a list of the configured CAD 
workers and their current status.

2. To start the CAD worker, click the Traffic Light icon in the Action column. 
After the CAD worker has started, the Web page displays On in the Status 
column.

If the status does not change to On, refer to the section Troubleshooting the 
CAD Agent.
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3. When the connection tests prove successful, you can turn off the CAD worker 
by clicking the Traffic Light icon.

In the final configuration step, you will configure the interface between the Pro/
INTRALINK Gateway and the Distributed CAD Agent.

Configuring the Pro/INTRALINK Gateway for a Distributed 
CAD Agent

To support Distributed CAD Agents (DCA) for Windchill Visualization Service, 
the IASGetFileServlet must be installed on the machine where DCA is installed to 
save network travel. The native URL should be configure to point to the nearest 
servlet install of IASGetFileServlet and provide the authenticated access to the 
native Pro/ENGINEER files in the Pro/INTRALINK system.

The instructions to complete the network configuration for the Distributed CAD 
Agent and Pro/INTRALINK are located in the Pro/INTRALINK Gateway 
Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Configuring Document Support

Worker on Windows

This chapter describes the procedures to configure the Document Support worker 
and Windchill on a Windows platform.
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Document Support Worker Summary
The Document Support Object Adapter is used to convert Microsoft objects to the 
ProductView format used by the ProductView client. The conversion process is 
generally referred to as publishing.

Prior to configuring Document Support worker, you should have:

• Installed the Document Support object adapter. Those instructions are 
provided in the Installing Visualization - Document Support chapter. 

• Installed Windchill.

• The Document Support object adapter must have been installed under a 
Document Support administrator account. When configured, the user must be 
able to start the Document Support worker.

For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
are used:

• <Adapter_Install> – The object adapter installation directory.

• <Windchill> – The Windchill installation directory.

• <CADWorker> – The directory that contains the output files created when 
configuring the object adapter.

• <Document Support> – The Document Support installation directory.

Configuring the Object Adapter
In this procedure, you will create a working directory, modify the batch file for 
your configuration, and modify the wvs.properties file to include the property 
definitions for Document Support.

The following files were installed when the Document Support object adapter was 
installed. PTC recommends that these files reside in a new working directory that 
you create to preserve the installed object adapter files.

• office2pdf.exe — The Document Support executable.

• office2pvworker.bat — Batch file to launch Document Support in worker 
mode.
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Creating Worker Directory

Create the working directory as follows:

1. Create a new directory to contain the worker batch files, for example, C:\
CADWorker\docsupport\bin.

Note:  Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the install directory, C:\
CADWorker, will be referred to as <CADWorker>.

2. Copy the files in the <Adapter_Install>\bin directory to the <CADWorker>\
docsupport\bin directory.

Configure the Document Support Batch File

The Document Support batch file (office2pvworker.bat) is updated to include the 
correct information about the Windchill server and the object adapter relative to 
the machine location of the batch file. If the object adapter was installed on the 
Windchill server machine, then the changes are based on a local configuration 
(this is the default). Otherwise you will perform a remote configuration to enable 
the object adapter to locate the Windchill server on a different machine.

1. Set the Host and Port parameters to the Windchill server values.

– HOST — The value for this parameter must be the DNS registered host 
name of the Windchill server; this is the fully qualified host name of the 
physical Windchill server machine 

– PORT — This is the port number that the CAD Agent listens on; the CAD 
Agent resides on the Windchill server. This value must be the same value 
as the port parameter that is defined in the <Windchill>\codebase\
agent.ini file. The default is 5600.

2. Reset the CLASSPATH for a remote configuration. If the object adapter is 
installed on a machine other than the Windchill server, then the CLASSPATH 
must be set to reference the object adapter machine, or more specifically, the 
fully-qualified path where the wvs.jar file resides on the object adapter 
machine. Otherwise, you can skip this step.

There are two actions to complete this configuration. First, the wvs.jar file 
must be created (if necessary) and copied from the Windchill server to the 
object adapter machine. Then, the CLASSPATH must be set to reference the 
new location of the wvs.jar file.

a. On the Windchill system, create the wvs.jar file and locate it in the 
<Windchill>\codebase directory. If the wvs.jar file already exists, then it 
is not necessary for you to complete this step.
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• Create the wvs.jar file using the MakeJar utility. From the Windchill 
shell, run the following command (on one line):

windchill wt.tools.boot.MakeJar jar=wvs.jar 
root=<Windchill>\codebase
config=<Windchill>\codebase\wvs.jar.config

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.

b. Copy the <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.jar file to a directory of choice on 
the object adapter machine. If necessary, create a new directory for the 
wvs.jar file.

c. Change the CLASSPATH parameter in office2pvworker.bat to the fully-
qualified file name of the wvs.jar file. For example: C:\ptc\wvs.jar

Remember the name and location of the Document Support batch file, as this 
information is used to configure the CAD Agent to use the Document Support 
worker.

Edit the wvs.properties for Document Support

In this step you will edit the wvs.properties file to add 5 new Document Support 
properties and enable the publishing check in and revise capabilities.

1. Add the following properties to the wvs.properties file:

• worker..DOC=OFFICE

• worker..XLS=OFFICE

• worker..PDF=OFFICE

• worker..EPS=OFFICE

• worker..PS=OFFICE

– Use the xconfmanager to add the properties. From a windchill shell, 
execute the following command:

xconfmanager 
-s worker..DOC=OFFICE -s worker..XLX=OFFICE
-s worker..PDF=OFFICE -s worker..EPS=OFFICE
-s worker..PS=OFFICE
-t <Windchill>/codebase/wvs.properties -p

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.

2. Enable check in publishing. Use the xconfmanager to set the 
publish.service.documents.checkin.enabled property to true. From the 
windchill shell, execute the following command:

xconfmanager -s publish.service.documents.checkin.enabled=true
-t <Windchill>/codebase/wvs.properties -p

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.
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Introduction to the Object

Adapter

This document provides the instructions to configure the Pro/ENGINEER Object 
Adapter.
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Introduction to proe2pv
The Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter is used to convert Pro/ENGINEER CAD 
objects to the ProductView format used by the ProductView client. The 
conversion process is generally referred to as publishing. The Pro/ENGINEER 
Object Adapter must first be configured using the proe2pv_config tool. See Using 
proe2pv_config on Windows on page 15-2 for further information. Publishing is 
accomplished in one of three ways:

• CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a method called 
interactive publishing. During a fully interactive session of Pro/ENGINEER, 
the user selects a menu item that allows the interactive conversion of 
Pro/ENGINEER CAD objects. This method is described in section 
proepublish Overview on page 16-2.

• CAD objects can also be converted at the command line using a method 
called batch publishing. This method is described in section proebatch 
Overview on page 17-2.

• The Pro/ENGINEER worker can also be enabled to use a background session 
of Pro/ENGINEER to convert CAD objects as needed, without direct user 
intervention. This is called background publishing. This method is described 
in section proeworker Overview on page 18-2

Note:  Once a conversion is completed, visualization services stores the 
output ProductView formatted files into the data repository, from which it can 
be accessed and viewed using the ProductView client.

In all three ways of publishing, recipe configuration provides the user with 
complete control of the conversion process. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 19-4 for an overview of the recipe concept. 

Pro/ENGINEER Environment Prerequisites
Prior to configuring the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter, pretest your 
Pro/ENGINEER environment. Pro/ENGINEER must be correctly configured 
prior to configuration of the object adapter otherwise the adapter will not work.

Check the following items to confirm that Pro/ENGINEER is available and 
correctly running:

• The Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter must be supported on the operating 
system, Pro/ENGINEER version, and meets the minimum requirements as 
shown in the Software Matrices available at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

• Pro/ENGINEER licensing must be correctly installed and configured.

• If there are issues of inadequate memory, they must be addressed prior to 
installation of the object adapter.
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• Confirm and note the command line used to run Pro/ENGINEER.

Tip:  On Windows, you can confirm the path and command used to run 
Pro/ENGINEER. Right-click on the short-cut icon used to run 
Pro/ENGINEER and select Properties. The path and command to run 
Pro/ENGINEER appear in the Target field.

Caution:  On Windows, do not use network drives for workers.

• The object adapter operates under a user account that must be configured to 
run Pro/ENGINEER. 

Caution:  When configured as a service using the Worker Daemon, the 
services Log On As account must also be configured to run Pro/ENGINEER.

• The object adapter also operates on UNIX. The prerequisites to a UNIX 
configuration of the object adapter include using an X display, setting the 
DISPLAY environmental variable accordingly, browsing to the correct 
installation directory, and typing the correct command at the prompt.

Caution:  If you attempt to load a CAD object into Pro/ENGINEER and have 
problems, those same problems will prevent the object adapter from converting 
this object to the ProductView format. 

Pro/ENGINEER Supported Objects and Entities
The Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter supports a number of the CAD object types 
and features found in Pro/ENGINEER. The next two tables show which 
Pro/ENGINEER CAD object types and features are supported. Supported 
extensions, types, and sub-types are marked with an X in the Supported by 
Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter column.
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Table 1  Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter Supported Object Types

Pro/ENGINEER 
Extension

CAD object Supported by 
Pro/ENGINEER 
Object AdapterType Sub-Type

.asm Assembly Design x

.asm Assembly Interchange x

.asm Assembly Verify x

.asm Assembly Process Plan

.asm Assembly NC Model

.asm Assembly Mold Layout

.asm Assembly ProProcess for 
Assembly

x

.dft Draft

.dgm Diagram

.drw Drawing x

.fmd Finite element

.frm Drawing format x

.ipf Integrate project

.lay Layout x

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing NC Assembly

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing NC Part

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Expert Machinist

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing CMM

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Sheetmetal

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Cast Cavity

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Mold Cavity

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Dieface

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Harness
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The next table shows the Pro/ENGINEER entities supported in the 
Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter. Supported entities, types, and sub-types are 
marked with an X in the Supported by Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter 
column.

Table 2  Supported Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter Entities

.mfg & .asm Manufacturing Process Plan

.mrk Markup

.prt Part Solid x

.prt Part Composite x

.prt Part Sheet Metal x

.ptb Pattern table

.ptd Family table

.rpt Report

.sec Sketch

.tph Manufacturing Tool Path

Pro/ENGINEER Entity
Supported by the Pro/ENGINEER 
Object Adapter

Cables x

Curve x

Datum Curve x

Datum Face x

Density x

Dimensions x

Exploded State x

Layers x

Notes x

Pro/ENGINEER 
Extension

CAD object Supported by 
Pro/ENGINEER 
Object AdapterType Sub-Type
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OLE Objects (embedded)

Parameters x

Quilt x

Simplified Reps x

Skeletons x

Surface Finish Notes x

Tolerances x

Views x

Pro/ENGINEER Entity
Supported by the Pro/ENGINEER 
Object Adapter
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Configuring the Object Adapter

The Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter is configured using the proe2pv_config tool. 
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Before You Begin
For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
are used:

• <installation_directory> -- The directory where the object adapter is installed.

• <setup_directory> -- The directory that contains the object adapter 
configuration files. These files are produced by the object adapter 
configuration tool.

Using proe2pv_config on Windows
The configuration of the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter is accomplished using 
the proe2pv_config tool.

1. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the <installation_directory>\bin 
directory in which you installed the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter. Double-
click proe2pv_config.

2. The Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter Configuration dialog box opens, as 
shown next.

Figure 15-1 Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter Configuration dialog 
box 
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3. Existing Configuration group settings:

The Existing Configuration group is used to update an existing 
configuration of the Pro/ENGINEER object adapter to the latest version. 

The Setup Directory allows you to point proe2pv_config at the previous 
configuration (v6.0 or later).

If you have a prior configuration, this field allows you to quickly and 
completely update that configuration to the latest version of the 
Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter. Once you browse to a previous setup 
directory, proe2pv_config automatically fills in all the other required fields. 
Simply click Setup and your earlier version is automatically updated to the 
latest version.

Note:  You can preserve the existing version and create a new configuration 
by simply changing the Setup Directory location in the Parameter group 
box, as described next. This allows you to test a configuration before 
removing the previous working configuration.

4. Parameters group settings:

The Parameters group box on the dialog box is used to configure how your 
system locates and starts Pro/ENGINEER for publishing purposes. The 
Parameters group box includes these fields:

a. Setup Directory

The setup directory is the directory from which the object adapter runs. 
Rather than accepting the default, users should create a <setup_directory> 
in an entirely different location from the <installation_directory>/bin. 
Either browse to the correct setup directory using the Open File folder 
icon, as illustrated in Figure 15-2 or type the path directly in the field.
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Figure 15-2 Select a Setup Directory dialog box

Using different setup directories allows you to have multiple object 
adapter configurations available to address different visualization 
requirements. proe2pv_config configures the object adapter to run from 
the selected <setup_directory>. 

Note:  The <setup_directory> default path is usually 
<installation_directory>/bin, as illustrated in Figure 15-1. However, it is 
strongly recommended that a new <setup_directory> is created because 
of the following benefits:

• It avoids later upgrade issues.

• It allows multiple object adapter configurations to exist 
simultaneously to address different visualization needs.

• It prevents log files from accumulating in the bin directory.

• It avoids permission conflicts caused by network installations.

Click OK after selecting the correct directory. You are returned to the 
Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter Configuration dialog box, as 
illustrated by Figure 15-1, to make further configuration selections.

b. Pro/ENGINEER Command

Enter or browse to the correct Pro/ENGINEER startup command.
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c. Pro/ENGINEER Version

Select the correct Pro/ENGINEER version from the drop-down list.

d. Pro/ENGINEER Date-Code

Select the correct Pro/ENGINEER date-code bracket from the drop-down 
list. If the Date-Code field is unavailable, then it is not required for the 
selected version of Pro/ENGINEER.

5. Components group settings:

The Components group box of the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter 
Configuration dialog box is used to determine what publishing components 
your system needs to configure and how your system locates the visualization 
server host and port. The Components group box includes these fields:

a. Create proepublish

Enable this setting to use the Pro/ENGINEER publisher.

b. Create proebatch

Enable this setting, to run in batch mode from the command line.

c. Create proeworker

Enable this setting, to run in worker mode. The host and port settings are 
grayed out unless you select this setting.

d. Server Host

The Server Host is the name of the machine on which the visualization 
server is running. The worker may run on a different machine than the 
visualization server. 

e. Server Port

The server port is used to connect to the host. Both server and port input 
are illustrated in Figure 15-3.

f. Create proipublish (Pro/INTRALINK Support)

Enable this check box to start Pro/ENGINEER from a Pro/INTRALINK 
workspace and perform manual publishing from Pro/ENGINEER. 

Proipublish replaces the Pro/ENGINEER execute command that was used 
when the Pro/INTRALINK client was configured during installation. 
Proipublish is similar to the proepublish script, except that it starts 
Pro/ENGINEER from within the Pro/INTRALINK client.

Note:  Remember to configure Pro/INTRALINK to point to the 
proipublish.bat file to start Pro/ENGINEER. See your Pro/INTRALINK 
installation documentation for additional information.
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Figure 15-3 proe2pv_config Selections Example

6. After all the settings have been properly entered, click Setup and the wizard 
configures your installation.

Once the setup returns the Setup Complete dialog displays, click OK to 
continue.

7. Once you have setup the configuration, you may click Advanced to edit this 
configurations recipe file. See section Introduction to Recipe Configuration 
on page 19-4 for further information.

Caution:  Changes should only be performed by advanced users.

8. Select Exit and the Exit proe2pv_config dialog box displays. Click Yes to 
exit.
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Using proe2pv_config on UNIX
In this guide complete object adapter configuration instructions are provided only 
for Windows installation because the use of proe2pv_config is almost exactly the 
same for both Windows and UNIX installations. 

UNIX users need to set their X display and then browse to the 
<installation_directory>/bin directory and type ./proe2pv_config at the prompt. 
Once the proe2pv_config tool opens, as illustrated by Figure 15-1, all other 
instructions remain the same for all UNIX platforms. 

Validating the Configuration
Validate your configuration by following the next steps:

1. After exiting from proe2pv_config, verify that the following files are now 
located in the <setup_directory> chosen earlier:

a. proe2pv_config.log - log file created by the tool during the configuration 
process. See this log file for details on any configuration issues.

b. proe2pv.rcp - configuration recipe file. Recipe files are used to configure 
the file conversion process itself. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 19-4 for additional information.

c. proepublish.bat - interactive publishing script. Review the section 
proepublish Overview on page 16-2 for instructions for using this script.

d. proebatch.bat.- command line publishing script. Review the section 
proebatch Overview on page 17-2 for instructions for using this script.

e. proeworker.bat.- server controlled publishing script. Review the section 
proeworker Overview on page 18-2 for instructions for using this script.

f. proipublish.bat.- Pro/INTRALINK publishing script. Instructions for 
using this script were provided in the previous section Components group 
settings: on page 15-5 in this chapter.

g. protk.dat is an internal file required by the object adapter.
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2. You can verify each component of your configuration is working correctly by 
the following methods:

a. Follow the instructions in Interactive Publishing on page 16-1 to use 
proepublish. Successful interactive publishing confirms your 
Pro/ENGINEER environment supports proepublish.

b. Follow the instructions in Command Line Publishing on page 17-1 to use 
proebatch. Successful batch publishing from the command line means the 
environment of your configuration supports command line publishing.

c. Follow the instructions in Server Controlled Publishing on page 18-1 to 
setup a proeworker. 

Note:  The proeworker is used in conjunction with the visualization 
server. Review the Configuring the CAD Agent for an explanation of how 
the CAD worker is configured for the visualization server.
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16
Interactive Publishing

proepublish is a script that is run to create an environment in which 
Pro/ENGINEER CAD objects can be interactively published. 

The advantage of using proepublish over proebatch is that with proepublish 
Pro/ENGINEER opens which means that you can see the part as well as modify 
its attributes prior to publishing. This gives the user the maximum power to obtain 
precise results for publishing a CAD object. 

This chapter describes how to use proepublish in an active session of 
Pro/ENGINEER.
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proepublish Overview
Pro/ENGINEER CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a 
method called publishing. During a fully interactive user session with 
Pro/ENGINEER, the user selects a menu item that allows the conversion of the 
current CAD object.

Using proepublish
The proepublish script is created when you used the proe2pv_config program 
described in the last chapter and is located in the selected <setup_directory>. 
proepublish runs from a command prompt simply by typing: 

<setup_directory>\proepublish

This then opens a session of Pro/ENGINEER with the Publish to ProductView 
menu available in the main Pro/ENGINEER File menu.

On Windows you can also double-click the proepublish.bat file located in the 
setup directory. To create quick and easy access to interactive publishing, use a 
shortcut. To create a shortcut select the proepublish.bat file, right-click and then 
drag and drop the proepublish.bat file onto your desktop, selecting in the menu the 
Create Shortcut(s) here option.

Note:  Once started, the publishing menu is always available but the Publish 
option only operates when the current file is a supported CAD object. See Table 1 
Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter Supported Object Types on page 14-4.

Follow the next steps to run and test proepublish:

1. Open a command prompt and run proepublish. A session of Pro/ENGINEER 
starts.

2. Open the CAD object that you want to interactively publish.

3. With the CAD object in view, select File > Publish to ProductView. 
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Figure 16-1 Publish to ProductView Menu

4. The following sub-menus are displayed:

a. Recipe File

Selecting this menu opens a dialog box prompting you to specify the 
name of the recipe file you want the object adapter to use while 
converting the CAD object. If you do not use this option the object 
adapter uses the configuration recipe file. See section Introduction to 
Recipe Configuration on page 19-4 for more information.

b. Output Path

Enter the path to the directory in which you want to place the converted 
files once they are published. If you have entered a default path in the 
recipe file, you do not need to use this option.

c. Publish

Select this option to initiate publishing.

5. Once you have used the Publish menu selection, you can now open the output 
in the ProductView client. The ProductView client displays the selected CAD 
object, as illustrated next.
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Figure 16-2 ProductView Displays Published Assembly

You have now published an object interactively using proepublish.
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17
Command Line Publishing

From a shell command line Pro/ENGINEER CAD objects can be converted to the 
ProductView format using the proebatch script. This chapter outlines how to use 
the proebatch command, including the most commonly used command-line 
options, see the section proebatch Command Line Options on page 19-2 in the 
Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for a complete list of command-line 
options.

Note:  Before using proebatch verify that proepublish is working.
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proebatch Overview
proebatch is used to publish Pro/ENGINEER CAD object from the command line. 
proebatch runs Pro/ENGINEER in non-graphics mode. By typing a simple 
command at the prompt, CAD objects are converted and immediately viewable 
using the ProductView client.

Running from the Command Line
The operation of the Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter involves utilizing a single 
command to publish CAD objects.

The form of command line is as follows:

proebatch [options] <cad_objects>

A command line conversion has the following stages:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory containing the CAD 
object you want to convert.

Figure 17-1 Navigate to Pro/ENGINEER Data Directory

For the purposes of this example, the directory is C:\proe_data\.

2. Type in the proebatch command, for example:

C:\PTC\proe_oa_setup\proebatch -o top_level_assy -p top 
3_block_top_level_assembly.asm.1

As seen in the command prompt illustrated in Figure 17-2.
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Figure 17-2 proebatch Command Line

In this example the command line can be broken down in order for left to right 
as follows:

a. First is the directory containing the Pro/ENGINEER CAD object to be 
converted shown as C:\proe_data\

b. The directory containing the object adapter configuration is shown next as 
C:\PTC\proe_oa_setup\

c. The command to convert is shown as proebatch.

d. Option of -o <output name> is shown as top_level_assy. This is the name 
the object adapter gives to the converted object.

e. Option -p <output path> is shown as top. This is the name of the directory 
in which the adapter places the converted objects.

f. The Pro/ENGINEER object to be converted is given as 
3_block_top_level_assembly.asm.1.

3. Press ENTER and proebatch is launched, when the prompt returns the 
conversion is completed.
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Note:  proebatch can publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish 
a list of CAD objects, type all of the names on the command line separated by 
a space. Wildcards (asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that 
the data returned will be correct. 

4. You can now open the output in the ProductView client. The ProductView 
client displays the selected CAD object, as illustrated next.

Figure 17-3 ProductView Client Showing Converted Assembly
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Converting Pro/ENGINEER Instances and Simplified Reps
Tags can be used within the specified CAD object name that can define which 
Pro/ENGINEER instance or Simplified rep is required. When converting  a 
specific instance the CAD object name must take the following form:

    <cad-object-file-name>:Part:<instance-name>

For example, to convert the '2_litre' instance within the engine.asm, use:

engine.asm:Part:2_litre

To convert a simplified rep, the following form must be used:

<cad-object-file-name>:Form:<instance-name>

For example to convert the 'cut_away' simplified rep of engine.asm use: 

engine.asm:Form:cut_away

These tags can be  combined  to convert a  simplified  rep of an  instance  as 
follows:

engine.asm:Part:2_litre:Form:cut_away

Note:  The order of the tags is important,  the :Part: tag must be given before the 
:Form:
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18
Server Controlled Publishing

When the visualization server receives a client request to convert Pro/ENGINEER 
objects to the ProductView format, the visualization server uses the proeworker to 
convert the CAD object in a background session of Pro/ENGINEER.

The Pro/ENGINEER worker is an important link in achieving the full 
functionality of the visualization server. See the Configuring the CAD Agent for 
more information.
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proeworker Overview
The Pro/ENGINEER worker is used to manage the relationship between 
Pro/ENGINEER and the visualization server. proeworker opens a non-graphical 
session of Pro/ENGINEER, and converts the CAD objects to the ProductView 
format used by the ProductView client. 

To configure the worker you must know the visualization server host name, the 
port name, and the complete path to the worker script proeworker.

Setting up a proeworker

Caution:  Users are strongly advised to first test their proebatch configuration 
before using the proeworker. Troubleshooting proebatch is an easier way of 
identifying and resolving most issues that will also affect the worker.

When using the proe2pv_config  tool, see Using proe2pv_config on Windows on 
page 15-2, enter the visualization server host name and port number to generate a 
proeworker script which will communicate  with your server. This script should 
be run by the visualization server when starting the worker. 

The script is created in the <setup_directory>. So the Execute Command to enter 
when configuring the worker on the server is:

<setup_directory>\proeworker

In our example this is:

C:\PTC\proe_oa_setup\proeworker

Configuration of the CAD Agent to use this worker is detailed in the Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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Advanced Object Adapter

Configurations

Note:  The instructions in this chapter are intended for advanced users only.

Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for Pro/ENGINEER provides a variety 
of information for both administrative and end users. This information can include 
procedures for configuring various additional features of the Pro/ENGINEER 
object adapter that provide additional functionality.
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proebatch Command Line Options
Pro/ENGINEER CAD objects can be converted from the command line using 
proebatch. This chapter explains all of the command line options available for 
command line publishing. See proebatch Overview on page 17-2 for more 
information.

Note:  Most of the command line options can also be used by the proepublish and 
proeworker scripts.

The command string used to publish a CAD object follows the format: 

proebatch [options] <cad_objects>

You can see the command line options by typing: 

proebatch –h 

where the options returned are described in the following table:

Table 3  Available Command Line Options 

Setting Result

–? –h For basic help page. UNIX shells may try to export the “?” 
so –? should be typed in quotes, for example, “-?”.

@<file> Read options from the response file <file>.

–CP Use piped communication to server.

–CS Socket communication <host><socket>.

–d <depth> Set the conversion file depth. When converting, an 
assembly file determines to what depth the hierarchy should 
be traversed. The default is all.

–De <variable> <value> Define an environment variable.

–Dr variable> <value> Define a recipe variable.

–ED Set environment to dvconvert mode.

–EP Environment to publisher.

–EW Environment to worker.

–H For extended help options.

–I Identify the version of the object adapter being used.

–o mockup  Enable MockUp orientated conversion.
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The command line <cad_objects> defines what is to be converted. proebatch can 
publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a list of CAD objects, 
type all of the names on the command line separated by a space. Wildcards 
(asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that the data returned will be 
correct. A possible command line using options is as follows:

proebatch -vl mylogfile.txt -vc -p output file.asm

–o<name> Set output file base name.

–p<name> Set output base path.

–r<name> Set recipe file to be used.

–vc Disable all console print-out.

–vc1 Redirect all console print-out to stdout.

–vc2 Redirect all console print-out to stderr (default).

–ve[n] Increment or set (if [n] is given) the error reporting level. –
ve0 disables all error reporting, default 1.

–vl<file> Direct all printed output to <file>.

–vL<file> Append all printed output to <file> Concatenates all printed 
output to <file>.

–vm<file> List the modules by –I. Flags are listed in the source code.

–vn<file> Direct all printed output to new log file <file>.#

–vp<n> Set the process verbosity flag. List the modules by –i. Flags 
are listed in the source code.

–vt Give the current date/time stamp with all print outs.

–vT Give the process run-time stamp with all print outs.

–vw[n] Increment or set the warning reporting level, see –ve. 
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Introduction to Recipe Configuration
A recipe is a set of user-defined rules that drive the Pro/ENGINEER Object 
Adapter conversion process. The recipe concept provides a solution to the 
problem of efficiently converting CAD objects into a form suitable for viewing on 
a wide range of computer platforms. While most CAD objects convert into an 
efficient form, some CAD object require modifications to the master setup to be 
viewed effectively.

The Pro/ENGINEER Object Adapter is provided with a master recipe file. This 
file is pre configured to allow the visualization of most objects. You should not 
edit the master recipe file. The proe2pv_config utility creates a configuration 
specific recipe file, proe2pv.rcp created in the <setup_directory>. This recipe can 
be edited by clicking Advanced on the proe2pv_config dialog box or by directly 
using the recipe editor.

Using the Recipe Editor guide explains in more detail the recipe concept and 
describes the settings available for this object adapter and is located on the PTC 
Web-site at:

http://www.ptc.com/cgi/cs/doc/document.pl?product=DVP

For more elaborate customizations contact Technical Support at the Web sites 
shown in Technical Support section of this book.

Using Pro/ENGINEER’s config.pro
A config.pro configuration file can be used with the Pro/ENGINEER Object 
Adapter, but it must be located in the <setup_directory>. This is because 
proepublish,  proebatch and proeworker scripts all launch Pro/ENGINEER from 
the <setup_directory> which is also why the trail.txt and log files can all be found 
in this directory. 

Note:  The Pro/ENGINEER config.pro configuration file is used to automatically 
set Pro/ENGINEER configuration options at start-up.

Publishing Simplified Reps
A Pro/ENGINEER assembly’s simplified rep can be converted as a single 
representation. This is done by loading the required simplified rep into 
Pro/ENGINEER using proepublish or by using proebatch. See section Converting 
Pro/ENGINEER Instances and Simplified Reps on page 17-5. 

The user can also publish the assembly master rep and publish all of the simplified 
reps associated with the assembly in a manner that allows the ProductView client 
to display those representations using ProductView client Groups. The object 
adapter creates PVA files as well as the standard OL and ED files; the PVA file is 
an XML-based file that contains the simplified rep information.
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Caution:  The conversion of a simplified rep in this way is only supported if it 
meets the following criteria:

• No new parts

• No repositioned parts

• No assembly features

To publish a Pro/ENGINEER assembly in this way:

1. Because the recipe file’s Simplified Rep setting default is None, configure 
the adapter to specify which simplified reps are to be published, see 
Introduction to Recipe Configuration on page 19-4 in this chapter.

Note:  The recipe editor specifies simplified representation filters such as: 
INCLUDE all simpreps named <XYZ.*> or EXCLUDE all simpreps named 
<XYZ.*> and an override flag to turn the simplified representation 
conversion on or off.

2. Publish the appropriate Pro/ENGINEER assemblies using either the 
visualization server, proepublish, or proebatch.

Simplified Reps are accessed from the Groups window in the ProductView 
client.

Publishing Welding Information
Pro/ENGINEER welding information can be published to ProductView format 
using ED properties, a new property type is created for each weld labelled:

Weld_<weld-id>

To disable/enable the publishing of welding information select the assembly 
Weld_Info attribute on the Parameter tab in the recipe editor. For additional 
information, see section Introduction to Recipe Configuration on page 19-4 in this 
chapter.
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Publishing Pro/Process Assemblies
When publishing Pro/ENGINEER Pro/Process assemblies, the publisher creates a 
PVA file as well as the standard OL and ED files. The PVA file is an XML-based 
file that contains the Pro/Process information. These objects can be viewed in the 
base module of the ProductView client, but modified and authored using the 
ProductView Composer Option. 

Note:  The Output Author States option located on the Basic tab of the recipe 
editor enables the conversion of Pro/Process information and it is enabled by 
default. 

The ProductView client does not support Pro/Process Assembly step’s camera 
views or leader/ datum lines.

Importing CAD Objects Directly into ProductView Client
This section deals with how to save CAD objects in Pro/ENGINEER so the 
ProductView client can use import filters can access them.The object adapter used 
to import native Pro/ENGINEER CAD objects directly in the ProductView client 
is pgl2pv not proe2pv. The settings listed need to be applied to only CAD objects 
being imported directly into the ProductView client.

In Pro/ENGINEER the following configuration options must be used: 

CAD object Configuration Option Value

Drawings save_drawing_picture_file embed

both

Assemblies and Parts save_model_display shading_lod
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20
Troubleshooting Guide

The Troubleshooting Guide provides information on identifying reasons why a 
publisher is not working. 

Topic Page

Troubleshooting Overview................................................................................20-2
Troubleshooting proepublish.............................................................................20-2
Troubleshooting proebatch................................................................................20-3
Troubleshooting proeworker .............................................................................20-3
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Troubleshooting Overview
This section deals with troubleshooting tips for each of the three publishing 
methods: interactive publishing using proepublish, batch publishing using 
proebatch, and background publishing using proeworker.

Troubleshooting proepublish
If proepublish fails to launch Pro/ENGINEER, follow the troubleshooting options 
listed next:

1. Determine whether or not the proepublish.log file has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the proepublish.log file was not created, the reason 
could be that proepublish or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct 
permissions. Rerun proe2pv_config or correct the permissions. On UNIX, the 
original setup directory path may not be accessible via the current 
machine/shell. You can fix this either by making the path accessible or by 
running proe2pv_config again. 

2. If proepublish.log has been created, the reason proepublish cannot launch 
Pro/ENGINEER could be that Pro/ENGINEER itself cannot be run from the 
shell. To determine whether or not Pro/ENGINEER will run, type the same 
command-line as given to proe2pv_config. If this command does not start 
Pro/ENGINEER, the command-line environment is not correctly configured 
to run Pro/ENGINEER. Fix the environment so Pro/ENGINEER can be 
successfully launched from the command shell, then try running proepublish 
again. 

3. If Pro/ENGINEER runs in the shell, but proepublish fails to open 
Pro/ENGINEER, check for error messages in the proepublish.log located in 
the <setup_directory> and the Pro/ENGINEER trail files. Correct the errors 
and try publishing again.

4. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by proepublish is not available 
in the File menu in Pro/ENGINEER, do the following: 

– Check for error messages in the proepublish.log located in the 
<setup_directory> and in the Pro/ENGINEER trail files. 

– Check for messages given by Pro/ENGINEER in the command shell (or 
in the file std.out on Windows). 

– The failure of the Publish to ProductView menu to appear in the 
Pro/ENGINEER environment could occur if the ProductView client 
installation point is not accessible through the original 
<installation_directory>/path. Rerun the object adapter installation to 
correct this path error.
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5. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by proepublish appears in the 
File menu, but proepublish fails to convert files, the problem could be that a 
CAD objects has not been loaded into Pro/ENGINEER. Remember, that 
proepublish is an interactive program. You must have an object open in 
Pro/ENGINEER to publish it interactively.

6. If Pro/ENGINEER runs and the Publish to ProductView menu appears but 
publishing still does not occur, proepublish may have failed. You can check 
for error messages in the proepublish.log and the Pro/ENGINEER trail files.

Troubleshooting proebatch
If proebatch fails to run, check the following troubleshooting options:

1. Determine whether or not the proebatch.log has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the proebatch.log file was not created, it might be 
because proebatch or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct 
permissions. Rerun proe2pv_config or correct the permissions.

2. If proebatch.log has been created, the reason proebatch fails to run may be 
that Pro/ENGINEER itself cannot be run from the shell. To determine 
whether or not Pro/ENGINEER will run, type the same command-line as 
entered in the command line field in proe2pv_config.

Note:  On UNIX, to run Pro/ENGINEER a graphical display is required, 
which may not be available in a batch environment; thus, in a batch mode 
environment, Pro/ENGINEER may not start up. To fix this problem, get 
proebatch to work on the remote machine. Then, when running remotely, set 
the DISPLAY environment variable appropriately. If it is not 
environmentally possible for Pro/ENGINEER to run, troubleshooting is 
impeded.

3. If Pro/ENGINEER runs in the shell, but proebatch does not work, check for 
error messages in the proebatch.log and Pro/ENGINEER trail file, both 
located in the config directory. Fix the errors and retry.

One common cause is an incorrect filename used on the command-line. 

Troubleshooting proeworker
The basic steps to correct publishing problems with proeworker are as follows:

1. If the worker does not start, check whether or not the proeworker.log file been 
created in the <setup_directory>. If the proeworker.log file was not created, 
check the visualization server worker settings, including the host name, 
execute command, and (where appropriate) the Telnet account settings. 
Correct any errors you find, and retry.

2. If proeworker.log was created, look for error messages within the .log file. Fix 
any errors and try publishing again. Failure can occur due to incorrectly 
entered proe2pv_config server host and port settings.
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3. On Windows there is a further complication when using network drives. The 
worker is launched by the CAD Agent (which is probably running as a 
service), so it does not have access to network drives and therefore cannot run 
Pro/ENGINEER. The solution to this dilemma is to install Pro/ENGINEER 
on a local drive. This can be true for the worker even though, when using 
proebatch, the user may access the installation of Pro/ENGINEER by means 
of a network drive.

4. Determine whether or not a Pro/ENGINEER trail file (trail.txt.#) was created 
in the <setup_directory>. If the trail file exists, look for error messages within 
the file and make the appropriate corrections, then retry.

5. Start a new command shell and determine whether or not proebatch is 
working. If it fails to convert files, see Troubleshooting proebatch on page 
20-3.

6. If proebatch works, but proeworker still does not work, then the differences 
could occur if different setup scripts are being used for each case. For 
example, the worker login setup script might not be setting up the 
environment to correctly run either the object adapter or Pro/ENGINEER. 
Differences between the setup scripts should be found and fixed.

7. If the worker starts up but fails to convert any files, check for error messages 
in the proeworker.log and Pro/ENGINEER trail file, both located in the 
<setup_directory>. Possible cause may be that the visualization server’s 
common file system is incorrectly configured. Verify the settings and retry.

8. If the worker fails to convert some CAD objects, use proebatch to convert the 
same object. Refer to Troubleshooting proebatch on page 20-3 to resolve any 
issues found and then retry publishing using the server.

You can also refer to the Troubleshooting the CAD Agent section in Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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Introduction to the Object

Adapter

This document provides the instructions to configure the Unigraphics Object 
Adapter.
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Introduction to ug2pv
The Unigraphics Object Adapter is used to convert Unigraphics CAD objects to 
the ProductView format used by the ProductView client. The conversion process 
is generally referred to as publishing. The Unigraphics Object Adapter must first 
be configured using the ug2pv_config tool. See Chapter 2 for further information. 
Publishing is accomplished in one of three ways:

• CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a method called 
interactive publishing. During a fully interactive session of Unigraphics, the 
user selects a menu item that allows the interactive conversion of Unigraphics 
CAD objects. This method is described in the section ugpublish Overview on 
page 23-2.

• CAD objects can also be converted at the command line using a method 
called batch publishing. This method is described in the section ugbatch 
Overview on page 24-2.

• The Unigraphics worker can also be enabled to use a background session of 
Unigraphics to convert CAD objects as needed, without direct user 
intervention. This is called background publishing. This method is described 
in section ugworker Overview on page 25-2

Note:  Once a conversion is completed, visualization services stores the 
output ProductView format files into the data repository. See the 
Visualization Services guide for more information.

In all three ways of publishing, recipe configuration provides the user with 
complete control of the conversion process. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 26-4 for an overview of the recipe concept. 

Unigraphics Environment Prerequisites
Prior to configuring the Unigraphics Object Adapter, pretest your Unigraphics 
environment. Unigraphics must be correctly configured prior to configuration of 
the object adapter otherwise the adapter will not work.

Check the following items to confirm that Unigraphics is available and correctly 
running:

• The Unigraphics Object Adapter must be supported on the operating system, 
Unigraphics version, and meets the minimum requirements as shown in the 
Software Matrices available at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

• Unigraphics licensing, including a ufunc execute license, must be correctly 
installed and configured.

• If there are issues of inadequate memory, they must be addressed prior to 
installation of the object adapter.
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• Confirm and note the command line used to run Unigraphics.

Tip:  On Windows, you can confirm the path and command used to run 
Unigraphics. Right-click on the short-cut icon used to run Unigraphics and 
select Properties. The path and command to run Unigraphics appear in the 
Target field.

Caution:  On Windows, do not use network drives for workers.

• The object adapter operates under a user account that must be configured to 
run Unigraphics. 

Caution:  When configured as a service using the Worker Daemon, the 
services Log On As account must also be configured to run Unigraphics.

• The object adapter also operates on UNIX. The prerequisites to a UNIX 
configuration of the object adapter include using an X display, setting the 
DISPLAY environmental variable accordingly, browsing to the correct 
installation directory, and typing the correct command at the prompt.

Caution:  If you attempt to load a CAD object into Unigraphics and have 
problems, those same problems will prevent the object adapter from converting 
this object to the ProductView format. 

Unigraphics Supported Entities
The next table provides a list of Unigraphics part entities supported by the object 
adapter.

Table 4  Supported Unigraphics Object Adapter Entities

Entities 
Supported Type Sub-Type

Drawings UF_drawing_type *

Sub-components UF_component_type *

Reference Sets UF_reference_set_type *

Solid Geometry UF_faceted_model_type

UF_solid_type

*

UF_solid_body_subtype

Curve Geometry UF_line_type

UF_circle_type

UF_conic_type 

*

*

UF_conic_ellipse_subtype

Datum Face UF_datum_plane_type *
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Layers and colors are also supported on the above supported types. Promotions 
are supported on the supported geometrical types. Part attributes and part history 
are also generally supported.

Notes UF_drafting_entity_type UF_draft_label_subtype

UF_drafting_entity_type UF_draft_note_subtype

Tolerance UF_drafting_entity_type UF_draft_id_symbol_subtype

UF_drafting_entity_type UF_draft_fpt_subtype

Dimension UF_dimension_type *

Entities 
Supported Type Sub-Type
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Configuring the Object Adapter

The Unigraphics Object Adapter is configured using the ug2pv_config tool. 
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Before You Begin
For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
are used:

• <installation_directory> -- The directory where the object adapter is installed.

• <setup_directory> -- The directory that contains the object adapter 
configuration files. These files are produced by the object adapter 
configuration tool.

Using ug2pv_config on Windows
The configuration of the Unigraphics Object Adapter is accomplished using the 
ug2pv_config tool.

1. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the <installation_directory>\bin 
directory in which you installed the Unigraphics Object Adapter. Double-
click ug2pv_config.

2. The Unigraphics Object Adapter Configuration dialog box opens, as 
shown next.

Figure 22-1 Unigraphics Object Adapter Configuration dialog box 
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3. Existing Configuration group settings:

The Existing Configuration group is used to update an existing 
configuration of the Unigraphics object adapter to the latest version. 

The Setup Directory allows you to point ug2pv_config at the previous 
configuration (v6.4 or later).

If you have a prior configuration, this field allows you to quickly and 
completely update that configuration to the latest version of the Unigraphics 
Object Adapter. Once you browse to a previous setup directory, ug2pv_config 
automatically fills in all the other required fields. Simply click Setup and your 
earlier version is automatically updated to the latest version.

Note:  You can preserve the existing version and create a new configuration 
by simply changing the Setup Directory location in the Parameter group 
box, as described next. This allows you to test a configuration before 
removing the previous working configuration.

4. Parameters group settings:

The Parameters group box on the dialog box is used to configure how your 
system locates and starts Unigraphics for publishing purposes. The 
Parameters group box includes these fields:

a. Setup Directory

The setup directory is the directory from which the object adapter runs. 
Rather than accepting the default, users should create a <setup_directory> 
in an entirely different location from the <installation_directory>/bin. 
Either browse to the correct setup directory using the Open File folder 
icon, as illustrated in Figure 22-2 or type the path directly in the field.
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Figure 22-2 Select a Setup Directory dialog box

Using different setup directories allows you to have multiple object 
adapter configurations available to address different visualization 
requirements. ug2pv_config configures the object adapter to run from the 
selected <setup_directory>. 

Note:  The <setup_directory> default path is usually 
<installation_directory>/bin, as illustrated in Figure 22-1. However, it is 
strongly recommended that a new <setup_directory> is created because 
of the following benefits:

• It avoids later upgrade issues.

• It allows multiple object adapter configurations to exist 
simultaneously to address different visualization needs.

• It prevents log files from accumulating in the bin directory.

• It avoids permission conflicts caused by network installations.

Click OK after selecting the correct directory. You are returned to the 
Unigraphics Object Adapter Configuration dialog box, as illustrated 
by Figure 22-1, to make further configuration selections.

b. Unigraphics Command

Enter or browse to the correct Unigraphics startup command.
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c. Unigraphics Version

Select the correct Unigraphics version from the drop-down list.

5. Components group settings:

The Components group box of the Unigraphics Object Adapter 
Configuration dialog box is used to determine what publishing components 
your system needs to configure and how your system locates the visualization 
server host and port. The Components group box includes these fields:

a. Create ugpublish

Enable this setting to use the Unigraphics publisher.

b. Create ugbatch

Enable this setting, to run in batch mode from the command line.

c. Create ugworker

Enable this setting, to run in worker mode. The host and port settings are 
grayed out unless you select this setting.

d. Server Host

The Server Host is the name of the machine on which the visualization 
server is running. The worker may run on a different machine than the 
visualization server. 

e. Server Port

The server port is used to connect to the host. Both server and port input 
are illustrated in Figure 22-3.
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Figure 22-3 ug2pv_config Selections Example

6. After all the settings have been properly entered, click Setup and the wizard 
configures your installation.

Once the setup returns the Setup Complete dialog displays, click OK to 
continue.

7. Once you have setup the configuration, you may click Advanced to edit this 
configurations recipe file. See section Introduction to Recipe Configuration 
on page 26-4 for further information.

Caution:  Changes should only be performed by advanced users.

8. Select Exit and the Exit ug2pv_config dialog box displays. Click Yes to exit.
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Using ug2pv_config on UNIX
In this guide complete object adapter configuration instructions are provided only 
for Windows installation because the use of ug2pv_config is almost exactly the 
same for both Windows and UNIX installations. 

UNIX users need to set their X display and then browse to the 
<installation_directory>/bin directory and type ./ug2pv_config at the prompt. 
Once the ug2pv_config tool opens, as illustrated by Figure 22-1, all other 
instructions remain the same for all UNIX platforms. 

Validating the Configuration
Validate your configuration by following the next steps:

1. After exiting from ug2pv_config, verify that the following files are now 
located in the <setup_directory> chosen earlier:

a. ug2pv_config.log - log file created by the tool during the configuration 
process. See this log file for details on any configuration issues.

b. ug2pv.rcp - configuration recipe file. Recipe files are used to configure 
the file conversion process itself. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 26-4 for additional information.

c. ugpublish.bat - interactive publishing script. Review the section 
ugpublish Overview on page 23-2 for instructions for using this script.

d. ugbatch.bat.- command line publishing script. Review the section ugbatch 
Overview on page 24-2 for instructions on using this script.

e. ugworker.bat.- server controlled publishing script. Review the section 
ugworker Overview on page 25-2 for instructions for using this script.

2. You can verify each component of your configuration is working correctly by 
the following methods:

a. Follow the instructions in Interactive Publishing on page 23-1 to use 
ugpublish. Successful interactive publishing confirms your Unigraphics 
environment supports ugpublish.

b. Follow the instructions in Command Line Publishing on page 24-1 to use 
ugbatch. Successful batch publishing from the command line means the 
environment of your configuration supports command line publishing.

c. Follow the instructions in Server Controlled Publishing on page 25-1 to 
setup a ugworker. 

Note:  The ugworker is used in conjunction with the visualization server. 
Review the Configuring the CAD Worker for an explanation of how the 
CAD worker is configured for the visualization server.
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23
Interactive Publishing

ugpublish is a script that is run to create an environment in which Unigraphics 
CAD objects can be interactively published. 

The advantage of using ugpublish over ugbatch is that with ugpublish Unigraphics 
opens which means that you can see the part as well as modify its attributes prior 
to publishing. This gives the user the maximum power to obtain precise results for 
publishing a CAD object. 

This chapter describes how to use ugpublish in an active session of Unigraphics.
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ugpublish Overview
Unigraphics CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a 
method called publishing. During a fully interactive user session with 
Unigraphics, the user selects a menu item that allows the conversion of the current 
CAD object.

Using ugpublish
The ugpublish script is created when you used the ug2pv_config program 
described in the last chapter and is located in the selected <setup_directory>. 
ugpublish runs from a command prompt simply by typing: 

<setup_directory>\ugpublish

This then opens a session of Unigraphics with the Publish to ProductView menu 
available in the main Unigraphics File menu.

On Windows you can also double-click the ugpublish.bat file located in the setup 
directory. To create quick and easy access to interactive publishing, use a 
shortcut. To create a shortcut select the ugpublish.bat file, right-click and then 
drag and drop the ugpublish.bat file onto your desktop, selecting in the menu the 
Create Shortcut(s) here option.

Note:  Once started, the publishing menu is always available but the Publish 
option only operates when a Unigraphics CAD object is open. 

Follow the next steps to run and test ugpublish:

1. Open a command prompt and run ugpublish. A session of Unigraphics starts.

2. Open the CAD object that you want to interactively publish.

3. With the CAD object in view, select File > Publish to ProductView. 
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Figure 23-1 Publish to ProductView Menu

4. The following sub-menus are displayed:

a. Recipe File

Selecting this menu opens a dialog box prompting you to specify the 
name of the recipe file you want the object adapter to use while 
converting the CAD object. If you do not use this option the object 
adapter uses the configuration recipe file. See section Introduction to 
Recipe Configuration on page 26-4 for more information.

b. Output Path

Enter the path to the directory in which you want to place the converted 
files once they are published. If you have entered a default path in the 
recipe file, you do not need to use this option.

c. Publish

Select this option to initiate publishing.

5. Once you have used the Publish menu selection, you can now open the output 
in the ProductView client. The ProductView client displays the selected CAD 
object, as illustrated next.
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Figure 23-2 ProductView Displays Published Assembly

You have now published an object interactively using ugpublish.
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24
Command Line Publishing

From a shell command line Unigraphics CAD objects can be converted to the 
ProductView format using the ugbatch script. This chapter outlines how to use the 
ugbatch command, including the most commonly used command-line options, see 
the section ugbatch Command Line Options on page 26-2 in the Advanced Object 
Adapter Configurations for a complete list of command-line options.

Note:  Before using ugbatch verify that ugpublish is working.
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ugbatch Overview
ugbatch is used to publish Unigraphics CAD objects from the command line. 
ugbatch runs a UG/Open application in non-graphics mode. By typing a simple 
command at the prompt, CAD objects are converted and immediately viewable 
using the ProductView client.

Running from the Command Line
The operation of the Unigraphics Object Adapter involves utilizing a single 
command to publish CAD objects.

The form of command line is as follows:

ugbatch [options] <cad_objects>

A command line conversion has the following stages:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory containing the CAD 
object you want to convert.

Figure 24-1 Navigate to Unigraphics Data Directory

For the purposes of this example, the directory is C:\ug_data\.

Note:  The environment of the command prompt must be configured to run 
Unigraphics; for example, the UGII_BASE_DIR environment variable must 
be correctly set.

2. Type in the ugbatch command, for example:

C:\PTC\ug_oa_setup\ugbatch -o wheel_assy -p output 
road_wheel_assy.prt

As seen in the command prompt illustrated in Figure 24-2.
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Figure 24-2 ugbatch Command Line

In this example the command line can be broken down in order for left to right 
as follows:

a. First is the directory containing the Unigraphics CAD object to be 
converted shown as C:\ug_data\

b. The directory containing the object adapter configuration is shown next as 
C:\PTC\ug_oa_setup\

c. The command to convert is shown as ugbatch.

d. Option of -o <output name> is shown as top_level_assy. This is the name 
the object adapter gives to the converted object.

e. Option -p <output path> is shown as output. This is the name of the 
directory in which the adapter places the converted objects.

f. The Unigraphics object to be converted is given as road_wheel_assy.prt.

3. Press ENTER and ugbatch is launched, when the prompt returns the 
conversion is completed.
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Note:  ugbatch can publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a 
list of CAD objects, type all of the names on the command line separated by a 
space. Wildcards (asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that the 
data returned will be correct. 

4. You can now open the output in the ProductView client. The ProductView 
client displays the selected CAD object, as illustrated next.

Figure 24-3 ProductView Client Showing Converted Assembly
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Converting Unigraphics Reference Sets
Reference sets are often used to create variances of the CAD object, essentially a 
new part; for example, engine.prt could contain 2_litre and 3_litre reference sets. 
When converting this variance type of reference set, the CAD object name must 
take the following form:

    <cad-object-file-name>:Part:<instance-name>

For example, to convert the 2_litre reference set within the engine.prt, use:

engine.prt:Part:2_litre

Reference sets are also commonly used to create a simplified form of an 
assembly. To convert a simplified form reference set, the following syntax must be 
used:

<cad-object-file-name>:Form:<instance-name>

For example to convert the cut_away reference set of engine.prt use: 

engine.asm:Form:cut_away

These tags can be  combined  to convert a simplified form reference set of an 
variance reference set as follows:

engine.prt:Part:2_litre:Form:cut_away

Note:  The order of the tags is important, the :Part: tag must be given before the 
:Form.
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25
Server Controlled Publishing

When the visualization server receives a client request to convert Unigraphics 
objects to the ProductView format, the visualization server uses the ugworker to 
convert the CAD object in a background UG/Open application.

The Unigraphics worker is an important link in achieving the full functionality of 
the visualization server. See the Configuring the CAD Agent for more 
information.
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ugworker Overview
The Unigraphics worker is used to manage the relationship between Unigraphics 
and the visualization server. ugworker starts a non-graphical UG/Open application 
and converts the CAD object to the ProductView format used by the ProductView 
client. 

To configure the worker you must know the visualization server host name, the 
port name, and the complete path to the worker script ugworker.

Setting up a ugworker

Caution:  Users are strongly advised to first test their ugbatch configuration 
before using the ugworker. Troubleshooting ugbatch is an easier way of 
identifying and resolving most issues that will also affect the worker.

When using the ug2pv_config  tool, see Using ug2pv_config on Windows on 
page 22-2 for additional information. Enter the visualization server host  name 
and port number to generate a ugworker script which will communicate  with your 
server. This script should be run by the visualization server when starting the 
worker. 

The script is created in the <setup_directory>. So the Execute Command to enter 
when configuring the worker on the server is:

<setup_directory>\ugworker

In our example this is:

C:\PTC\ug_oa_setup\ugworker

Configuration of the CAD Agent to use this worker is detailed in the Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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26
Advanced Object Adapter

Configurations

Note:  The instructions in this chapter are intended for advanced users only.

Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for Unigraphics provides a variety of 
information for both administrative and end users. This information can include 
procedures for configuring various additional features of the Unigraphics Object 
Adapter that provide additional functionality.
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ugbatch Command Line Options
Unigraphics CAD objects can be converted from the command line using 
ugbatch. This chapter explains all of the command line options available for 
command line publishing. See ugbatch Overview on page 24-2 for more 
information.

Note:  Most of the command line options can also be used by the ugpublish and 
ugworker scripts.

The command string used to publish a CAD object follows the format: 

ugbatch [options] <cad_objects>

You can see the command line options by typing: 

ugbatch –h 

where the options returned are described in the following table:

Table 5  Available Command Line Options 

Setting Result

–? –h For basic help page. UNIX shells may try to export the “?” 
so –? should be typed in quotes, for example, “-?”.

@<file> Read options from the response file <file>.

–CP Use piped communication to server.

–CS Socket communication <host><socket>.

–d <depth> Set the conversion file depth. When converting, an 
assembly file determines to what depth the hierarchy should 
be traversed. The default is all.

–De <variable> <value> Define an environment variable.

–Dr variable> <value> Define a recipe variable.

–ED Set environment to dvconvert mode.

–EP Environment to publisher.

–EW Environment to worker.

–H For extended help options.

–I Identify the version of the object adapter being used.

–o mockup  Enable MockUp orientated conversion.
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The command line <cad_objects> defines what is to be converted. ugbatch can 
publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a list of CAD objects, 
type all of the names on the command line separated by a space. Wildcards 
(asterisks*) can also be used, if the user is confident that the data returned will be 
correct. A possible command line using options is as follows:

ugbatch -vl mylogfile.txt -vc -p output file.prt

–o<name> Set output file base name.

–p<name> Set output base path.

–r<name> Set recipe file to be used.

–vc Disable all console print-out.

–vc1 Redirect all console print-out to stdout.

–vc2 Redirect all console print-out to stderr (default).

–ve[n] Increment or set (if [n] is given) the error reporting level. –
ve0 disables all error reporting, default 1.

–vl<file> Direct all printed output to <file>.

–vL<file> Append all printed output to <file> Concatenates all printed 
output to <file>.

–vm<file> List the modules by –I. Flags are listed in the source code.

–vn<file> Direct all printed output to new log file <file>.#

–vp<n> Set the process verbosity flag. List the modules by –i. Flags 
are listed in the source code.

–vt Give the current date/time stamp with all print outs.

–vT Give the process run-time stamp with all print outs.

–vw[n] Increment or set the warning reporting level, see –ve. 
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Introduction to Recipe Configuration
A recipe is a set of user-defined rules that drive the Unigraphics Object Adapter 
conversion process. The recipe concept provides a solution to the problem of 
efficiently converting CAD objects into a form suitable for viewing on a wide 
range of computer platforms. While most CAD objects convert into an efficient 
form, some CAD object require modifications to the master setup to be viewed 
effectively.

The Unigraphics Object Adapter is provided with a master recipe file. This file is 
pre configured to allow the visualization of most objects. You should not edit the 
master recipe file. The ug2pv_config utility creates a configuration specific recipe 
file, ug2pv.rcp created in the <setup_directory>. This recipe can be edited by 
clicking Advanced on the ug2pv_config dialog box or by directly using the recipe 
editor.

Using the Recipe Editor guide explains in more detail the recipe concept and 
describes the settings available for this object adapter and is located on the PTC 
Web-site at:

http://www.ptc.com/cgi/cs/doc/document.pl?product=DVP

For more elaborate customizations contact Technical Support at the Web sites 
shown in Technical Support section of this book.
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27
Troubleshooting Guide

The Troubleshooting Guide provides information on identifying reasons why a 
publisher is not working. 
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Troubleshooting Overview
This section deals with troubleshooting tips for each of the three publishing 
methods: interactive publishing using ugpublish, batch publishing using ugbatch, 
and background publishing using ugworker.

Troubleshooting ugpublish
If ugpublish fails to launch Unigraphics, follow the troubleshooting options listed 
next:

1. Determine whether or not the ugpublish.log file has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the ugpublish.log file was not created, the reason could 
be that ugpublish or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct 
permissions. Rerun ug2pv_config or correct the permissions. On UNIX, the 
original setup directory path may not be accessible via the current 
machine/shell. You can fix this either by making the path accessible or by 
running ug2pv_config again.

2. If ugpublish.log has been created, the reason ugpublish cannot launch 
Unigraphics could be that Unigraphics itself cannot be run from the shell. To 
determine whether or not Unigraphics will run, type the same command-line 
as given to ug2pv_config. If this command does not start Unigraphics, the 
command-line environment is not correctly configured to run Unigraphics. 
Fix the environment so Unigraphics can be successfully launched from the 
command shell, then try running ugpublish again. 

3. If Unigraphics runs in the shell, but ugpublish fails to open Unigraphics, 
check for error messages in the ugpublish.log located in the 
<setup_directory> and the Unigraphics system LOG file located in the system 
temporary directory. Correct the errors and try publishing again.

4. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by ugpublish is not available in 
the File menu in Unigraphics, do the following: 

– Check for error messages in the ugpublish.log located in the 
<setup_directory> and in the Unigraphics system LOG file.

– Check for messages given by Unigraphics in the command shell (or in the 
file std.out on Windows). 

– The failure of the Publish to ProductView menu to appear in the 
Unigraphics environment could occur if the ProductView client 
installation point is not accessible through the original 
<installation_directory>/path. Rerun the object adapter installation to 
correct this path error.
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5. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by ugpublish appears in the File 
menu, but ugpublish fails to convert files, the problem could be that a CAD 
objects has not been loaded into Unigraphics. Remember, that ugpublish is an 
interactive program. You must have an object open in Unigraphics to publish 
it interactively.

6. If Unigraphics runs and the Publish to ProductView menu appears but 
publishing still does not occur, ugpublish may have failed. You can check for 
error messages in the ugpublish.log and the Unigraphics system LOG files.

Troubleshooting ugbatch
If ugbatch fails to run, check the following troubleshooting options:

1. Determine whether the object adapter starts-up by using the following 
command line:

ugbatch -I

If the adapter runs successfully the full version information of the adapter will 
be given listing around 15 library versions. If you do not get this extended 
version information it is most likely caused by the shell not being able to run 
Unigraphics, check this by running Unigraphics in this shell, typically by 
running ugii.

Note:  On UNIX, to run Unigraphics a graphical display is required, which 
may not be available in a batch environment; thus, in a batch mode 
environment, Unigraphics may not start up. To fix this problem, get ugbatch 
to work on the remote machine. Then, when running remotely, set the 
DISPLAY environment variable appropriately. If it is not environmentally 
possible for Unigraphics to run, troubleshooting is impeded.

2. If you fail to get the version information and Unigraphics can be run in the 
shell the either the Object Adapter installation or configuration has become 
inaccessible or corrupt. Try reinstalling the object adapter and re configuring 
using ug2pv_config. If this does not resolve the issue seek Technical Support.

3. If the version information is printed, see if the adapter can convert a very 
simple part. If it fails to convert any part check that you have a ufunc execute 
license. Also check that the parts were created in a support version of 
Unigraphics, if not use Unigraphics to up date the parts or seek technical 
support if they cannot be up graded. 

4. Check for errors in the printed output of the adapter and Unigraphics system 
LOG file which is located in the system temporary directory. If the printed 
output scrolls off the screen use the -vl <log-file-name> command line option 
and check this log file for any error. Fix the errors and retry.
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5. If the adapter can convert some files but fails on others, load the parts that 
cannot be converted into Unigraphics and check the part for errors. Any issues 
found could prevent the adapter from converting the part. Use Unigraphics to 
fix and save the part and retry.

Troubleshooting ugworker
The basic steps to correct publishing problems with ugworker are as follows:

1. If the worker does not start, check whether or not the ugworker.log file been 
created in the <setup_directory>. If the ugworker.log file was not created, 
check the visualization server worker settings, including the host name, 
execute command, and (where appropriate) the Telnet account settings. 
Correct any errors you find, and retry.

2. If ugworker.log was created, look for error messages within the .log file. Fix 
any errors and try publishing again. Failure can occur due to incorrectly 
entered ug2pv_config server host and port settings.

3. On Windows there is a further complication when using network drives. The 
worker is launched by the CAD Agent (which is probably running as a 
service), so it does not have access to network drives and therefore cannot run 
Unigraphics. The solution to this dilemma is to install Unigraphics on a local 
drive. This can be true for the worker even though, when using ugbatch, the 
user may access the installation of Unigraphics by means of a network drive.

4. Determine whether or not a Unigraphics system LOG file was created in the 
system temporary directory. If the file exists, look for error messages within 
the file and make the appropriate corrections, then retry.

5. Start a new command shell and determine whether or not ugbatch is working. 
If it fails to convert files, see Troubleshooting ugbatch on page 27-3.

6. If ugbatch works, but ugworker still does not work, then the differences could 
occur if different setup scripts are being used for each case. For example, the 
worker login setup script might not be setting up the environment to correctly 
run either the object adapter or Unigraphics. Differences between the setup 
scripts should be found and fixed.

7. If the worker starts up but fails to convert any files, check for error messages 
in the ugworker.log which is in the <setup_directory> and the Unigraphics 
system LOG file, which is located in the system temporary directory. Possible 
cause may be that the visualization server’s common file system is incorrectly 
configured. Verify the settings and retry.

8. If the worker fails to convert some CAD objects, use ugbatch to convert the 
same object. Refer to Troubleshooting ugbatch on page 27-3 to resolve any 
issues found and then retry publishing using the server.

You can also refer to the Troubleshooting the CAD Agent section in Configuring 
the CAD Agent
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Introduction to the Object

Adapter

This document provides the instructions to configure the CADDS5, CADDS File 
System (FS), and Optegra Object Adapters. 

As of Windchill 7.0 and later, the CADDS5 Object Adapter consists of a single 
adapter which is CADDS5 version independent and supports all previously 
supported files.
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Introduction to cadds2pv
The CADDS5 Object Adapter is used to convert CADDS5 CAD objects to the 
ProductView format used by the ProductView client. The conversion process is 
generally referred to as publishing. The CADDS5 Object Adapter must first be 
configured using the cadds2pv_config tool. See Using cadds2pv_config on page 
29-2 for further information. Publishing is accomplished in one of two ways:

• CAD objects can be converted at the command line using a method called 
batch publishing. This method is described in the section caddsbatch 
Overview on page 30-2.

• The CADDS5 worker can also be enabled to use a background session of 
CADDS5 to convert CAD objects as needed, without direct user intervention. 
This is called background publishing. This method is described in section 
Troubleshooting caddsworker on page 33-3.

Note:  Once a conversion is completed, visualization services stores the 
output ProductView format files into the data repository, from which it can be 
accessed and viewed using the ProductView client.

In both ways of publishing, recipe configuration provides the user with complete 
control of the conversion process. See Introduction to Recipe Configuration on 
page 32-4 for an overview of the recipe concept. 

CADDS5 Environment Prerequisites
Prior to configuring the CADDS5 Object Adapter, pretest your CADDS5 
environment. CADDS5 must be correctly configured prior to configuration of the 
object adapter otherwise the adapter will not work.

Check the following items to confirm that CADDS5 is available and correctly 
running:

• The CADDS5 Object Adapter must be supported on the operating system, 
CADDS5 version, and meets the minimum requirements as shown in the 
Software Matrices shown at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

• The object adapter operates on UNIX. The prerequisites to a UNIX 
configuration of the object adapter include using an X display, setting the 
DISPLAY environmental variable accordingly, browsing to the correct 
installation directory, and typing the correct command at the prompt.

• When converting drawings, CADDS5 licensing must be correctly installed 
and configured.

• If there are issues of inadequate memory, they must be addressed prior to 
installation of the object adapter.

• Confirm and note the command line used to run CADDS5.
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• The object adapter operates under a user account that must be configured to 
run CADDS5. 

Caution:  If you attempt to load objects into CADDS5 and have problems, those 
same problems will prevent the object adapter from converting the object to the 
ProductView format. 

CADDS5 Supported Objects and Entities
The next table provides a list of CADDS5 CAD objects supported by the object 
adapter.

Table 6  Supported CADDS5 Objects

The next table provides a list of CADDS5 part entities supported by the object 
adapter.

Table 7  Supported CADDS5 Part Entities

File Name Supported CAD Object

_db CAMU database

_ps EPDConnect product structure

_pd CADDS5 part database

_fd CADDS5 part parametric database

_td CADDShade tessellation file

Part Entity Group Part Entity Type Part Entity Number

Solid Geometry BREP 91

Quilts NSURFACE 14

TCYL 16

SREV 17

RSURF 18

BSURF 19

Quilts SPOLE 20

PLANE 88
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Curves LINE 3

ARC 5

CONIC 6

SPLINE 7

BSPLINE 8

CPOLE 9

NSPLINE 12

POLYLINE 70

ELLIPSE 302

HYPERBOLA 303

PARABOLA 304

Points POINT 2

Notes TEXT 85

NTEXT 86

Dimensions FCS 32

LDIM 33

ADIM 34

RDIM 35

LBL 36

DDIM 37

Miscellaneous NLINE 71

NFIGURE 83

XHATCH 31

Part Entity Group Part Entity Type Part Entity Number
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Configuring the Object Adapter

The CADDS5 Object Adapter is configured using the cadds2pv_config tool. 
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Before You Begin
For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
are used:

• <installation_directory> -- The directory where the object adapter is installed.

• <setup_directory> -- The directory that contains the object adapter 
configuration files. These files are produced by the object adapter 
configuration tool.

Using cadds2pv_config
UNIX users need to set their X display and then browse to the 
<installation_directory>/bin directory and type ./cadds2pv_config at the prompt. 
Once the cadds2pv_config tool opens, as illustrated by Figure 29-1, all other 
instructions remain the same for all UNIX platforms. 

The configuration of the CADDS5 Object Adapter is accomplished using the 
cadds2pv_config tool.

1. Navigate to the <installation_directory>/bin directory in which you installed 
the CADDS5 Object Adapter. At the prompt type:

./cadds2pv_config

2. The CADDS5 Object Adapter Configuration dialog box opens, as shown 
next.
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Figure 29-1 CADDS5 Object Adapter Configuration dialog box 
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3. Existing Configuration group settings:

The Existing Configuration group is used to update an existing 
configuration of the CADDS5 object adapter to the latest version. 

The Setup Directory allows you to point cadds2pv_config at the previous 
configuration (v7.0 or later).

If you have a prior configuration, this field allows you to quickly and 
completely update that configuration to the latest version of the CADDS5 
Object Adapter. Once you browse to a previous setup directory, 
cadds2pv_config automatically fills in all the other required fields. Simply 
click Setup and your earlier version is automatically updated to the latest 
version.

Note:  You can preserve the existing version and create a new configuration 
by simply changing the Setup Directory location in the Parameter group 
box, as described next. This allows you to test a configuration before 
removing the previous working configuration.

4. Parameters group settings:

The Parameters group box on the dialog box is used to configure how your 
system locates and starts CADDS5 for publishing purposes. The Parameters 
group box includes these fields:

a. Setup Directory

The setup directory is the directory from which the object adapter runs. 
Rather than accepting the default, users should create a <setup_directory> 
in an entirely different location from the <installation_directory>/bin. 
Either browse to the correct setup directory using the Open File folder 
icon, as illustrated in Figure 29-2 or type the path directly in the field.
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Figure 29-2 Select an Existing Setup Directory dialog box

Using different setup directories allows you to have multiple object 
adapter configurations available to address different visualization 
requirements. cadds2pv_config configures the object adapter to run from 
the selected <setup_directory>. 

Note:  The <setup_directory> default path is usually 
<installation_directory>/bin, as illustrated in Figure 29-1. However, it is 
strongly recommended that a new <setup_directory> is created because 
of the following benefits:

• It avoids later upgrade issues.

• It allows multiple object adapter configurations to exist 
simultaneously to address different visualization needs.

• It prevents log files from accumulating in the bin directory.

• It avoids permission conflicts caused by network installations.

Click OK after selecting the correct directory. You are returned to the 
CADDS5 Object Adapter Configuration dialog box, as illustrated by 
Figure 29-1, to make further configuration selections.
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b. CADDS5 Command

Enter or browse to the correct CADDS5 startup command. In this 
example the startup command is given as:

/usr/apl/cadds/scripts/cadds5

c. CADDS5 Version has CGM color fix

This option indicates whether or not you are using a fixed version of 
CADDS5. If you have an older version of CADDS5, only monochrome 
drawings are generated, this is due to a CADDS5 color CGM generation 
problem. 

Tip:  If color drawings are required, up-grade your CADDS5 installation 
to CADDS5 rev 12 datecode 2003800, CADDS5 rev 13 datecode 
2003350 or above.

d. Source .caddsrc

Enables the sourcing of the current users .caddsrc file to correctly 
configure the CADDS5 environment.

Caution:  The CADDS5 object adapter creates a fully self-contained 
CADDS5 environment in which to operate, therefore this option should 
only be used if a custom specific setup is required or problems occur 
(such as an incomplete CVPATH).

e. Source .caddsrc-local

Enables the sourcing of the .caddsrc-local file which can reside in either 
the current or in the users home directory. This can be used to modify the 
CADDS5 setup on a per directory basis; for example, it can be used to 
correctly configure the CVPATH when converting assemblies.

f. Adapter Ini File

If you have a previous version of the CADDS5 Object Adapter (pre v7.0) 
already configured in your system, enter or browse to the cv2ol.ini file. 
You need to provide the location of the file so the previous worker 
settings can be transferred to your new installation configuration.

5. Components group settings:

The Components group box of the CADDS5 Object Adapter 
Configuration dialog box is used to determine what publishing components 
your system needs to configure and how your system locates the visualization 
server host and port. The Components group box includes these fields:

a. Create caddsbatch

Enable this setting, to run in batch mode from the command line.
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b. Create caddsworker

Enable this setting, to run in worker mode. The host and port settings are 
grayed out unless you select this setting.

i. Server Host

The Server Host is the name of the machine on which the 
visualization server is running. The worker may run on a different 
machine than the visualization server. 

ii. Server Port

The server port is used to connect to the host. Both server and port 
input are illustrated in Figure 29-3.

c. Create db_daemon

Enable this check box to create a database daemon startup script.

Note:  If you do not already have a dbdaemon running use this script to 
launch an ODB_DAEMON, required to convert _db CAMU database 
files. This script should be run as user root, see CADDS5 documentation 
for more information.
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Figure 29-3 cadds2pv_config Selections Example

6. After all the settings have been properly entered, click Setup and the wizard 
configures your installation.

Once the setup returns the Setup Complete dialog displays, click OK to 
continue.

7. Once you have setup the configuration, you may click Advanced to edit this 
configurations recipe file. See Chapter 6, section Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 32-4 for further information.

Caution:  Changes should only be performed by advanced users.

8. Select Exit and the Exit cadds2pv_config dialog box displays. Click Yes to 
exit.
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Validating the Configuration
Validate your configuration by following the next steps:

1. After exiting from cadds2pv_config, verify that the following files are now 
located in the <setup_directory> chosen earlier:

a. cadds2pv_config.log - log file created by the tool during the configuration 
process. See this log file for details on any configuration issues.

b. cadds2pv.rcp - configuration recipe file. Recipe files are used to configure 
the file conversion process itself. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 32-4 for additional information.

c. caddsbatch - command line publishing script. Review the section 
caddsbatch Overview on page 30-2 for instructions for using this script.

d. caddsworker - server controlled publishing script. Review the section 
caddsworker Overview on page 31-2 for instructions for using this script.

e. Db_daemon - ODB_DAEMON startup script.

2. You can verify each component of your configuration is working correctly by 
the following methods:

a. Follow the instructions in Command Line Publishing on page 30-1 to use 
caddsbatch. Successful batch publishing from the command line means 
the environment of your configuration supports command line publishing.

b. Follow the instructions in Server Controlled Publishing on page 31-1 to 
configure the caddsworker. The caddsworker is used in conjunction with 
the visualization server. 

Note:  The caddsworker is used in conjunction with the visualization server. 
Review the Configuring the CAD Agent for an explanation of how the CAD 
worker is configured for the visualization server.
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30
Command Line Publishing

From a shell command line CADDS5 objects can be converted to the 
ProductView format using the caddsbatch script. This chapter outlines how to use 
the caddsbatch command, including the most commonly used command-line 
options, please see the section caddsbatch Command Line Options on page 32-2 
in the Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for a complete list of command-
line options.
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caddsbatch Overview
caddsbatch is used to publish CADDS5 CAD objects from the command line. 
caddsbatch runs CADDS5 a CVDORS application and, if the conversion of a 
drawing is required, it also runs CADDS5 in non-graphics mode. By typing a 
simple command at the prompt, CAD objects are converted and immediately 
viewable using the ProductView client

Running from the Command Line
The operation of the CADDS5 Object Adapter involves utilizing a single 
command to publish CAD objects.

The form of command line is as follows:

caddsbatch [options] <cad_objects>

A command line conversion has the following stages:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory containing the CAD 
objects you want to convert.

Figure 30-1 Navigate to CADDS5 Data Directory

For the purposes of this example, the directory is /users/guest/parts/.

2. Type in the caddsbatch command, for example:

/users/guest/cadds_oa_setup/caddsbatch -o top_level_assy -p 
output 57150013000

As seen in the command prompt illustrated in Figure 30-2.
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Figure 30-2 caddsbatch Command Line

In this example the command line can be broken down in order for left to right 
as follows:

a. First is the directory containing the CAD object to be converted shown as 
/users/guest/parts/

b. The directory containing the object adapter configuration is shown next as 
/users/guest/cadds_oa_setup/

c. The command to convert is shown as caddsbatch.

d. Option of -o <output name> is shown as top_level_assy. This is the name 
the object adapter gives to the converted object.

e. Option -p <output path> is shown as output. This is the name of the 
directory in which the adapter places the converted objects.

f. The CADDS5 object to be converted is given as 57150013000.

3. Press ENTER and caddsbatch is launched, when the prompt returns the 
conversion is completed.

Note:  caddsbatch can publish more than one CAD object at a time. To 
publish a list of CAD objects, type all of the names on the command line 
separated by a space. Wildcards (asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is 
confident that the data returned will be correct.

Tip:  In most cases only the directory name is required as the object adapter 
checks the contents of the directory to determine the CAD object to convert. 
The complete file name need only be given if the directory contains two 
different types of CAD object, for example an _db and _pd. CGOS names 
can also be used.

4. You can now open the output in the ProductView client. The ProductView 
client displays the selected CAD object, as illustrated next.
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Figure 30-3 ProductView Client Showing Converted Assembly
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Server Controlled Publishing

When the visualization server receives a client request to convert CADDS5 CAD 
objects to the ProductView format, the visualization server uses the caddsworker 
to convert the CAD object to the ProductView format.

The CADDS5 worker is an important link in achieving the full functionality of the 
visualization server. See the Configuring the CAD Agent Guide for more 
information.
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caddsworker Overview
The CADDS5 worker is used to manage the relationship between CADDS5 and 
the visualization server. Caddsworker starts a non-graphical session of CADDS5, 
and converts the CAD objects to the ProductView format used by the 
ProductView client. 

To configure the worker you must know the visualization server host name, the 
port name, and the complete path to the worker script caddsworker.

Setting up a caddsworker

Caution:  Users are strongly advised to first test their caddsbatch configuration 
before using the caddsworker. Troubleshooting caddsbatch is an easier way of 
identifying and resolving most issues that will also affect the worker.

When using the cadds2pv_config  tool, see Using cadds2pv_config on page 29-2, 
and enter the visualization server host name and port number to generate a 
caddsworker script which will communicate with your server. This script should 
be run by the visualization server when starting the worker. 

The script is created in the <setup_directory>. So the Execute Command to enter 
when configuring the worker on the server is:

<setup_directory>/caddsworker

In our example this is:

/users/guest/cadds_oa_setup/caddsworker

Configuration of the CAD Agent to use this worker is detailed in the Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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Advanced Object Adapter

Configurations

Note:  The instructions in this chapter are intended for advanced users only.

Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for CADDS5 provides a variety of 
information for both administrative and end users. This information can include 
procedures for configuring various additional features of the CADDS5 Object 
Adapter that provide additional functionality.
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caddsbatch Command Line Options
CADDS5 CAD objects can be converted from the command line using 
caddsbatch. This chapter explains all of the command line options available for 
command line publishing. See caddsbatch Overview on page 30-2 for more 
information.

Note:  Most of the command line options can also be used by the caddspublish 
and caddsworker scripts.

The command string used to publish a CAD object follows the format: 

caddsbatch [options] source

You can see the command line options by typing: 

caddsbatch –h 

where the options returned are described in the following table:

Table 8  Available Command Line Options 

Setting Result

–? –h For basic help page. UNIX shells may try to export the “?” 
so –? should be typed in quotes, for example, “-?”.

@<file> Read options from the response file <file>.

–CP Use piped communication to server.

–CS Socket communication <host><socket>.

–d <depth> Set the conversion file depth. When converting, an 
assembly file determines to what depth the hierarchy should 
be traversed. The default is all.

–De <variable> <value> Define an environment variable.

–Dr variable> <value> Define a recipe variable.

–ED Set environment to dvconvert mode.

–EP Environment to publisher.

–EW Environment to worker.

–H For extended help options.

–I Identify the version of the object adapter being used.

–o mockup  Enable MockUp orientated conversion.
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The command line <cad_objects> defines what is to be converted. caddsbatch can 
publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a list of CAD objects, 
type all of the names on the command line separated by a space. Wildcards 
(asterisks*) can also be used, if the user is confident that the data returned will be 
correct. A possible command line using options is as follows:

caddsbatch -vl mylogfile.txt -vc -p output part

–o<name> Set output file base name.

–p<name> Set output base path.

–r<name> Set recipe file to be used.

–vc Disable all console print-out.

–vc1 Redirect all console print-out to stdout.

–vc2 Redirect all console print-out to stderr (default).

–ve[n] Increment or set (if [n] is given) the error reporting level. –
ve0 disables all error reporting, default 1.

–vl<file> Direct all printed output to <file>.

–vL<file> Append all printed output to <file> Concatenates all printed 
output to <file>.

–vm<file> List the modules by –I. Flags are listed in the source code.

–vn<file> Direct all printed output to new log file <file>.#

–vp<n> Set the process verbosity flag. List the modules by –i. Flags 
are listed in the source code.

–vt Give the current date/time stamp with all print outs.

–vT Give the process run-time stamp with all print outs.

–vw[n] Increment or set the warning reporting level, see –ve. 
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Introduction to Recipe Configuration
A recipe is a set of user-defined rules that drive the CADDS5 Object Adapter 
conversion process. The recipe concept provides a solution to the problem of 
efficiently converting CAD objects into a form suitable for viewing on a wide 
range of computer platforms. While most CAD objects convert into an efficient 
form, some CAD object require modifications to the master setup to be viewed 
effectively.
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The CADDS5 Object Adapter is provided with a master recipe file. This file is pre 
configured to allow the visualization of most objects. You should not edit the 
master recipe file. The cadds2pv_config utility creates a configuration specific 
recipe file, cadds2pv.rcp created in the <setup_directory>. This recipe can be 
edited by clicking Advanced on the cadds2pv_config dialog box or by directly 
using the recipe editor. 

Using the Recipe Editor explains the recipe concept and describes the settings 
available for each object adapter and is located on the PTC Web-site at:

http://www.ptc.com/cgi/cs/doc/document.pl?product=DVP

See Using the Recipe Editor for a complete list of usual recipe configurations.

For more elaborate customizations contact Technical Support at the Web sites 
shown in Technical Support section of this book.
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Troubleshooting Guide

The Troubleshooting Guide provides information on identifying reasons why a 
publisher is not working. 
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Troubleshooting Overview
This section deals with troubleshooting tips for both of the publishing methods: 
batch publishing using caddsbatch and background publishing using caddsworker.

Troubleshooting caddsbatch
If caddsbatch fails to run, check the following troubleshooting options:

1. Determine whether the object adapter starts-up by using the following 
command line:

caddsbatch -I

If the adapter runs successfully the full version information of the adapter will 
be given listing around 15 library versions. If you do not get this extended 
version information it is most likely that either the Object Adapter installation 
or configuration has become inaccessible or corrupt. Try reinstalling the 
object adapter and re configuring using cadds2pv_config. If this does not 
resolve the issue seek Technical Support.

2. If the version information is printed, see if the adapter can convert a very 
simple part. If it fails to convert any part check that the parts were created in a 
support version of CADDS5, if not use CADDS5 to up date the parts or seek 
technical support if they cannot be up graded.

3. Check for errors in the printed output of the adapter. If the printed output 
scrolls off the screen use the -vl <log-file-name> command line option and 
check this log file for any error. Fix the errors and retry.

4. If the adapter can convert some files but fails on others, load the parts that 
cannot be converted into Unigraphics and check the part for errors. Any issues 
found could prevent the adapter from converting the part. Use Unigrapics to 
fix and save the part and retry.

5. If the adapter converts the part or assembly but fails to generate the drawing 
output check that CADDS5 can run in the current shell by running the 
CADDS5 command entered during configuration, for example, the adapter 
typically uses the following command line:

/usr/apl/cadds/scripts/cadds5 -nwin -explicit

If CADDS5 fails to start resolve these issue and retry.
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Troubleshooting caddsworker
The basic steps to correct publishing problems with caddsworker are as follows:

1. If the worker does not start, check whether or not the caddsworker.log file 
been created in the <setup_directory>. If the caddsworker.log file was not 
created, check the visualization server worker settings, including the host 
name, execute command, and (where appropriate) the Telnet account settings. 
Correct any errors you find, and retry.

2. If caddsworker.log was created, look for error messages within the .log file. 
Fix any errors and try publishing again. Failure can occur due to incorrectly 
entered cadds2pv_config server host and port settings.

3. Start a new command shell and determine whether or not caddsbatch is 
working. If it fails to convert files, see Troubleshooting caddsbatch on page 
33-2.

4. If caddsbatch works, but caddsworker still does not work, then the differences 
could occur if different setup scripts are being used for each case. For 
example, the worker login setup script might not be setting up the 
environment to correctly run either the object adapter or CADDS5. 
Differences between the setup scripts should be found and fixed.

5. If the worker starts up but fails to convert any files, check for error messages 
in the caddsworker.log which is in the <setup_directory>. Possible cause may 
be that the visualization server’s common file system is incorrectly 
configured. Verify the settings and retry.

6. If the worker fails to convert some CAD objects, use caddsbatch to convert 
the same object. Refer to Troubleshooting caddsbatch on page 33-2 to resolve 
any issues found and then retry publishing using the server.

You can also refer to the Troubleshooting the CAD Agent section in Configuring 
the CAD Agent
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Introduction to the Object

Adapter

This document provides the instructions to configure the SolidWorks Object 
Adapter.
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Introduction to sw2pv
The SolidWorks Object Adapter is used to convert SolidWorks CAD objects to 
the ProductView format used by the ProductView client. The conversion process 
is generally referred to as publishing. The SolidWorks Object Adapter must first 
be configured using the sw2pv_config tool. See Using sw2pv_config on page 
35-2 for further information. Publishing is accomplished in one of three ways:

• CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a method called 
interactive publishing. During a fully interactive session of SolidWorks, the 
user selects a menu item that allows the interactive conversion of SolidWorks 
CAD objects. This method is described in section swpublish Overview on 
page 36-2.

• CAD objects can also be converted at the command line using a method 
called batch publishing. This method is described in section swbatch 
Overview on page 37-2.

• The SolidWorks worker can also be enabled to use a background session of 
SolidWorks to convert CAD objects as needed, without direct user 
intervention. This is called background publishing. This method is described 
in section swworker Overview on page 38-2.

Note:  Once a conversion is completed, visualization services stores the 
output ProductView formatted files into the data repository, from which it can 
be accessed and viewed using the ProductView client.

In all three ways of publishing, recipe configuration provides the user with 
complete control of the conversion process. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 39-4 for an overview of the recipe concept. 

SolidWorks Environment Prerequisites
Prior to configuring the SolidWorks Object Adapter, pretest your SolidWorks 
environment. SolidWorks must be correctly configured prior to configuration of 
the object adapter otherwise the adapter will not work.

Check the following items to confirm that SolidWorks is available and correctly 
running:

• The SolidWorks Object Adapter must be supported on the operating system, 
SolidWorks version, and meets the minimum requirements as shown in the 
Software Matrices available at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

• SolidWorks licensing must be correctly installed and configured.

• To convert the SolidWorks drawings, the use of the Hewlett-Packard HP-
GL/2 Plotter (HPGL) printer driver is required.
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• If there are issues of inadequate memory, they must be addressed prior to 
installation of the object adapter.

• Confirm and note the command line used to run SolidWorks.

Tip:  On Windows, you can confirm the path and command used to run 
SolidWorks. Right-click on the short-cut icon used to run SolidWorks and 
select Properties. The path and command to run SolidWorks appear in the 
Target field.

Caution:  On Windows, do not use network drives for workers.

• The object adapter operates under a user account that must be configured to 
run SolidWorks. 

Caution:  When configured as a service using the Worker Daemon, the 
services Log On As account must also be configured to run SolidWorks.

Caution:  If you attempt to load a CAD object into SolidWorks and have 
problems, those same problems will prevent the object adapter from converting 
this object to the ProductView format. 
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Configuring the Object Adapter

The SolidWorks Object Adapter is configured using the sw2pv_config tool. 
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Before You Begin
For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
are used:

• <installation_directory> -- The directory where the object adapter is installed.

• <setup_directory> -- The directory that contains the object adapter 
configuration files. These files are produced by the object adapter 
configuration tool.

Using sw2pv_config
The configuration of the SolidWorks Object Adapter is accomplished using the 
sw2pv_config tool.

1. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the <installation_directory>\bin 
directory in which you installed the SolidWorks Object Adapter. Double-click 
sw2pv_config.

2. The SolidWorks Object Adapter Configuration dialog box opens.
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3. Existing Configuration group settings:

The Existing Configuration group is used to update an existing 
configuration of the SolidWorks object adapter to the latest version. 

The Setup Directory allows you to point sw2pv_config at the previous 
configuration (v6.0 or later).

If you have a prior configuration, this field allows you to quickly and 
completely update that configuration to the latest version of the SolidWorks 
Object Adapter. Once you browse to a previous setup directory, 
sw2pv_config automatically fills in all the other required fields. Simply click 
Setup and your earlier version is automatically updated to the latest version.

Note:  You can preserve the existing version and create a new configuration 
by simply changing the Setup Directory location in the Parameter group 
box, as described next. This allows you to test a configuration before 
removing the previous working configuration.

4. Parameters group settings:

The Parameters group box on the dialog box is used to configure how your 
system locates and starts SolidWorks for publishing purposes. The 
Parameters group box includes these fields:

a. Setup Directory

The setup directory is the directory from which the object adapter runs. 
Rather than accepting the default, users should create a <setup_directory> 
in an entirely different location from the <installation_directory>/bin. 
Either browse to the correct setup directory using the Open File folder 
icon, or type the path directly in the field.

Using different setup directories allows you to have multiple object 
adapter configurations available to address different visualization 
requirements. sw2pv_config configures the object adapter to run from the 
selected <setup_directory>. 

Note:  The <setup_directory> default path is usually 
<installation_directory>/bin. However, it is strongly recommended that a 
new <setup_directory> is created because of the following benefits:

• It avoids later upgrade issues.

• It allows multiple object adapter configurations to exist 
simultaneously to address different visualization needs.

• It prevents log files from accumulating in the bin directory.

• It avoids permission conflicts caused by network installations.
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Click OK after selecting the correct directory. You are returned to the 
SolidWorks Object Adapter Configuration dialog box to make further 
configuration selections.

b. SolidWorks Directory

Enter or browse to the directory where the SolidWorks application start 
files are located.

c. SolidWorksCommand

Enter or browse to the correct SolidWorks startup command.

5. Components group settings:

The Components group box of the SolidWorks Object Adapter 
Configuration dialog box is used to determine what publishing components 
your system needs to configure and how your system locates the visualization 
server host and port. The Components group box includes these fields:

a. Create swpublish

Enable this setting to use the SolidWorks publisher.

b. Create swbatch

Enable this setting, to run in batch mode from the command line.

c. Create swworker

Enable this setting, to run in worker mode. The host and port settings are 
grayed out unless you select this setting.

d. Server Host

The Server Host is the name of the machine on which the visualization 
server is running. The worker may run on a different machine than the 
visualization server. 

e. Server Port

The server port is used to connect to the host. 
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6. After all the settings have been properly entered, click Setup and the wizard 
configures your installation.

Once the setup returns the Setup Complete dialog displays, click OK to 
continue.

7. Once you have setup the configuration, you may click Advanced to edit this 
configurations recipe file. See section Introduction to Recipe Configuration 
on page 39-4 for further information.

Caution:  Changes should only be performed by advanced users.

8. Select Exit and the Exit sw2pv_config dialog box displays. Click Yes to exit.

Validating the Configuration
Validate your configuration by following the next steps:

1. After exiting from sw2pv_config, verify that the following files are now 
located in the <setup_directory> chosen earlier:

a. sw2pv_config.log - log file created by the tool during the configuration 
process. See this log file for details on any configuration issues.
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b. sw2pv.rcp - configuration recipe file. Recipe files are used to configure 
the file conversion process itself. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 39-4 for additional information.

c. swpublish.bat - interactive publishing script. Review the section 
swpublish Overview on page 36-2 for instructions for using this script.

d. swbatch.bat.- command line publishing script. Review the section 
swbatch Overview on page 37-2 for instructions for using this script.

e. swworker.bat.- server controlled publishing script. Review the section 
swworker Overview on page 38-2 for instructions for using this script.

f. protk.dat is an internal file required by the object adapter.

2. You can verify each component of your configuration is working correctly by 
the following methods:

a. Follow the instructions in Interactive Publishing on page 36-1 to use 
swpublish. Successful interactive publishing confirms your SolidWorks 
environment supports swpublish.

b. Follow the instructions in Command Line Publishing on page 37-1 to use 
swbatch. Successful batch publishing from the command line means the 
environment of your configuration supports command line publishing.

c. Follow the instructions in Server Controlled Publishing on page 38-1 to 
setup a swworker. 

Note:  The swworker is used in conjunction with the visualization server. 
Review the Configuring the CAD Agent for an explanation of how the 
CAD worker is configured for the visualization server.
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Interactive Publishing

swpublish is a script that is run to create an environment in which SolidWorks 
CAD objects can be interactively published. 

The advantage of using swpublish over swbatch is that with swpublish 
SolidWorks opens which means that you can see the part as well as modify its 
attributes prior to publishing. This gives the user the maximum power to obtain 
precise results for publishing a CAD object. 

This chapter describes how to use swpublish in an active session of SolidWorks.
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swpublish Overview
SolidWorks CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a 
method called publishing. During a fully interactive user session with 
SolidWorks, the user selects a menu item that allows the conversion of the current 
CAD object.

Using swpublish
The swpublish script is created when you used the sw2pv_config program 
described in the last chapter and is located in the selected <setup_directory>. 
swpublish runs from a command prompt simply by typing: 

<setup_directory>\swpublish

This then opens a session of SolidWorks with the Publish menu available in the 
main SolidWorks File menu.

On Windows you can also double-click the swpublish.bat file located in the setup 
directory. To create quick and easy access to interactive publishing, use a 
shortcut. To create a shortcut select the swpublish.bat file, right-click and then 
drag and drop the swpublish.bat file onto your desktop, selecting in the menu the 
Create Shortcut(s) here option.

Note:  The user must have write permission to the SolidWorks installation 
directory. This is because swpublish.bat copies the adapter to the SolidWorks 
apps directory (<SolidWorks>\apps). 

Follow the next steps to run and test swpublish:

1. Open a command prompt and run swpublish. A session of SolidWorks starts.

2. Open the CAD object that you want to interactively publish. A Publish menu 
appears in the main menu.

3. With the CAD object in view, select Publish. 

4. The following sub-menus are displayed:

Publish

Select this option to initiate publishing.

Options

Select this option to set the directory path for the converted part and select 
the appropriate HPGL printer driver from your network to use in the 
drawing conversion process. 

In the Publish Options window that opens, enter information as follows:

• In the Directory Path field, enter directory path where you want to 
store the converted files. You can enter a temporary directory on your 
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local machine or you can enter any path on your network, including 
EDR input.

• In the HPGL Printer field, select a HPGL printer by browsing to the 
correct HPGL printer on your network and selecting it.

Click OK to select the printer. The publisher uses the printer driver to 
create a print file from which the converted drawing file is generated 
during the publishing process.

Note:  The ProductView client can only view HPGL format files, so the 
printer selection must be a HPGL type of printer. For example, the 
Hewlett-Packard HP-GL/2 Plotter. If the default printer is not set to an 
HPGL type, the published drawing file are empty.

5. Once you have used the Publish menu selection, you can now open the output 
in the ProductView client. The ProductView client displays the selected CAD 
object.

You have now published an object interactively using swpublish.
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37
Command Line Publishing

From a shell command line SolidWorks CAD objects can be converted to the 
ProductView format using the swbatch script. This chapter outlines how to use the 
swbatch command, including the most commonly used command-line options, 
see the section swbatch Command Line Options on page 39-2 in the Advanced 
Object Adapter Configurations for a complete list of command-line options.

Note:  Before using swbatch verify that swpublish is working.
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swbatch Overview
swbatch is used to publish SolidWorks CAD object from the command line. 
swbatch runs SolidWorks in non-graphics mode. By typing a simple command at 
the prompt, CAD objects are converted and immediately viewable using the 
ProductView client

Running from the Command Line
The operation of the SolidWorks Object Adapter involves utilizing a single 
command to publish CAD objects.

The form of command line is as follows:

swbatch [options] <cad_objects>

A command line conversion has the following stages:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory containing the CAD 
object you want to convert.

For the purposes of this example, the directory is C:\sw_data\.

2. Type in the swbatch command, for example:

C:\PTC\sw_oa_setup\swbatch -o axel -p output 
AxelAssembly.SLDASM

In this example, the command line can be broken down in order for left to 
right as follows:

a. First is the directory containing the SolidWorks CAD object to be 
converted shown as C:\sw_data\

b. The directory containing the object adapter configuration is shown next as 
C:\PTC\sw_oa_setup\

c. The command to convert is shown as swbatch.

d. Option of -o <output name> is shown as axel. This is the name the object 
adapter gives to the converted object.

e. Option -p <output path> is shown as output. This is the name of the 
directory in which the adapter places the converted objects.

f. The SolidWorks object to be converted is given as 
AxelAssembly.SLDASM.

3. Press ENTER and swbatch is launched, when the prompt returns the 
conversion is completed.
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Note:  swbatch can publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a 
list of CAD objects, type all of the names on the command line separated by a 
space. Wildcards (asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that the 
data returned will be correct. 

4. You can now open the output in the ProductView client. The ProductView 
client displays the selected CAD object.

Converting SolidWorks Configurations
Tags can be used within the specified CAD object name that can define which 
SolidWorks configuration is required. When converting  a specific configuration 
the CAD object name must take the following form:

    <cad-object-file-name>:Part:<configuration-name>

For example, to convert the '2_litre' configuration within the Engine.SLDASM, 
use:

Engine.SLDASM:Part:2_litre
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38
Server Controlled Publishing

When the visualization server receives a client request to convert SolidWorks 
objects to the ProductView format, the visualization server uses the swworker to 
convert the CAD object in a background session of SolidWorks.

The SolidWorks worker is an important link in achieving the full functionality of 
the visualization server. See the Configuring the CAD Agent for more 
information.
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swworker Overview
The SolidWorks worker is used to manage the relationship between SolidWorks 
and the visualization server. swworker opens a non-graphical session of 
SolidWorks, and converts the CAD objects to the ProductView format used by the 
ProductView client. 

To configure the worker you must know the visualization server host name, the 
port name, and the complete path to the worker script swworker.

Setting up a swworker

Caution:  Users are strongly advised to first test their swbatch configuration 
before using the swworker. Troubleshooting swbatch is an easier way of 
identifying and resolving most issues that will also affect the worker.

When using the sw2pv_config  tool, see Using sw2pv_config on page 35-2, enter 
the visualization server host name and port number to generate a swworker script 
which will communicate  with your server. This script should be run by the 
visualization server when starting the worker. 

The script is created in the <setup_directory>. So the Execute Command to enter 
when configuring the worker on the server is:

<setup_directory>\swworker

In our example this is:

C:\PTC\sw_oa_setup\swworker

Note:  You must set the service to access the desktop by selecting the Allow 
Service to Interact with Desktop setting.

Configuration of the CAD Agent to use this worker is detailed in the Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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39
Advanced Object Adapter

Configurations

Note:  The instructions in this chapter are intended for advanced users only.

Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for SolidWorks provides a variety of 
information for both administrative and end users. This information can include 
procedures for configuring various additional features of the SolidWorks object 
adapter that provide additional functionality.
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swbatch Command Line Options
SolidWorks CAD objects can be converted from the command line using 
swbatch. This chapter explains all of the command line options available for 
command line publishing. See swbatch Overview on page 37-2 for more 
information.

Note:  Most of the command line options can also be used by the swpublish and 
swworker scripts.

The command string used to publish a CAD object follows the format: 

swbatch [options] <cad_objects>

You can see the command line options by typing: 

swbatch –h 

where the options returned are described in the following table:

Table 9  Available Command Line Options 

Setting Result

–? –h For basic help page. UNIX shells may try to export the “?” 
so –? should be typed in quotes, for example, “-?”.

@<file> Read options from the response file <file>.

–CP Use piped communication to server.

–CS Socket communication <host><socket>.

–d <depth> Set the conversion file depth. When converting, an 
assembly file determines to what depth the hierarchy should 
be traversed. The default is all.

–De <variable> <value> Define an environment variable.

–Dr variable> <value> Define a recipe variable.

–ED Set environment to dvconvert mode.

–EP Environment to publisher.

–EW Environment to worker.

–H For extended help options.

–I Identify the version of the object adapter being used.

–o mockup  Enable MockUp orientated conversion.
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The command line <cad_objects> defines what is to be converted. swbatch can 
publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a list of CAD objects, 
type all of the names on the command line separated by a space. Wildcards 
(asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that the data returned will be 
correct. A possible command line using options is as follows:

swbatch -vl mylogfile.txt -vc -p output file.asm

–o<name> Set output file base name.

–p<name> Set output base path.

–r<name> Set recipe file to be used.

–vc Disable all console print-out.

–vc1 Redirect all console print-out to stdout.

–vc2 Redirect all console print-out to stderr (default).

–ve[n] Increment or set (if [n] is given) the error reporting level. –
ve0 disables all error reporting, default 1.

–vl<file> Direct all printed output to <file>.

–vL<file> Append all printed output to <file> Concatenates all printed 
output to <file>.

–vm<file> List the modules by –I. Flags are listed in the source code.

–vn<file> Direct all printed output to new log file <file>.#

–vp<n> Set the process verbosity flag. List the modules by –i. Flags 
are listed in the source code.

–vt Give the current date/time stamp with all print outs.

–vT Give the process run-time stamp with all print outs.

–vw[n] Increment or set the warning reporting level, see –ve. 
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Introduction to Recipe Configuration
A recipe is a set of user-defined rules that drive the SolidWorks Object Adapter 
conversion process. The recipe concept provides a solution to the problem of 
efficiently converting CAD objects into a form suitable for viewing on a wide 
range of computer platforms. While most CAD objects convert into an efficient 
form, some CAD object require modifications to the master setup to be viewed 
effectively.

The SolidWorks Object Adapter is provided with a master recipe file. This file is 
pre configured to allow the visualization of most objects. You should not edit the 
master recipe file. The sw2pv_config utility creates a configuration specific recipe 
file, sw2pv.rcp created in the <setup_directory>. This recipe can be edited by 
clicking Advanced on the sw2pv_config dialog box or by directly using the 
recipe editor.

Using the Recipe Editor guide explains in more detail the recipe concept and 
describes the settings available for this object adapter and is located on the PTC 
Web-site at:

http://www.ptc.com/cgi/cs/doc/document.pl?product=DVP

For more elaborate customizations contact Technical Support at the Web sites 
shown in Technical Support section of this book.

Using SolidWorks’s config.pro
A config.pro configuration file can be used with the SolidWorks Object Adapter, 
but it must be located in the <setup_directory>. This is because swpublish,  
swbatch and swworker scripts all launch SolidWorks from the <setup_directory> 
which is also why the trail.txt and log files can all be found in this directory. 

Note:  The SolidWorks config.pro configuration file is used to automatically set 
SolidWorks configuration options at start-up.
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Troubleshooting Guide

The Troubleshooting Guide provides information on identifying reasons why a 
publisher is not working. 
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Troubleshooting Overview
This section deals with troubleshooting tips for each of the three publishing 
methods: interactive publishing using swpublish, batch publishing using swbatch, 
and background publishing using swworker.

Troubleshooting swpublish
If swpublish fails to launch SolidWorks, follow the troubleshooting options listed 
next:

1. Determine whether or not the swpublish.log file has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the swpublish.log file was not created, the reason could 
be that swpublish or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct 
permissions. Rerun sw2pv_config or correct the permissions. 

2. If swpublish.log has been created, the reason swpublish cannot launch 
SolidWorks could be that SolidWorks itself cannot be run from the shell. To 
determine whether or not SolidWorks will run, type the same command-line 
as given to sw2pv_config. If this command does not start SolidWorks, the 
command-line environment is not correctly configured to run SolidWorks. 
Fix the environment so SolidWorks can be successfully launched from the 
command shell, then try running swpublish again. 

3. If SolidWorks runs in the shell, but swpublish fails to open SolidWorks, 
check for error messages in the swpublish.log located in the 
<setup_directory> and the SolidWorks trail files. Correct the errors and try 
publishing again.

4. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by swpublish is not available in 
the File menu in SolidWorks, do the following: 

– Check for error messages in the swpublish.log located in the 
<setup_directory> and in the SolidWorks trail files. 

– Check for messages given by SolidWorks in the command shell (or in the 
file std.out on Windows). 

– The failure of the Publish to ProductView menu to appear in the 
SolidWorks environment could occur if the ProductView client 
installation point is not accessible through the original 
<installation_directory>/path. Rerun the object adapter installation to 
correct this path error.

5. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by swpublish appears in the File 
menu, but swpublish fails to convert files, the problem could be that a CAD 
objects has not been loaded into SolidWorks. Remember, that swpublish is an 
interactive program. You must have an object open in SolidWorks to publish 
it interactively.
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6. If SolidWorks runs and the Publish to ProductView menu appears but 
publishing still does not occur, swpublish may have failed. You can check for 
error messages in the swpublish.log and the SolidWorks trail files.

Troubleshooting swbatch
If swbatch fails to run, check the following troubleshooting options:

1. Determine whether or not the swbatch.log has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the swbatch.log file was not created, it might be because 
swbatch or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct permissions. 
Rerun sw2pv_config or correct the permissions.

2. If swbatch.log has been created, the reason swbatch fails to run may be that 
SolidWorks itself cannot be run from the shell. To determine whether or not 
SolidWorks will run, type the same command-line as entered in the command 
line field in sw2pv_config.

3. If SolidWorks runs in the shell, but swbatch does not work, check for error 
messages in the swbatch.log and SolidWorks trail file, both located in the 
config directory. Fix the errors and retry.

One common cause is an incorrect filename used on the command-line. 

Troubleshooting swworker
The basic steps to correct publishing problems with swworker are as follows:

1. If the worker does not start, check whether or not the swworker.log file been 
created in the <setup_directory>. If the swworker.log file was not created, 
check the visualization server worker settings, including the host name, 
execute command, and (where appropriate) the Telnet account settings. 
Correct any errors you find, and retry.

2. If swworker.log was created, look for error messages within the .log file. Fix 
any errors and try publishing again. Failure can occur due to incorrectly 
entered sw2pv_config server host and port settings.

3. On Windows there is a further complication when using network drives. The 
worker is launched by the CAD Agent (which is probably running as a 
service), so it does not have access to network drives and therefore cannot run 
SolidWorks. The solution to this dilemma is to install SolidWorks on a local 
drive. This can be true for the worker even though, when using swbatch, the 
user may access the installation of SolidWorks by means of a network drive.

4. Determine whether or not a SolidWorks trail file (trail.txt.#) was created in 
the <setup_directory>. If the trail file exists, look for error messages within 
the file and make the appropriate corrections, then retry.

5. Start a new command shell and determine whether or not swbatch is working. 
If it fails to convert files, see Troubleshooting swbatch on page 40-3.
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6. If swbatch works, but swworker still does not work, then the differences could 
occur if different setup scripts are being used for each case. For example, the 
worker login setup script might not be setting up the environment to correctly 
run either the object adapter or SolidWorks. Differences between the setup 
scripts should be found and fixed.

7. If the worker starts up but fails to convert any files, check for error messages 
in the swworker.log and SolidWorks trail file, both located in the 
<setup_directory>. Possible cause may be that the visualization server’s 
common file system is incorrectly configured. Verify the settings and retry.

8. If the worker fails to convert some CAD objects, use swbatch to convert the 
same object. Refer to Troubleshooting swbatch on page 40-3 to resolve any 
issues found and then retry publishing using the server.

You can also refer to the Troubleshooting the CAD Agent section in Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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Adapter

This document provides the instructions to configure the I-DEAS Object Adapter.
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Introduction to ideas2pv
The I-DEAS Object Adapter is used to convert I-DEAS CAD objects to the 
ProductView format used by the ProductView client. The conversion process is 
generally referred to as publishing. The I-DEAS Object Adapter must first be 
configured using the ideas2pv_config tool. See Using ideas2pv_config on 
Windows on page 42-2 for further information. Publishing is accomplished in one 
of three ways:

• CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a method called 
interactive publishing. During a fully interactive session of I-DEAS, the user 
selects a menu item that allows the interactive conversion of I-DEAS CAD 
objects. This method is described in section ideaspublish Overview on page 
43-2.

• CAD objects can also be converted at the command line using a method 
called batch publishing. This method is described in section ideasbatch 
Overview on page 44-2.

• The I-DEAS worker can also be enabled to use a background session of I-
DEAS to convert CAD objects as needed, without direct user intervention. 
This is called background publishing. This method is described in section 
ideasworker Overview on page 45-2

Note:  Once a conversion is completed, visualization services stores the 
output ProductView formatted files into the data repository, from which it can 
be accessed and viewed using the ProductView client.

In all three ways of publishing, recipe configuration provides the user with 
complete control of the conversion process. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 46-3 for an overview of the recipe concept. 

I-DEAS Environment Prerequisites
Prior to configuring the I-DEAS Object Adapter, pretest your I-DEAS 
environment. I-DEAS must be correctly configured prior to configuration of the 
object adapter otherwise the adapter will not work.

Check the following items to confirm that I-DEAS is available and correctly 
running:

• The I-DEAS Object Adapter must be supported on the operating system, I-
DEAS version, and meets the minimum requirements as shown in the 
Software Matrices available at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm 

• You must have Open I-DEAS installed for the I-DEAS object adapter to 
work. For additional information, see the documentation provided by I-DEAS 
to install and configure the Open I-DEAS libraries.  
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• For additional information, see the documentation provided by I-DEAS to 
Open UG libraries.

• I-DEAS licensing must be correctly installed and configured.

• If there are issues of inadequate memory, they must be addressed prior to 
installation of the object adapter.

• Confirm and note the command line used to run I-DEAS.

Tip:  On Windows, you can confirm the path and command used to run I-
DEAS. Right-click on the short-cut icon used to run I-DEAS and select 
Properties. The path and command to run I-DEAS appear in the Target field.

Caution:  On Windows, do not use network drives for workers.

• The object adapter operates under a user account that must be configured to 
run I-DEAS. 

Caution:  When configured as a service using the Worker Daemon, the 
services Log On As account must also be configured to run I-DEAS.

• The object adapter also operates on UNIX. The prerequisites to a UNIX 
configuration of the object adapter include using an X display, setting the 
DISPLAY environmental variable accordingly, browsing to the correct 
installation directory, and typing the correct command at the prompt.

Caution:  If you attempt to load a CAD object into I-DEAS and have problems, 
those same problems will prevent the object adapter from converting this object to 
the ProductView format. 
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Configuring the Object Adapter

The I-DEAS Object Adapter is configured using the ideas2pv_config tool. 
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Before You Begin
For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
are used:

• <installation_directory> -- The directory where the object adapter is installed.

• <setup_directory> -- The directory that contains the object adapter 
configuration files. These files are produced by the object adapter 
configuration tool.

Using ideas2pv_config on Windows
The configuration of the I-DEAS Object Adapter is accomplished using the 
ideas2pv_config tool.

1. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the <installation_directory>\bin 
directory in which you installed the I-DEAS Object Adapter. Double-click 
ideas2pv_config.

2. The I-DEAS Object Adapter Configuration dialog box opens, as shown 
next.
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3. Existing Configuration group settings:

The Existing Configuration group is used to update an existing 
configuration of the I-DEAS object adapter to the latest version. 

The Setup Directory allows you to point ideas2pv_config at the previous 
configuration (v6.0 or later).

If you have a prior configuration, this field allows you to quickly and 
completely update that configuration to the latest version of the I-DEAS 
Object Adapter. Once you browse to a previous setup directory, 
ideas2pv_config automatically fills in all the other required fields. Simply 
click Setup and your earlier version is automatically updated to the latest 
version.

Note:  You can preserve the existing version and create a new configuration 
by simply changing the Setup Directory location in the Parameter group 
box, as described next. This allows you to test a configuration before 
removing the previous working configuration.

4. Parameters group settings:

The Parameters group box on the dialog box is used to configure how your 
system locates and starts I-DEAS for publishing purposes. The Parameters 
group box includes these fields:

a. Setup Directory

The setup directory is the directory from which the object adapter runs. 
Rather than accepting the default, users should create a <setup_directory> 
in an entirely different location from the <installation_directory>/bin. 
Either browse to the correct setup directory using the Open File folder 
icon, or type the path directly in the field.

Using different setup directories allows you to have multiple object 
adapter configurations available to address different visualization 
requirements. ideas2pv_config configures the object adapter to run from 
the selected <setup_directory>. 

Note:  The <setup_directory> default path is usually 
<installation_directory>/bin. However, it is strongly recommended that a 
new <setup_directory> is created because of the following benefits:

• It avoids later upgrade issues.

• It allows multiple object adapter configurations to exist 
simultaneously to address different visualization needs.

• It prevents log files from accumulating in the bin directory.

• It avoids permission conflicts caused by network installations.
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Click OK after selecting the correct directory. You are returned to the I-
DEAS Object Adapter Configuration dialog box to make further 
configuration selections.

b. I-DEAS Directory

Enter or browse to the directory where the I-DEAS application start files 
are located.

c. I-DEAS Command

Enter or browse to the correct I-DEAS startup command.

d. I-DEAS Version

Select the correct I-DEAS version from the drop-down list.

5. Components group settings:

The Components group box of the I-DEAS Object Adapter Configuration 
dialog box is used to determine what publishing components your system 
needs to configure and how your system locates the visualization server host 
and port. The Components group box includes these fields:

a. Create ideaspublish

Enable this setting to use the I-DEAS publisher.

b. Create ideasbatch

Enable this setting, to run in batch mode from the command line.

c. Create ideasworker

Enable this setting, to run in worker mode. The host and port settings are 
grayed out unless you select this setting.

d. Server Host

The Server Host is the name of the machine on which the visualization 
server is running. The worker may run on a different machine than the 
visualization server. 

e. Server Port

The server port is used to connect to the host. 
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6. After all the settings have been properly entered, click Setup and the wizard 
configures your installation.

Once the setup returns the Setup Complete dialog displays, click OK to 
continue.

7. Once you have setup the configuration, you may click Advanced to edit this 
configurations recipe file. See section Introduction to Recipe Configuration 
on page 46-3 for further information.

Caution:  Changes should only be performed by advanced users.

8. Select Exit and the Exit ideas2pv_config dialog box displays. Click Yes to 
exit.

Using ideas2pv_config on UNIX
In this guide complete object adapter configuration instructions are provided only 
for Windows installation because the use of ideas2pv_config is almost exactly the 
same for both Windows and UNIX installations. 
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UNIX users need to set their X display and then browse to the 
<installation_directory>/bin directory and type ./ideas2pv_config at the prompt. 
Once the ideas2pv_config tool opens, all other instructions remain the same for all 
UNIX platforms. 

Setting the I-DEAS Environment Variables on Windows
The installer sets many of the environment variables for you with the exception of 
the I-DEAS orbix\lib and oirun\lib directory references. These directories should 
be included in the Path environment variable. Complete the following steps to add 
their definitions: 

1. From Properties > Environment Options add the following to the PATH 
environment variable under system variables:

<I-DEAS>\orbix\lib

<I-DEAS>\oirun\lib

Where <I-DEAS> is the location where the I-DEAS software is installed.

2. If the command used to start I-DEAS is not “ideas,” then create an 
environment variable called “DIVISION_IDEASCMD.” Assign the value of 
this variable to <ideascustomcommand>, where <ideascustomcommand> is 
the command used to start I-DEAS.

3. To test the environment configuration, enter the following command at the 
prompt:

#ideas2pv_<ver>.bat –H

If the available commands are returned, the environment is properly 
configured. If an error occurs and the commands are not returned, you should 
troubleshoot the configuration and fix any errors in the .bat file or in the 
location of the directories for I-DEAS and HOME.

Note:  If there is no orbix directory, then use the oidev directory in place of it, for 
example use <I-DEAS>\oidev\lib instead of <I-DEAS>\orbix\lib.

Setting the I-DEAS Environment Variables on UNIX
The installer sets many of the environment variables for you with the exception of 
the I-DEAS orbix\lib and oirun\lib directory references. These directories should 
be included in the Path environment variable. Complete the following steps to add 
their definitions:

<I-DEAS>\orbix\lib

<I-DEAS>\oirun\lib

Where <I-DEAS> is the location where the I-DEAS software is installed. The 
library path environment may be different depending on the type of machine 
used.
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Note:  If there is no orbix directory, then use the oidev directory in place of it, 
for example use <I-DEAS>\oidev\lib instead of <I-DEAS>\orbix\lib.

In this example, we are installing on Solaris, so the library path environment 
variable we add to the .cshrc file is LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

1. If the command used to start I-DEAS is not “ideas,” then create an 
environment variable called “DIVISION_IDEASCMD.” Assign the value of 
this variable as “ideascustomcommand” where “ideascustomcommand” is the 
command used to start I-DEAS.

At this point in the installation procedure, the new environment is set and all 
the executables are in their proper place. 

2. To test the environment configuration, enter the following command at the 
prompt:

#ideas2pv_<ver> –H

If the available commands are returned the environment is properly 
configured. If an error occurs and the commands are not returned, you should 
troubleshoot the configuration and fix any errors in the .cshrc file or in the 
location of the directories for I-DEAS and HOME.

Validating the Configuration
Validate your configuration by following the next steps:

1. After exiting from ideas2pv_config, verify that the following files are now 
located in the <setup_directory> chosen earlier:

a. ideas2pv_config.log - log file created by the tool during the configuration 
process. See this log file for details on any configuration issues.

b. ideas2pv.rcp - configuration recipe file. Recipe files are used to configure 
the file conversion process itself. See Introduction to Recipe 
Configuration on page 46-3 for additional information.

c. ideaspublish.bat - interactive publishing script. Review the section 
ideaspublish Overview on page 43-2 for instructions for using this script.

Machine Type Library Path Environment Variable

HP SHLIB_PATH

Solaris LD_LIBRARY_PATH

SGI/Irix LD_LIBRARY_PATH

LD_LIBRARYN32_PATH
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d. ideasbatch.bat.- command line publishing script. Review the section 
ideasbatch Overview on page 44-2 for instructions for using this script.

e. ideasworker.bat.- server controlled publishing script. Review the section 
ideasworker Overview on page 45-2 for instructions for using this script.

f. protk.dat is an internal file required by the object adapter.

2. You can verify each component of your configuration is working correctly by 
the following methods:

a. Follow the instructions in Interactive Publishing on page 43-1 to use 
ideaspublish. Successful interactive publishing confirms your I-DEAS 
environment supports ideaspublish.

b. Follow the instructions in Command Line Publishing on page 44-1 to use 
ideasbatch. Successful batch publishing from the command line means 
the environment of your configuration supports command line publishing.

c. Follow the instructions in Server Controlled Publishing on page 45-1 to 
setup a ideasworker. 

Note:  The ideasworker is used in conjunction with the visualization 
server. Review the Configuring the CAD Agent for an explanation of how 
the CAD worker is configured for the visualization server.
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43
Interactive Publishing

ideaspublish is a script that is run to create an environment in which I-DEAS CAD 
objects can be interactively published. 

The advantage of using ideaspublish over ideasbatch is that with ideaspublish I-
DEAS opens which means that you can see the part as well as modify its attributes 
prior to publishing. This gives the user the maximum power to obtain precise 
results for publishing a CAD object. 

This chapter describes how to use ideaspublish in an active session of I-DEAS.
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ideaspublish Overview
I-DEAS CAD objects are converted to the ProductView format using a method 
called publishing. During a fully interactive user session with I-DEAS, the user 
selects a menu item that allows the conversion of the current CAD object.

Using ideaspublish
The ideaspublish script is created when you used the ideas2pv_config program 
described in the last chapter and is located in the selected <setup_directory>. 
ideaspublish runs from a command prompt simply by typing: 

<setup_directory>\ideaspublish

This then opens a session of I-DEAS with the Publish to ProductView menu 
available in the main I-DEAS File menu.

On Windows you can also double-click the ideaspublish.bat file located in the 
setup directory. To create quick and easy access to interactive publishing, use a 
shortcut. To create a shortcut select the ideaspublish.bat file, right-click and then 
drag and drop the ideaspublish.bat file onto your desktop, selecting in the menu 
the Create Shortcut(s) here option.

Note:  Once started, the publishing menu is always available but the Publish 
option only operates when the current file is a supported CAD object. 

Follow the next steps to run and test ideaspublish:

1. Open a command prompt and run ideaspublish. A session of I-DEAS starts.

2. Open the CAD object that you want to interactively publish.

3. With the CAD object in view, select File > Publish to ProductView. 

4. The following sub-menus are displayed:

a. Recipe File

Selecting this menu opens a dialog box prompting you to specify the 
name of the recipe file you want the object adapter to use while 
converting the CAD object. If you do not use this option the object 
adapter uses the configuration recipe file. See section Introduction to 
Recipe Configuration on page 46-3 for more information.

b. Output Path

Enter the path to the directory in which you want to place the converted 
files once they are published. If you have entered a default path in the 
recipe file, you do not need to use this option.

c. Publish

Select this option to initiate publishing.
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5. Once you have used the Publish menu selection, you can now open the output 
in the ProductView client. The ProductView client displays the selected CAD 
object.

You have now published an object interactively using ideaspublish.
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44
Command Line Publishing

From a shell command line I-DEAS CAD objects can be converted to the 
ProductView format using the ideasbatch script. This chapter outlines how to use 
the ideasbatch command, including the most commonly used command-line 
options, see the section ideasbatch Command Line Options on page 46-2 in the 
Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for a complete list of command-line 
options.

Note:  Before using ideasbatch verify that ideaspublish is working.
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ideasbatch Overview
ideasbatch is used to publish I-DEAS CAD object from the command line. 
ideasbatch runs I-DEAS in non-graphics mode. By typing a simple command at 
the prompt, CAD objects are converted and immediately viewable using the 
ProductView client

Running from the Command Line
The operation of the I-DEAS Object Adapter involves utilizing a single command 
to publish CAD objects.

The form of command line is as follows:

ideasbatch [options] <cad_objects>

A command line conversion has the following stages:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory containing the CAD 
object you want to convert.

For the purposes of this example, the directory is C:\ideas_data\.

2. Type in the ideasbatch command, for example:

C:\PTC\ideas_oa_setup\ideasbatch -o top_level_assy -p top 
3_block_top_level_assembly.asm.1

In this example the command line can be broken down in order as follows:

a. First is the directory containing the I-DEAS CAD object to be converted 
shown as C:\ideas_data\

b. The directory containing the object adapter configuration is shown next as 
C:\PTC\ideas_oa_setup\

c. The command to convert is shown as ideasbatch.

d. Option of -o <output name> is shown as top_level_assy. This is the name 
the object adapter gives to the converted object.

e. Option -p <output path> is shown as top. This is the name of the directory 
in which the adapter places the converted objects.

f. The I-DEAS object to be converted is given as 
3_block_top_level_assembly.asm.1.

3. Press ENTER and ideasbatch is launched, when the prompt returns the 
conversion is completed.
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Note:  ideasbatch can publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish 
a list of CAD objects, type all of the names on the command line separated by 
a space. Wildcards (asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that 
the data returned will be correct. 

4. You can now open the output in the ProductView client. The ProductView 
client displays the selected CAD object.

Converting I-DEAS Instances and Simplified Reps
Tags can be used within the specified CAD object name that can define which I-
DEAS instance or Simplified rep is required. When converting  a specific instance 
the CAD object name must take the following form:

    <cad-object-file-name>:Part:<instance-name>

For example, to convert the '2_litre' instance within the engine.asm, use:

engine.asm:Part:2_litre

To convert a simplified rep, the following form must be used:

<cad-object-file-name>:Form:<instance-name>

For example to convert the 'cut_away' simplified rep of engine.asm use: 

engine.asm:Form:cut_away

These tags can be  combined  to convert a  simplified  rep of an  instance  as 
follows:

engine.asm:Part:2_litre:Form:cut_away

Note:  The order of the tags is important,  the :Part: tag must be given before the 
:Form:
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45
Server Controlled Publishing

When the visualization server receives a client request to convert I-DEAS objects 
to the ProductView format, the visualization server uses the ideasworker to 
convert the CAD object in a background session of I-DEAS.

The I-DEAS worker is an important link in achieving the full functionality of the 
visualization server. See the Configuring the CAD Agent for more information.
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ideasworker Overview
The I-DEAS worker is used to manage the relationship between I-DEAS and the 
visualization server. ideasworker opens a non-graphical session of I-DEAS, and 
converts the CAD objects to the ProductView format used by the ProductView 
client. 

To configure the worker you must know the visualization server host name, the 
port name, and the complete path to the worker script ideasworker.

Setting up a ideasworker

Caution:  Users are strongly advised to first test their ideasbatch configuration 
before using the ideasworker. Troubleshooting ideasbatch is an easier way of 
identifying and resolving most issues that will also affect the worker.

When using the ideas2pv_config  tool, see Using ideas2pv_config on Windows 
on page 42-2, enter the visualization server host name and port number to 
generate a ideasworker script which will communicate  with your server. This 
script should be run by the visualization server when starting the worker. 

The script is created in the <setup_directory>. So the Execute Command to enter 
when configuring the worker on the server is:

<setup_directory>\ideasworker

In our example this is:

C:\PTC\ideas_oa_setup\ideasworker

Configuration of the CAD Agent to use this worker is detailed in the Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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46
Advanced Object Adapter

Configurations

Note:  The instructions in this chapter are intended for advanced users only.

Advanced Object Adapter Configurations for I-DEAS provides a variety of 
information for both administrative and end users. This information can include 
procedures for configuring various additional features of the I-DEAS object 
adapter that provide additional functionality.
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ideasbatch Command Line Options
I-DEAS CAD objects can be converted from the command line using ideasbatch. 
This chapter explains all of the command line options available for command line 
publishing. See ideasbatch Overview on page 44-2 for more information.

Note:  Most of the command line options can also be used by the ideaspublish and 
ideasworker scripts.

The command string used to publish a CAD object follows the format: 

ideasbatch [options] <cad_objects>

You can see the command line options by typing: 

ideasbatch –h 

where the options returned are described in the following table:

Table 10  Available Command Line Options 

Setting Result

–? –h For basic help page. UNIX shells may try to export the “?” 
so –? should be typed in quotes, for example, “-?”.

@<file> Read options from the response file <file>.

–CP Use piped communication to server.

–CS Socket communication <host><socket>.

–d <depth> Set the conversion file depth. When converting, an 
assembly file determines to what depth the hierarchy should 
be traversed. The default is all.

–De <variable> <value> Define an environment variable.

–Dr variable> <value> Define a recipe variable.

–ED Set environment to dvconvert mode.

–EP Environment to publisher.

–EW Environment to worker.

–H For extended help options.

–I Identify the version of the object adapter being used.

–o mockup  Enable MockUp orientated conversion.

–o<name> Set output file base name.
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The command line <cad_objects> defines what is to be converted. ideasbatch can 
publish more than one CAD object at a time. To publish a list of CAD objects, 
type all of the names on the command line separated by a space. Wildcards 
(asterisks *) can also be used, if the user is confident that the data returned will be 
correct. A possible command line using options is as follows:

ideasbatch -vl mylogfile.txt -vc -p output file.asm

Introduction to Recipe Configuration
A recipe is a set of user-defined rules that drive the I-DEAS Object Adapter 
conversion process. The recipe concept provides a solution to the problem of 
efficiently converting CAD objects into a form suitable for viewing on a wide 
range of computer platforms. While most CAD objects convert into an efficient 
form, some CAD object require modifications to the master setup to be viewed 
effectively.

–p<name> Set output base path.

–r<name> Set recipe file to be used.

–vc Disable all console print-out.

–vc1 Redirect all console print-out to stdout.

–vc2 Redirect all console print-out to stderr (default).

–ve[n] Increment or set (if [n] is given) the error reporting level. –
ve0 disables all error reporting, default 1.

–vl<file> Direct all printed output to <file>.

–vL<file> Append all printed output to <file> Concatenates all printed 
output to <file>.

–vm<file> List the modules by –I. Flags are listed in the source code.

–vn<file> Direct all printed output to new log file <file>.#

–vp<n> Set the process verbosity flag. List the modules by –i. Flags 
are listed in the source code.

–vt Give the current date/time stamp with all print outs.

–vT Give the process run-time stamp with all print outs.

–vw[n] Increment or set the warning reporting level, see –ve. 
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The I-DEAS Object Adapter is provided with a master recipe file. This file is pre 
configured to allow the visualization of most objects. You should not edit the 
master recipe file. The ideas2pv_config utility creates a configuration specific 
recipe file, ideas2pv.rcp created in the <setup_directory>. This recipe can be 
edited by clicking Advanced on the ideas2pv_config dialog box or by directly 
using the recipe editor.

Using the Recipe Editor guide explains in more detail the recipe concept and 
describes the settings available for this object adapter and is located on the PTC 
Web-site at:

http://www.ptc.com/cgi/cs/doc/document.pl?product=DVP

For more elaborate customizations contact Technical Support at the Web sites 
shown in Technical Support section of this book.

Using I-DEAS’s config.pro
A config.pro configuration file can be used with the I-DEAS Object Adapter, but 
it must be located in the <setup_directory>. This is because ideaspublish,  
ideasbatch and ideasworker scripts all launch I-DEAS from the <setup_directory> 
which is also why the trail.txt and log files can all be found in this directory. 

Note:  The I-DEAS config.pro configuration file is used to automatically set I-
DEAS configuration options at start-up.

Publishing Simplified Reps
A I-DEAS assembly’s simplified rep can be converted as a single representation. 
This is done by loading the required simplified rep into I-DEAS using 
ideaspublish or by using ideasbatch. See section Converting I-DEAS Instances 
and Simplified Reps on page 44-3. 

The user can also publish the assembly master rep and publish all of the simplified 
reps associated with the assembly in a manner that allows the ProductView client 
to display those representations using ProductView client Groups. The object 
adapter creates PVA files as well as the standard OL and ED files; the PVA file is 
an XML-based file that contains the simplified rep information.

Caution:  The conversion of a simplified rep in this way is only supported if it 
meets the following criteria:

• No new parts

• No repositioned parts

• No assembly features
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To publish a I-DEAS assembly in this way:

1. Because the recipe file’s Simplified Rep setting default is None, configure 
the adapter to specify which simplified reps are to be published, see 
Introduction to Recipe Configuration on page 46-3 in this chapter.

Note:  The recipe editor specifies simplified representation filters such as: 
INCLUDE all simpreps named <XYZ.*> or EXCLUDE all simpreps named 
<XYZ.*> and an override flag to turn the simplified representation 
conversion on or off.

2. Publish the appropriate I-DEAS assemblies using either the visualization 
server, ideaspublish, or ideasbatch.

Simplified Reps are accessed from the Groups window in the ProductView 
client.

Publishing Welding Information
I-DEAS welding information can be published to ProductView format using ED 
properties, a new property type is created for each weld labelled:

Weld_<weld-id>

To disable/enable the publishing of welding information select the assembly 
Weld_Info attribute on the Parameter tab in the recipe editor. For additional 
information, see section Introduction to Recipe Configuration on page 46-3 in this 
chapter.

Publishing Pro/Process Assemblies
When publishing I-DEAS Pro/Process assemblies, the publisher creates a PVA 
file as well as the standard OL and ED files. The PVA file is an XML-based file 
that contains the Pro/Process information. These objects can be viewed in the base 
module of the ProductView client, but modified and authored using the 
ProductView Composer Option. 

Note:  The Output Author States option located on the Basic tab of the recipe 
editor enables the conversion of Pro/Process information and it is enabled by 
default. 

The ProductView client does not support Pro/Process Assembly step’s camera 
views or leader/ datum lines.

Importing CAD Objects Directly into ProductView Client
This section deals with how to save CAD objects in I-DEAS so the ProductView 
client can use import filters can access them.The object adapter used to import 
native I-DEAS CAD objects directly in the ProductView client is pgl2pv not 
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ideas2pv. The settings listed need to be applied to only CAD objects being 
imported directly into the ProductView client.

In I-DEAS the following configuration options must be used: 

CAD object Configuration Option Value

Drawings save_drawing_picture_file embed

both

Assemblies and Parts save_model_display shading_lod
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Troubleshooting Guide

The Troubleshooting Guide provides information on identifying reasons why a 
publisher is not working. 
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Troubleshooting Overview
This section deals with troubleshooting tips for each of the three publishing 
methods: interactive publishing using ideaspublish, batch publishing using 
ideasbatch, and background publishing using ideasworker.

Troubleshooting ideaspublish
If ideaspublish fails to launch I-DEAS, follow the troubleshooting options listed 
next:

1. Determine whether or not the ideaspublish.log file has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the ideaspublish.log file was not created, the reason 
could be that ideaspublish or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct 
permissions. Rerun ideas2pv_config or correct the permissions. On UNIX, 
the original setup directory path may not be accessible via the current 
machine/shell. You can fix this either by making the path accessible or by 
running ideas2pv_config again. 

2. If ideaspublish.log has been created, the reason ideaspublish cannot launch I-
DEAS could be that I-DEAS itself cannot be run from the shell. To determine 
whether or not I-DEAS will run, type the same command-line as given to 
ideas2pv_config. If this command does not start I-DEAS, the command-line 
environment is not correctly configured to run I-DEAS. Fix the environment 
so I-DEAS can be successfully launched from the command shell, then try 
running ideaspublish again. 

3. If I-DEAS runs in the shell, but ideaspublish fails to open I-DEAS, check for 
error messages in the ideaspublish.log located in the <setup_directory> and 
the I-DEAS trail files. Correct the errors and try publishing again.

4. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by ideaspublish is not available 
in the File menu in I-DEAS, do the following: 

– Check for error messages in the ideaspublish.log located in the 
<setup_directory> and in the I-DEAS trail files. 

– Check for messages given by I-DEAS in the command shell (or in the file 
std.out on Windows). 

– The failure of the Publish to ProductView menu to appear in the I-
DEAS environment could occur if the ProductView client installation 
point is not accessible through the original <installation_directory>/path. 
Rerun the object adapter installation to correct this path error.
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5. If the Publish to ProductView menu created by ideaspublish appears in the 
File menu, but ideaspublish fails to convert files, the problem could be that a 
CAD objects has not been loaded into I-DEAS. Remember, that ideaspublish 
is an interactive program. You must have an object open in I-DEAS to publish 
it interactively.

6. If I-DEAS runs and the Publish to ProductView menu appears but 
publishing still does not occur, ideaspublish may have failed. You can check 
for error messages in the ideaspublish.log and the I-DEAS trail files.

Troubleshooting ideasbatch
If ideasbatch fails to run, check the following troubleshooting options:

1. Determine whether or not the ideasbatch.log has been created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the ideasbatch.log file was not created, it might be 
because ideasbatch or the <setup_directory> might not have the correct 
permissions. Rerun ideas2pv_config or correct the permissions.

2. If ideasbatch.log has been created, the reason ideasbatch fails to run may be 
that I-DEAS itself cannot be run from the shell. To determine whether or not 
I-DEAS will run, type the same command-line as entered in the command line 
field in ideas2pv_config.

Note:  On UNIX, to run I-DEAS a graphical display is required, which may 
not be available in a batch environment; thus, in a batch mode environment, I-
DEAS may not start up. To fix this problem, get ideasbatch to work on the 
remote machine. Then, when running remotely, set the DISPLAY 
environment variable appropriately. If it is not environmentally possible for I-
DEAS to run, troubleshooting is impeded.

3. If I-DEAS runs in the shell, but ideasbatch does not work, check for error 
messages in the ideasbatch.log and I-DEAS trail file, both located in the 
config directory. Fix the errors and retry.

One common cause is an incorrect filename used on the command-line. 

Troubleshooting ideasworker
The basic steps to correct publishing problems with ideasworker are as follows:

1. If the worker does not start, check whether or not the ideasworker.log file 
been created in the <setup_directory>. If the ideasworker.log file was not 
created, check the visualization server worker settings, including the host 
name, execute command, and (where appropriate) the Telnet account settings. 
Correct any errors you find, and retry.

2. If ideasworker.log was created, look for error messages within the .log file. 
Fix any errors and try publishing again. Failure can occur due to incorrectly 
entered ideas2pv_config server host and port settings.
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3. On Windows there is a further complication when using network drives. The 
worker is launched by the CAD Agent (which is probably running as a 
service), so it does not have access to network drives and therefore cannot run 
I-DEAS. The solution to this dilemma is to install I-DEAS on a local drive. 
This can be true for the worker even though, when using ideasbatch, the user 
may access the installation of I-DEAS by means of a network drive.

4. Determine whether or not a I-DEAS trail file (trail.txt.#) was created in the 
<setup_directory>. If the trail file exists, look for error messages within the 
file and make the appropriate corrections, then retry.

5. Start a new command shell and determine whether or not ideasbatch is 
working. If it fails to convert files, see Troubleshooting ideasbatch on page 
47-3.

6. If ideasbatch works, but ideasworker still does not work, then the differences 
could occur if different setup scripts are being used for each case. For 
example, the worker login setup script might not be setting up the 
environment to correctly run either the object adapter or I-DEAS. Differences 
between the setup scripts should be found and fixed.

7. If the worker starts up but fails to convert any files, check for error messages 
in the ideasworker.log and I-DEAS trail file, both located in the 
<setup_directory>. Possible cause may be that the visualization server’s 
common file system is incorrectly configured. Verify the settings and retry.

8. If the worker fails to convert some CAD objects, use ideasbatch to convert the 
same object. Refer to Troubleshooting ideasbatch on page 47-3 to resolve any 
issues found and then retry publishing using the server.

You can also refer to the Troubleshooting the CAD Agent section in Configuring 
the CAD Agent.
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Object Adapter

This chapter describes the procedures to configure the CATIA V4 CAD object 
adapter.
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Before You Begin
To make the conversion from a native CAD format to a intermediate format 
viewable by ProductView, Windchill Visualization Services uses CAD object 
adapters as the link between Windchill and ProductView. The CAD object 
adapters are transformed to CAD workers after they are copied and configured on 
the machine where CATIA is installed.

The CATIA object adapter must be installed on the machine where the CATIA 
software resides. That system can be the same machine where the Windchill 
server is installed (local) or a different machine (remote). These instructions apply 
to both configurations.

Prior to configuring CATIA CAD worker, you should have:

• Installed and configured the CATIA CAD software and relevant licenses. 
CATIA object adapter (worker when configured) utilizes the CATIA CAD 
environment configuration in its operation. 

CATIA requires the following module licenses for it operation. Contact your 
CATIA administrator to verify these licenses are available to you before you 
complete the CATIA configuration.

– COM — CATIA object adapter

– WF3 — 3D wireframe

– SOE — Exact solids

– DR2 — 2D drafting and annotation

• Verify that the USRENV.dcls file exits in your home directory and that it has 
write permission.

• Installed Windchill.

• Installed the CATIA object adapter. The CATIA object adapters are located 
on the Visualization - MCAD Support CD.

• The CATIA object adapter must have been installed under a CATIA 
administrator account. When configured, the user must be able to start the 
CATIA worker.

For the purposes of this discussion, the two application machines are referred to as 
follows:

• Windchill machine — Where the Windchill software is installed. 

• CATIA machine — Where the CATIA software is installed.

For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
will be used:

• <Adapter_Install> — The CAD object adapter installation directory.
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• <Windchill> — The Windchill installation directory.

• <CATIA> — The CATIA software installation directory.

The procedures to configure the CATIA worker and Windchill are as follows:

• Create a shared file system for sharing data (remote only)

• Edit the .cat2pv.ini file.

• Configure the CAD Worker.

Editing the .cat2pv.ini File
PTC recommends that the object adapter files reside in a directory outside the 
install adapter utilities directory to preserve the installed files. In the first step of 
this procedure, you will copy the files from the object adapter installation 
directory, and then configure the .cat2pv.ini file.

1. Navigate to the <Adapter_Install>/catiatools_424/<O/S> directory. Where 
<O/S> represents the type of your operating system, for example, 
sun4_solaris.

This directory contains the following files. In the steps that follow, you will 
copy these files to other directories:

– catia2pv_424

– oliplot

– oliplot_template

– .cat2pv.ini

The main executable is the catia2pv_424 file, which converts CATIA data to 
a format Windchill Visualization can view. The catia2pv_424 script uses 
oliplot when converting drawings to plot files. The oliplot script uses the 
standard plotting parameters defined in the oliplot_template file.

2. Copy the catia2pv_424 and oliplot files to a directory that is in your search 
path. The recommended location is $CAT_CUST/code/bin.

3. Copy the oliplot_template file to the $CAT_ADM/plot directory.

4. Copy the .cat2pv.ini file to the HOME directory; which usually is the 
$CAT_CUS directory.

Configuring the .cat2pv.ini File

In this step, you will configure the .cat2pv.ini file for your environment.

1. Open the .cat2pv.ini file in a text editor of choice.

2. Locate the HOST variable and change the “edshost” value to the name of the 
Windchill machine.
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3. Locate the PORT variable and change the value to the port number that 
connects to the Windchill machine, the default is 5600.

The following instructions are used to customize CATIA to support the publishing 
of your drawings.

4. Change the OUTDIR variable to a directory that is used to store converted 
models. This entry only applies to interactive publishing.

5. Change the CREATEDIR variable to YES if you want a directory created to 
contain the results of a single model/session conversion. The default is NO. 
This entry applies only to interactive publishing.

6. Uncomment and modify the DRAWING_STATUS=RELEASED entry if 
standard watermarks are desired when printing.

7. Set the entries defined in the following table to control the conversion of the 
CATIA elements:

Setting Description

POINTS=NO Output 3D point data.

CONSTRAINTS=NO Output 3D constraint location data.

CURVES=YES Output independent 3D curves.

SURFACES=YES Output independent surfaces.

EDGES=YES Output 3D edge curve data.

SURFACEGEOM=YES Output precise surface geometry of 
solids.

DODRAWING=YES Output all real drawing sheets.

DOCOMMENT=YES Output model comments as attached 
text file.

SURFACEGEOM=YES Output precise surface geometry of 
solids.

COMPONENT_SOLIDS=NO Setting applies to both exact and 
Mockup solids.

COMPONENT_SKINS=NO Skins are a connect set of trimmed 
surfaces.

COMPONENT_VOLUMES=NO Volumes are like closed skins.
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8. Save your changes and close the .cat2pv.ini file.

The configuration of the CATIA V4 object adapter is now complete. The next 
step is to configure the CAD Agent for the CATIA V4 object adapter. Those 
instructions are located in the Configuring the CAD Agent chapter.

COMPONENT_GPRS=NO Graphic primitives used to represent 
wire harnesses.

COMPONENT_PIPES=NO Each segment of a complete tube is a 
pipe entity.

COMPONENT_STRUCTURES=NO AEC structure entities, beans, and 
plates.

DRAWING_NO_BRACKETS=NO The CATIA object adapter uses the 
<!...!> special bracket characters in the 
drawing property value of a generated 
Product Structure (.ed file) to hide a 
portion of the drawing’s physical file 
name. The purpose is to display only 
the CATIA Draft name (as it is in the 
CATIA model) in the property values 
when the Product Structure is opened 
in the ProductView client. However, 
when the CATIA object adapter is 
used as a Windchill Visualization 
Services CAD worker and the 
resultant Product Structure (.ed file) is 
stored in Windchill, the presence of 
these brackets prevents the value from 
being correctly updated with the 
relative URL to the physical file in 
Windchill. Consequently, since the 
Windchill ProductView client cannot 
locate the drawing files, the files 
cannot be displayed. 

The default value is NO. A value set to 
NO indicates to use brackets in the 
drawing property value.

Set this value to YES to disable the use 
of brackets in the drawing property 
value for generated Product 
Structures. 

Setting Description
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Installing and Configuring
CATIA V5 Object Adapter

This chapter provides the instructions to install and configure CATIA V5 object 
adapter.
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Before You Begin
The CATIA V5 object adapter allows the user to translate CATIA V5 assemblies 
(.CATProduct files), components (.CATPart files) and drawings (.CATDrawing 
files) from their original CATIA V5 format into the PTC ProductView .ed and .ol 
file formats. The adapter is developed using the CATIA V5 Application 
Programming Interface and therefore must be installed onto a machine that also 
has a valid configuration of the CATIA V5 application.

CATIA V5 Installation Considerations

1. Identify the CATIA V5 installation directory <catia_install> directory. Avoid 
using directory names that contain spaces for the installation path for both 
CATIA V5 and also the object adapter (for example, avoid using names like 
C:\ Program Files\catia5r9).

2. Verify the specific CATIA V5 Release and Service Pack that are installed. It 
is important to ensure that you use the same configuration of object adapter as 
the CATIA V5 installation.

3. Initialize the CATIA V5 external application environment by running the 
command <catia_install>/<catia_version>/intel_a/code/bin/setcatenv.exe.

4. After running setcatenv.exe the CATIA V5 application must be started at least 
once to select a license. CATIA V5 must have been used at least once to 
enable an external application to function correctly.

5. Install the CATIA V5 object adapter from the CD-ROM. Make note of the 
installation directory <theorem_install>.

6. Configure the FLEXlm license manager following the instructions in the 
section FLEXlm Licensing.

7. Modify the PATH variable and add the following paths:

<catia_install>/

<catia_install>/intel_a/code/bin

<theorem_install>/bin

For example, assuming the CATIA V5 installation directory was currently set 
to D:\ptc\catia5\B09 and the Theorem installation directory was currently set 
to E:\theorem, then the path variable would be amended and the value D:\pct\
catia5\B09;D:\ptc\catia5\B09\intel_a\code\bin;e|\theorem\bin would be added 
to any existing setting.

Known CATIA V5 Installation Issues

A number of users have reported that having followed the defined CATIA V5 
Installation Considerations, the ProductViewer adapter still fails to execute. If this 
occurs then follow the Supplementary CATIA V5 Installation Considerations.
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Windows System Pre-requisites

There are several items to be considered before the Theorem software can be 
properly installed and running. While this manual cannot cater for all of the 
different computer configurations, it will try to give pointers to some of the 
obvious things that need to be configured.

To function properly, the system that you will be running the Theorem products 
on will need to have a correctly installed Ethernet adapter and the TCP/IP protocol 
must be set up for this adapter. These may have already been set up for you by 
your system administrator.

Note:  Check with your system administrator before changing any of the network 
settings.

Verifying the Network
To check the status, at the DOS prompt enter: 

ipconfig /all

Information similar to the following should appear:

Windows NT IP Configuration
Host Name . . . . . . . . . : tscpc06
DNS Servers . . . . . . . . :
Node Type . . . . . . . . . : Broadcast
NetBIOS Scope ID. . . . . . :
IP Routing Enabled. . . . . : Yes
WINS Proxy Enabled. . . . . : No
NetBIOS Resolution Uses DNS : Yes

Ethernet adapter IBMFE1:
Description . . . . . . . . : IBM 100/10 PCI Ethernet Adapter
Physical Address. . . . . . : 00-60-94-E9-F8-B6
DHCP Enabled. . . . . . . . : No
IP Address. . . . . . . . . : 128.100.0.75
Subnet Mask . . . . . . . . : 255.255.0.0
Default Gateway . . . . . . :

The information required to cut a valid license is the Host Name, and Physical 
Address. The Host Name is shown as tscpc06 and the Physical Address of the 
Ethernet adapter (Host ID) is shown as 00-60-94-E9-F8-B6.

Some systems may have white space in the machine names, for example: tscpc 06. 
These should be referred to by using a hyphen: tscpc-06.

If either of these two pieces of information are missing there are a number of 
reasons for this.

• If the Host ID is not available then the network card has not been installed 
correctly, refer to the installation procedure from the manufacturer or supplier 
of the Ethernet adapter.
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• If the Host Name is not available, then either this has not been set or TCP/IP 
has not been set up correctly. To check that TCP/IP is running enter:

ping <IP Address> (in this case ping 128.100.0.75)

This should return the following data if successful:

Pinging 128.100.0.75 with 32 bytes of data:
Reply from 128.100.0.75: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=128
Reply from 128.100.0.75: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=128
Reply from 128.100.0.75: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=128
Reply from 128.100.0.75: bytes=32 time<10ms TTL=128

Then type ping <Host Name>, (in this case ping tscpc06) should return 
similar data to the above if successful. If not, the following message will 
display.

Bad IP address tscpc06.

If this is the case, then the machine tscpc06 is not known to TCP/IP and you 
will need to edit the Hosts file in C:\Winnt\system32\drivers\etc; which looks 
similar to the following.

# Copyright (c) 1993-1995 Microsoft Corp.
#
# This is a sample HOSTS file used by Microsoft TCP/IP for 
Windows NT.
#
# This file contains the mappings of IP addresses to host names. 
#Each entry should be kept on an individual line. The IP address 
#should be placed in the first column followed by the 
#corresponding host name. The IP address and the host name 
#should be separated by at least one space.
#
# Additionally, comments (such as these) may be inserted on 
#individual lines or following the machine name denoted by a '#' 
symbol.
#
#For example:
#
# 102.54.94.97 rhino.acme.com # source server
# 38.25.63.10 x.acme.com # x client host
127.0.0.1 Localhost
128.100.0.75 tscpc06 loghost

Add a line similar to 128.100.0.75 tscpc06 loghost; which tells TCP/IP that 
the machine 128.100.0.75 is called tscpc06. Save the file. There is no need to 
restart the machine.
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To test that the Ethernet adapter and TCP/IP are now properly configured, re-
issue the command:

ipconfig /all

, and then:

ping tscpc06

If these are successful then proceed to the next step.

Request License
Once these have been successfully set you can request a license from your 
software provider quoting the HOST NAME (for example, tscpc06) and the 
HOSTID for example, 00-60-94-E9-F8-B6).

FLEXlm Licensing
This section outlines more advanced FLEXlm based licensing. It is only necessary 
to read this section if you intend to install a floating license on a FLEXlm server 
or if you wish to configure FLEXlm for a client application.

Overview

This software license manager system is provided by GLOBEtrotter software and 
is widely used within the CAD/CAM software industry.

Full details of the options available with this software may be found on the 
Globetrotter Software home page:

http://www.globetrotter.com 

The information below defines how to use the FLEXlm license mechanism with 
the Theorem Solutions CATIA V5 adapter software.

Loading the FLEXlm Software

The FLEXlm software is loaded automatically during the installation process.

License.dat File (FLEXlm)

To obtain a valid license file you must supply two pieces of information. The 
machine hostid and the machine host name. Details of how to obtain these were 
shown earlier in the Windows System Pre-requisites section. Your license file will 
usually be sent to you by E-mail, FAX or floppy disk. It will contain other text 
such as instructions on how to load it; this text will not affect the running of the 
license file.

If you want to edit the file on the floppy or E-mail, make a copy of the file first in 
case you make mistakes.
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If you receive the file by FAX you will need to use Notepad or some other editor 
to enter the data. 

An example license file is shown as follows:

Example License file
SERVER tscpc06 006094b9f8b6 7601
DAEMON theorem C:\theorem\flexlm\theorem.exe
FEATURE Catia5_ProductView theorem 6.100 31-Dec-2002 \
1 0C15525897FD8264AB83 ck=6

Only the important lines are shown in this example. They are split up into three 
types:

• SERVER followed by the HOSTNAME (tscpc06), the HOSTID 
(006094b9f8b6) and the PORTID (7601) the HOSTNAME may need to be 
changed when you receive the file to your machine HOSTNAME. It must also 
be changed if you change your machine name. The HOSTID must match the 
Ethernet address of your Ethernet card on the machine. If you change your 
Ethernet card then the licence will no longer function and must be re-cut by 
your software provider.

• DAEMON followed by the path to the License server daemon executable. If 
you have installed the adapter software in a path other than c:\theorem then 
you must edit this line to reflect the location of the theorem.exe file.

• FEATURE followed by the feature name (for example, 
Catia5_ProductView) and other license data to protect the feature. These lines 
must not be edited or the FEATURE will not work.

Note:  Text may be wrapped over more than one line. When this occurs the 
continuation character is denoted by a '\'. The continuation line must then start 
with a 'tab'.

Installing the license.dat file

The CATIA V5 object adapter installation process will copy a dummy theorem 
license file (license.dat) into flexlm under your theorem install directory (for 
example, \apps\theorem\flexlm). When you receive your license from Theorem 
Solutions overwrite the dummy license with the new one.

Using LMTOOLS
1. From the Theorem menu, select LM Tools. Select the Theorem FLEXlm 

Manager option.

2. Make sure the Configuration using Services option is selected and that the 
Theorem FLEXlm Manager is highlighted, then select the Configure 
Services tab.

3. The variables should be set automatically during installation. If not, use 
Browse to select the correct directories for the lmgrd.exe, license and log 
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files. Make sure the Start Server at PowerUp and Use Services options are 
selected, then click Save Service.

4. Select the Start/Stop/Reread tab.

5. Make sure the Theorem Flexlm Manager option is selected, then click 
ReRead License File to reread the new Theorem Licence file.

License Manager Trouble Shooting
Common problems:

• When installing the software, it is recommended that no other applications 
should be running. This is also recommended by other applications.

• Check that the licence file is called license.dat.

• When using Windows Explorer, check that file extension type is ON or OFF 
as a duplicate file extension will cause problems, for example, the application 
will not find the licence file if it is called ‘license.dat.dat’. Look under 
View/Options menu items in Windows Explorer to determine the status.

• The first line of a FLEXlm license.dat file should resemble the following

SERVER mypc 0800366f1102 7601

If the second argument is "hostname" or "user_to_edit" this means that this 
information was not available when your license was created. You must 
change "hostname" to the server name of your machine. The third argument is 
your machine’s hostid.

• The system date and time should be current. If incorrectly set, the licence file 
may be invalid.

Methods of Invoking the CATIA V5 Object Adapter
The CATIA V5 object adapter may be invoked either from the command line or 
alternatively from a visualization server. 

Command Line Invocation

CATIA V5 objects can be converted from the command line without configuring 
a PTC worker. This section explains all of the command line options available for 
executing the adapter at the command line. 

Command Line Syntax
The command string used to translate a CATIA V5 file into ProductView format:

catia5_pv <input_filename> [options]

For example, 

catia5_pv widget.CATPart
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This is the minimum information required to translate any data. For example:

catia5_pv widget.CATPart -p C:\temp -o output_widget

In this example, you can see that the output directory name is specified to be 
C:/temp and the output ProductView file will be named output_widget with the 
appropriate file extension. You can view a list of command line options by typing 
the following the command:

catia5_pv –h

Where the options returned are described in the following table:

Table of Available Command Line Options

Setting Result

<@File> Read Options from the response file 
<file>

-?-h For basic help page. UNIX may try to 
export the ’?’, so -h should be typed in 
quotes, for example, "h".

-d <depth> Set the conversion file depth. When 
converting an assembly file 
determines to what depth the hierarchy 
should be traversed. The default is all.

-H For extended help options.

-o<name) Set output file basename (number of 
input files must be 1).

-p<name> Set output base path.

-r<name> Set recipe to <name>.

-vc Disable all console print-out.

-vc1 Redirect all console print-out to 
stdout.

-vc2 Redirect all console print-out to stderr 
(default).

-ve[n] Increment or set (if [n] is given) the 
error reporting level. -ve0 disables all 
error reporting, default 1.

-vI<file> Direct all printed output to the <file>.
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Example Default Output Generated

Processing CATIA V5 Assemblies (.CATProduct files)

Assuming that the input to the adapter was a single assembly named 
test_assembly.CATProduct that related to many subordinate part (.CATPart) files, 
then the output from the translator will be a single ProductView assembly file 
test_assembly.ed plus many geometry .ol files, one for each part file processed. 

Given that the example assembly file had additional assembly files subordinate to 
it, then all of the accumulated assembly hierarchy information would be output 
into the top level ProductView .ed file.

Processing CATIA V5 Parts (.CATPart files)

For each part (.CATPart) file processed individually then the output from the 
translator will be a single ProductView assembly file and a single geometry .ol 
file. Therefore, assuming that the file being processed was named 
test_component.CATPart, then the output would be test_component.ed and 
test_component.ol.

-vL<file> Concatenates all printed output to 
<file>.

-vm<file> Lest the modules by -I. Flags are listed 
in the source code.

-vp<n> Set the process verbosity flag. List the 
modules by -I. Flags are listed in the 
source code.

-vw[n] Increment or set the warning reporting 
level, see -vc.

-EP Environment to publisher.

-EW Environment to worker.

-CS Socket communication 
<host><socket>

-I Identify the version of the object 
adapter being used.

Setting Result
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Processing CATIA V5 Drawings (.CATDrawing files)

For each drawing (.CATDrawing) file processed individually then the output from 
the translator will be a single ProductView assembly file and a single CGM 
format .cgm file. Therefore, assuming that the file being processed was named 
test.CATDrawing, then the output would be test.ed and test.cgm.

Note:  There is a restriction in the types of data supported by the CATIA V5 
CGM output capability such that no text from the drawing file is written into the 
CGM file.

Configuring the Recipe File for the CATIA V5 Object 
Adapter

PTC documentation for the DIVISION Visual Collaboration Services 
2001Installation Guide (DVCS) consists of 16 books. Of the supported CAD 
object adapters, CATIA V5, Pro/ENGINEER, DGN, GAF/GBF, IGES, STL, and 
VRML use the recipe concept for configuration and conversion of native CAD 
data. For these object adapters, the RCP file replaces the INI file concept in 
configuring the object adapters for publishing. This chapter explains the 
background and the concepts behind recipe configuration and conversion.

Introduction to Recipes

A recipe is a set of user-defined rules that drive the individual CAD translation 
tools. The recipe concept provides a solution to the problem of efficiently 
converting CAD data into a form suitable for viewing on a wide range of 
computer platforms. Like its analogy in cooking, gaining a desired result requires 
cooking to a specific recipe. While most CAD parts will convert into an efficient 
form for large-scale visualization, some parts require modifications to the 
standard visualization recipe to be viewed effectively.

Each installation of CATIA V5, Pro/ENGINEER, DGN, GAF/GBF, IGES, STL, 
and VRML is provided with a master or default recipe file. This file is pre-
configured to allow the visualization of most objects. You should not edit the 
master recipe. Additional new recipes can be created from this default file using 
Save As function in the recipe editor (repedit).

The Using the Recipe Editor document describes the steps you should take to 
create a new recipe file for your particular configuration. Using the Recipe Editor 
explains the recipe concept and describes the settings available for each object 
adapter. A copy of the document Using the Recipe Editor with CAD Object 
Adapters can be obtained from the PTC Web-site at:

http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/reference/DVP-320-EN-URE.PDF 

Alternatively contact your local PTC customer support department.
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Customizing Your Object Adapter Output
After installing, configuring, and testing you object adapter, you may decide that 
you want to further customize the output. You can customize your object adapter 
output by using the recipe editor. Using the Recipe Editor describes a number of 
specific customizations users will be interested in configuring. The list provided 
next is not meant to be exhaustive, but includes the following specific recipe 
configuration instructions:

• Changing what information is published by an object adapter.

• Optimizing for viewing on Windows or UNIX platforms.

• Changing the accuracy of the visual representation.

• Fixing any conversion issue such as holes or cracks.

• Enabling or disabling CATIA V5 layer states.

The information available in Using the Recipe Editor with CAD Object Adapters 
is periodically updated. For the latest information, download the document from 
the Web-site noted above.

CATIA V5 Object Adapter Configuration File
There are a number of optional pieces of information that can be provided to the 
adapter prior to execution. These will control the information that is finally 
written into the output ProductView file by selecting specific data to be read from 
the input files processed.

These options are controlled by settings defined within the Theorem 
CATIAV5_ProductView adapter configuration file. To invoke these controls it is 
necessary to create the configuration file and also set an environment variable to 
identify the configuration filename and location.

Configuration File Format

The configuration file is a simple ASCII text file generated with any available text 
editor. The format of the file is such that each configuration command statement 
is specified on a separate line. Blank characters separate any optional arguments 
related to the configuration command statement. For example:

c:\theorem\data\catia5\maskfile.txt

Configuration File Commands

The configuration file supports the following functions controlled by specific 
command statements. Note that each command statement and any optional 
arguments must be specified on separate lines within the configuration file.

• Masking — This function allows the user to control the aspects of the input 
CATIA V5 that are to be processed. The user can control which element types 
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and or which layers are translated from the original CATIA V5 input files. 
See the section Masking Options for a complete breakdown of the contents 
and structure of the maskfile.

Syntax: mask <mask_filename>

For example, mask c:\mydata\catia5\mymaskfile.txt latest information, 
download the document from the Web site noted above.

• Progress File — This function allows the user to override the default progress 
filename generated during the translation. The progress file contains a 
complete audit trail of the translation identifying each element as it is 
translated from CATIA V5 into the ProductView format. The file will also 
contain any error messages that may have been generated during the 
translation. By default the filename used for Windows is %TEMP%\
tscprogressyj and for UNIX the filename is /usr/tmp/tsprogressyj.

Syntax: progress_file <progress_filename>

For example, progress_file c:\mydata\catia5\progressfile.log.

Environment Variable Setting

To invoke the settings of the configuration file simply set the environment 
variable TS_CFILE to point to the CATIAV5_ProductView configuration file 
prior to starting the translation adapter.

Syntax: set TS_CFILE=<configuration_filename>

For example, set TS_CFILE=C:\theorem\data\catia5\configuration.txt.

Masking Options
By default the CATIAV5_ProductView adapter will process all visible entities 
and all layers. The masking option is used to control the adapter during the 
translation such that it translates from the input files only those selected elements 
nominated in the maskfile.

Maskfile Keywords

The following keywords can be used to control the translation process. Allowing 
the user to identify those specific elements that are either required or need to be 
ignored by the adapter.

Maskfile Keywords

KEYWORD Description

ENT Generic label for entities

LAY Generic label for layers
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Mask Layers

CATIA V5 supports layers in the range of 0-255.

Maskfile Format

A Mask file is a simple ASCII text file created either interactively with the 
Graphical User Interface or may be created by using any available text editor. It 
may be stored anywhere within the available directory structure and statements 
within it may be written in upper or lower case.

There are two general Mask file statements allowing the user to control the 
specific sub-set of data needed for conversion:

• The OFF statement

• The ON statement

The OFF Statement

By default all entities and all layers are ON. Each OFF statement takes on one of 
the following forms:

• OFFALL ENT — Will disable all entities from being processed.

• OFF ALL LAY — Will disable all layers from being processed.

Note:  These statements must be followed by an ON statement to invoke 
conversion of data.

• OFF Entity_Keyword — This statement disables the processing of the 
specified entity type named with Entity_Keyword. Available entity types are 
specified in the Masking Keyword list.

• OFF LAY Layer_List — This statement disables the layers defined in 
Layer_List specified. Layer_List may be either a single layer or a list of layer 
numbers separated by either blank characters or commas. A range of layers 

POINT Points

CURVE Curves

SKIN Skins

SOLID Solids

NOSHOW Those elements held in the CatiaV5 
NOSHOW sub-system.

KEYWORD Description
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may also be specified by use of the character - between the start and end of the 
range:

– OFF LAY 1

– OFF LAY 12,13,34,45

– OFF LAY 10-23,34-56

– OFF LAY 2,3 6 12-23 7,68-98

The ON Statement

Since by default the adapter will consider all entities and layers to be ON it is not 
normally necessary to use an ON statement unless an OFF statement has been 
used earlier in the maskfile. Each ON statement takes one of the following forms:

• ON ALL ENT — Will enable all entities from being processed.

• ON ALL LAY — Will enable all layers from being processed.

• ON Entity_Keyword — This statement enables the processing of the 
specified entity type named with Entity_Keyword. Available entity types are 
specified in the Masking Keyword list.

• ON LAY Layer_List — This statement enables the layers defined in 
Layer_List specified. Layer_List may be either a single layer or a list of layer 
numbers separated by either blank characters or commas. A range of layers 
may also be specified by use of the character “-“ between the start and end of 
the range:

– ON LAY 1

– ON LAY 12,13,34,45

– ON LAY 10-23,34-56

– ON LAY 2,3 6 12-23 7,68-98

CATIA V5 Supported Entities
The following table of entity types are supported when reading CATIA V5 Parts 
and Assemblies:
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Catia V5 Supported Entities

CATIA V5 Entity CATIA V5 Entity CATIA V5 Entity

CATLawType CATPointType CATBodyType

CATCompositeLawType CATCartesianPointType CATCellType

CATConstantLawType CARTMacroPointType CATEdgeType

CATLinearLawType CATPointOnCurveType CATFaceType

CATSTypeLawType CATPointOnEdgeCurveType CATVertexType

CATSplineLawType CATPointOnSurfaceType CATVolumeType

CATDomainType

CATGeometryType CATSurfaceType CATLoopType

CATCloudOfPointsType CATChamferSurfaceType CATLumpType

CATSetOfPointsType CATBoundedSurfaceType CATShellType

CATBSplineSurfaceType CATVertexInFaceType

CATCurveType CATCircularSweepType CATVertexInVolumeType

CATBoundedCurveType CATDraftSurfaceType CATWireType

CATBSplineCurveType CATElementarySurfaceType CATClayType

CATConicType CATCloudType

CATCircleType CATCylinderType CATScanType

CATEllipseType CATSphereType CATTessClayType

CATHyperbolaType CATConeType CATTessCloudType

CATParabolaType CATTorusType CATTessScanType

CATHelixType CATFilletSurfaceType CATCldGenEntityType

CATEdgeCurveType CATNurbsSurfaceType CATCldBodyType

CATIntCurveType CATOffsetSurfaceType CATCellType

CATMergedCurveType CATPlaneType CATCldUniCellType

CATSimCurveType CATRevolutionSurfaceType CATCldCloudType

CATContactCurveType CATRuledSurfaceType CATCldScanType
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Supplementary CATIA V5 Installation Considerations
A number of users have reported that having followed the defined CATIA V5 
Installation Considerations the ProductViewer adapter still fails to execute. If this 
occurs then follow these instructions.

Windows Installations

1. Create a directory structure below the theorem installation directory of 
<theorem_install>/intel_a/code/bin.

2. Move the contents of the original bin directory into the new one.

CATLineType CATSweepSurfaceType CATCldGridType

CATNurbsCurveType CATTabulatedCylinderType CATCldPolygonType

CATProcOffsetSurfaceType CATCldMultiCellType

CATPcurveType CATGenericFilletType CATCldSetOfScansType

CATPCircleType CATGenericRuledSurfaceType CATCldSetOfGridsType

CATPCurveEquationType CATNonLinearTransfoSurface
Type

CATCldScanOnPolygon
Type

CATPEllipseType CATLinearTransfoSurfaceType CATCldSetOfPointsType

CATPParabolaType CATDirectionalSurfaceType CATCldSetOfPointsFType

CATPHyperbolaType CATIForeignSurfaceType CATCldSetOfPointsDType

CATPLineType CATSweepSegmentSurfaceType

CATPNurbsType CATSpecSurfaceType

CATIForeignPCurveType CATProcSurfaceType

CATPSplineType CATUserGeometryType

CATNonLinearTransfoPCurve
Type

CATSplineCurveType

CATIForeignCurveType

CATProcCurveType

CATIA V5 Entity CATIA V5 Entity CATIA V5 Entity
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3. From a command prompt run the command: 

<catia_install>/setcatenv.exe -e theorem -d <theorem_install> -p
<theorem_install>;<catia_install>

This generates a short cut on the desktop and a file called theorem.txt in the 
<theorem_install> directory which is similar to:

!---------------------------------------------------------!
! DASSAULT SYSTEMES - V5 ENVIRONMENT FILE !
!---------------------------------------------------------!
CATInstallPath=e:\theorem\intel_a;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a
CATDLLPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\bin;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\code\bin
CATICPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\productIC;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\code\productIC
CATCommandPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\command;E:\apps\catia58\
B08\intel_a\code\command
CATDictionaryPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\dictionary;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\code\dictionary

CATDocView=e:\theorem\intel_a\doc;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\doc

CATReffilesPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\reffiles;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\reffiles

CATFontPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\fonts;E:\apps\catia58\
B08\intel_a\resources\fonts

CATGalaxyPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\galaxy;E:\apps\catia58\
B08\intel_a\resources\galaxy

CATGraphicPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\graphic;E:\apps\
catia58\08\intel_a\resources\graphic;e:\theorem\intel_a\resourc
es\graphic\icons;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic\
icons;e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\graphic\figures;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic\figures;e:\theorem\intel_a\
resources\graphic\splashscreens;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\
resources\graphic\splashscreens;e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\
graphic\symbols;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic\
symbols;e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\graphic\textures;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic\textures

CATMsgCatalogPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\msgcatalog;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\msgcatalog

CATFeatureCatalogPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\
featurecatalog;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\
featurecatalog

CATStartupPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\startup;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\startup

CATW3ResourcesPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\docs;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\doc
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CATReferenceSettingPath=
CATUserSettingPath=CSIDL_APPDATA\DassaultSystemes\CATSettings
CATReferenceStandardPath=
CATUserStandardPath=CSIDL_APPDATA\DassaultSystemes\CATStandards
CATTemp=CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA\DassaultSystemes\CATTemp
CATMetasearchPath=DSKEY_TMPDIR
CATW3PublishPath=DSKEY_TMPDIR
CATSharedWorkbookPath=DSKEY_TMPDIR
CATErrorLog=CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA\DassaultSystemes\CATTemp\error.log
CATReport=CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA\DassaultSystemes\CATReport
CATDisciplinePath=
USER_HOME=CSIDL_PERSONAL
DB2INSTANCE=%DB2INSTANCE%
TNS_ADMIN=%TNS_ADMIN%
ORACLE_HOME=%ORACLE_HOME%
ORA_NLS33=%ORA_NLS33%

4. You need to edit this file to make a .bat file as follows. Add “set “ before each 
line to defined MSDOS system variables. Replace 
CSIDL_APPDATA/DassaultSystemes and 
CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA/DassaultSystemes with <theorem_install> and 
you will need to create the subdirectories of:

<theorem_install>\CATSettings
<theorem_install>\CATStandards
<theorem_install>\CATTemp
<theorem_install>\CATReport

On a Windows 2000 machine, CSIDL_APPDATA and 
CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA are used to locate directories below the C:\
Documents and Settings directory.

5. Add the following line to the end of the file to start a command prompt.

%SystemRoot%\system32\cmd.exe

!---------------------------------------------------------!
! DASSAULT SYSTEMES - V5 ENVIRONMENT FILE !
!---------------------------------------------------------!
set CATInstallPath=e:\theorem\intel_a;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a
set CATDLLPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\bin;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\code\bin
set CATICPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\productIC;E:\apps\catia58\
B08\intel_a\code\productIC
set CATCommandPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\command;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\code\command
set CATDictionaryPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\code\dictionary;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\code\dictionary
set CATDocView=e:\theorem\intel_a\doc;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\
doc
set CATReffilesPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\reffiles;E:\apps\catia58\
B08\intel_a\reffiles 
set CATFontPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\fonts;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\fonts
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set CATGalaxyPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\galaxy;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\galaxy
set CATGraphicPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\graphic;E:\apps\
catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic;e:\theorem\intel_a\
resources\graphic\icons;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\
graphic\icons;e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\graphic\figures;E:\
apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic\figures;e:\theorem\
intel_a\resources\graphic\splashscreens;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\resources\graphic\splashscreens;e:\theorem\intel_a\
resources\graphic\symbols;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\
graphic\symbols;e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\graphic\textures;E:\
apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\graphic\textures
set CATMsgCatalogPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\msgcatalog;E:\
apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\msgcatalog
set CATFeatureCatalogPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\resources\
featurecatalog;E:\apps\catia58\B08\intel_a\resources\
featurecatalog
set CATStartupPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\startup;E:\apps\catia58\B08\
intel_a\startup
set CATW3ResourcesPath=e:\theorem\intel_a\docs;E:\apps\catia58\
B08\intel_a\docs
set CATReferenceSettingPath=
set CATUserSettingPath=e:\theorem\CATSettings
set CATReferenceStandardPath=
set CATUserStandardPath=e:\theorem\CATStandards
set CATTemp=e:\theorem\CATTemp
set CATMetasearchPath=DSKEY_TMPDIR
set CATW3PublishPath=DSKEY_TMPDIR
set CATSharedWorkbookPath=DSKEY_TMPDIR
set CATErrorLog=e:\theorem\CATTemp\error.log
set CATReport=e:\theorem\CATReport
set CATDisciplinePath=
set USER_HOME=CSIDL_PERSONAL
set DB2INSTANCE=%DB2INSTANCE%
set TNS_ADMIN=%TNS_ADMIN%
set ORACLE_HOME=%ORACLE_HOME%
set ORA_NLS33=%ORA_NLS33%

%SystemRoot%\system32\cmd.exe

You need to ensure that CATIA5 has been run on the machine which is to be used 
for conversions. This is because you need to select the appropriate license for 
CATIA V5 the first time it is run.

• Running this bat file should result in a command prompt in which the CATIA 
V5 environment has been defined.

• You must ensure that CATIA5 has been started from one of these command 
prompt windows. This is because you need to select the appropriate license 
for CATIA V5 the first time it is run. Start CATIA V5 in the command 
prompt that has been generated from the above batch file by typing:

<catia_install>/intel_a/code/bin/CNext.exe

Note:  This only needs to be done once following the installation.
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To start the translator, use a command prompt started from the .bat file and start 
the CADverter using the Command Line Interface or the CADverter Graphical 
User Interface.

Checking CATIA V5 Installation Environment
Run the program checkcatiaenv.exe to ensure that the CATIA V5 environment 
and Theorem versions match. A successful output is an indication that the 
CADverter will run successfully.

If you see the Windows dialog "Unable to locate DLL for JSOGROUP" this 
indicates that you have not included the <CATIA_V5_installation>\intel_a\code\
bin directory within your PATH variable setting.

– Use the Start>Settings>Control 
Panel>System>Advanced>Environment Variables dialog to review 
and edit this variable.

If you see the Windows dialog "Unable to locate DLL for catia5cadverter.dll", 
this indicates that you have not included the <theoerm_installation>\bin directory 
within your PATH variable setting. Use the previous method to correct the 
problem.

If you see the Windows dialog "Entry Point Not Found" this indicates that the 
catia5cadverter.dll has been created for a different release of CATIA V5 
compared to the one found for the installation path. For instance, you have the R9 
installation directory defined in your path but have installed the 
catia5cadverter.dll for R8.

An output of the following form is an indication that the CATIA V5 environment 
is not valid:

Checking CATIA5 Release and Service Pack Levels
Error: Cannot get the CATIAV5 release level
Error: CATIA 5 version incompatible build B09.SP2 run NULL

If the Service Pack is reported to be different this is reported but does not stop the 
CADverter from running due to the fact that in some combinations this is 
acceptable.

The CATIA5 read and write legs are held externally from the main executable by 
the use of the catia5cadverter.dll to allow for easier updating given the fluidity of 
CATIA V5 Release Service Pack updates. As a result of this there is in theory a 
possibility that the executable and catia5cadverter.dll could be out of sync, 
therefore a check for this is included.
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50
FLEXlm Installation for UNIX

This chapter provides the instructions to install FLEXlm Software License 
Manager setup processes on UNIX.
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Before You Begin
There are several items to be considered before the Theorem software can be 
properly installed and running. While this manual cannot cater for all of the 
different computer configurations, it will try to give pointers to some of the 
obvious things that need to be configured.

Software Installation Directory

By default, the installation directory for the FLEXlm software is /usr/theorem, 
however this can be overridden during installation when prompted.

Theorem Solutions recommends that if an alternative installation directory is 
required it should be achieved by the creation of a UNIX symbolic link from the 
desired directory location linked to the default directory. This is achieved by the 
using the UNIX ln command. Assuming that the desired directory is in existence 
and the default directory does NOT exist, issue the following command:

unix-shell% ln –s /my/desired/directory /usr/theorem

Using this method overcomes the need to modify and maintain any of the supplied 
default files or operational settings.

Determine the Machine ID

To facilitate the license management process it is necessary to acquire the unique 
characteristics of the specific system in operation. Therefore, working from the 
UNIX shell prompt issue the following commands to determine both the machine 
unique identifier and machine specific name.

Machine Name

unix-shell% hostname

Note the output, tscpc06, copying the text case exactly, this represents the 
machine-specified name, referred to by Theorem as the machine hostname.

Machine Identifier

Assuming you have installed the software in the default directory of /usr/theorem, 
alternatively you will find the command in the directory flexlm within your 
installation directory:

unix-shell%/usr/theorem/flexlm/lmhostid

lmutil – Copyright © 1989-1994 Globetrotter Software, Inc.

The FLEXlm host ID of this machine is “77af8387”

Note the output between the quote marks, shown highlighted in the example, this 
represents the machine unique identifier, referred to by Theorem as the machine 
hostid.
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Alternatively, this information can be determined using the appropriate UNIX 
command, this is specific to the relevant hardware platform:

Sun Microsystems:- unix-shell%hostid

77AF8387

Silicon Graphics:- unix-shell%echo `sysinfo –s` 16o p | dc

77AF8387

Hewlett Packard:- unix-shell%echo `uname –i` 16o p | dc

77AF8387

IBM RS6000:- unix-shell%uname –m

77AF8387

Request License
Once these have been successfully identified both the HOSTNAME (for example, 
tscpc06) and the HOSTID (for example, 77AF8387), shown highlighted in the 
previous section; you are in a position to request a license. Complete the supplied 
LICENSE FAX-BACK FORM and return it to Theorem Solutions Sales Office 
for processing, alternatively contact your software provider for assistance.

Editing the FLEXlm license file
Your license file will usually be sent to you by E-mail, FAX or floppy disk. It will 
contain other text such as instructions on how to load it; this text will not affect the 
running of the license file. If you need to edit the file on the floppy or E-mail 
make a copy of the file first in case you make any mistakes.

If you receive the file by FAX you will need to use vi or some other text editor to 
enter the data. When creating the file in this manner you must ensure that you 
enter all the data matching upper and lower text case.

An example license file is shown as follows:

Example License file

SERVER tscpc06 77af8387 7601

DAEMON theorem /usr/theorem/flexlm

FEATURE Cadds_Catia theorem 2.000 31-Dec-1998 \

1 0C15525897FD8264AB83 ck=6

FEATURE Catia_Cadds theorem 2.300 31-Dec-1998 \

1 ECD5C2487DB844C0D16D ck=5

FEATURE Acis_Catia theorem 2.000 31-Dec-1998 \

1 6CE542881C27770E6E7E \

ck=248
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Only the important lines are shown in this example. They are split up into three 
types:

• SERVER followed by the HOSTNAME (tscpc06), the HOSTID (77af8387) 
and the PORTID (7601) the HOSTNAME may need to be changed when you 
receive the file to match your machine HOSTNAME. It must also be changed 
if you change your machine name. The HOSTID must match the address of 
you machine. If you change your processor then the license will no longer 
function and must be re-cut by your software provider.

• DAEMON followed by the path to the License server daemon executable. If 
you have installed the CADverter software in a path other than /usr/theorem 
then you must edit this line to reflect the location of the flexlm/theorem file.

• FEATURE followed by the feature name (for example, Cadds_Catia) and 
other license data to protect the feature. These lines must not be edited or the 
FEATURE will not work. 

Note:  Text may be wrapped over more than one line. When this occurs the 
continuation character is denoted by a '\'. The continuation line must then start 
with a 'tab'.

Once the license file is available you can continue to install the CADverter 
software or if necessary start the FLEXlm license manager.

Installing FLEXlm Software
By default, the installation process will use the /tmp directory as a working 
directory to prepare data before installing the data into the actual install directory. 
Problems may occur during installation when the available disk space is smaller 
than required. This may be overcome by setting the environment variable 
TS_TEMP_DIR to a disk partition with more free space. This must be done in the 
shell that will run the INSTALL process.

Install the FLEXlm license file

Having decided the intended installation directory, create the sub-directory flexlm 
For example, for a default installation create the directory /usr/theorem/flexlm. 
Install the supplied license file into this directory and ensure that the file name is 
license.dat.

If you do not have a license file available, you are still able to install the software. 
However, it would be necessary to identify which CADverter items you would be 
intending to use and you would also need to invoke the FLEXlm License Manager 
processes at a later date. Refer to Section 6 for instructions.

Mount the CD-ROM

Insert the CD-ROM into your CD-ROM drive and perform the appropriate 
command to mount the CD-ROM for read-only access.
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Depending upon the operating system and techniques employed will mean this 
action is performed either manually via the mount command or automatically via 
a process such as the Volume Management utility of Solaris.

Whichever method is used will result in a CD-ROM mount point, frequently 
named either /cdrom or /cdrom/label, where label is the given CD label for 
example cd2027. On some systems the mount point directory will be named in 
upper case, for example, /CDROM, these variations are both hardware and system 
configuration specific. If you are in any doubt contact your System Administrator 
or Hardware Supplier for assistance.

For the purposes of this manual, we will assume the mount point name is 
/cdrom/cd2027 and will refer to it within this documentation as 
/CDROM_MOUNT_POINT.

Installation

1. Insert the Theorem Solutions CADverter CD-ROM into your CD-ROM drive. 
If you are using a Graphical File Manager utility, then double-click the 
INSTALL icon within the /CDROM_MOUNT_POINT directory.

Alternatively, if you prefer you can use a UNIX shell and invoke the 
installation process. Begin by setting the current directory to the 
/CDROM_MOUNT_POINT:

unix-shell% cd /cdrom/”cd label” (for example, cd2027)

unix-shell% ./INSTALL

Either method will begin the CADverter Software Installation process. The 
first question that you need to respond to asks you to confirm the path to the 
/CDROM_MOUNT_POINT. You can either enter ‘y’ accept the offered 
pathname or alternatively enter ‘n’ to continue and define the alternative path 
you want to use to find the software to be installed.

Having confirmed the /CDROM_MOUNT_POINT, the process will now 
launch the Software Installation Interface.

2. The Welcome screen of the Software Installation Interface will identify the 
specific CD reference number. For example:

CD reference number “CD FLEXLM”.

You are now able to continue the installation process by selecting one of the 
buttons from the ones available Next Page, Abort Installation, and so on.

Note:  You will be allowed to return to any of these screens by clicking Back 
on any subsequent screen.

3. The Theorem Solutions Product Installation screen displays the current 
platform being used to perform the installation and the default installation 
directory, /usr/theorem.
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To install software for use on another operating system to the active one, 
select the UNIX platform you require by clicking on the box beside the name. 
This will then set the installation to extract versions of the software suitable 
for the specified operating system.

4. When you have completed your selections, click Next Page to continue the 
process.

5. The next screen that appears is Confirm Settings. Review the items selected 
for installation, if all the items you require are listed, click INSTALL to begin 
the actual installation.

You will then see a screen monitoring the progress of the installation, 
Installation Progress.

6. Finally the Installation Results screen appears. This screen will confirm that 
the software has been installed or detail any issues found during installation. 
You may also review any issues found by reading the file 
/tmp/tscprogressxinstall which is created for all installations.

When the installation is completed you will find the following files and sub-
directories within the installation directory:

• .tsrc — User file to be copied to the home directory of all potential users.

• flexlm — FLEXlm license management directory.
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Adapter

This chapter describes the procedures to configure the ECAD CAD object 
adapter.
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Before You Begin
To make the conversion from a native CAD format to a intermediate format 
viewable by ProductView, Windchill uses CAD object adapters as the link 
between Windchill and ProductView. The CAD object adapters are transformed 
to CAD workers after they are copied and configured on the machine where the 
ECAD software is installed.

The ECAD adapter and the ECAD worker must be installed together on the 
machine where the ECAD software resides. That can be the same machine where 
the Windchill server is installed (local) or a different machine (remote). These 
instructions apply to both configurations.

If you are performing a remote configuration and you want the CAD worker to 
start automatically, then Windchill must be able to start the worker on the remote 
Windows system. This is handled by using a small executable named 
WorkerDaemon.exe. The WorkerDaemon.exe was installed when you installed .

Prior to configuring ECAD CAD worker, you should have:

• Installed and configured the ECAD CAD software and relevant licenses. 
ECAD object adapter (worker when configured) utilizes the ECAD CAD 
environment configuration in its operation.

• Installed Windchill.

• Installed the ECAD object adapter. The ECAD object adapters are located on 
the Visualization - ECAD Support CD.

• Installed Worker Daemon if you will perform a remote configuration. You 
were provided the option to install and configure the Worker Daemon when 
you installed the ECAD object adapter.

• The ECAD object adapter must have been installed under a ECAD 
administrator account. When configured, the user must be able to start the 
ECAD worker.

For the purposes of this discussion, the two Windows machines are referred to as 
follows:

• Windchill machine — Where the Windchill software is installed.

• ECAD machine — Where the ECAD software is installed.

For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
will be used:

• <Adapter_Install> — The CAD object adapter installation directory.

• <Windchill> — The Windchill installation directory.

• <CADWorker> — The directory that contains the output files created when 
configuring the object adapter.
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• <ECAD> — The ECAD software installation directory.

The procedures to configure the ECAD CAD worker are: 

• Create a shared file system for sharing data (remote only)

• Configure the object adapter

• Configure the CAD worker

Note:  Instructions are provided where differences occur between a remote and 
local configuration.

Configuring the Object Adapter
PTC recommends that these files reside in a new working directory that you create 
to preserve the installed object adapter files. In this step, you will create a new 
directory to contain the necessary files, and create a batch file that executes the 
ECAD worker. If this is a remote configuration, you will also copy the wvs.jar file 
to the new directory.

In the examples used in this chapter, the C:\CADWorker directory will contain the 
working files for the ECAD worker.

Creating the Directory Structure
1. Create a new directory to contain the ECAD worker batch files, for example, 

C:\CADWorker.

Further references will refer to this directory as <CADWorker>.

2. Create two additional directories within <CADWorker> to contain the ECAD 
specific files, for example, <CADWorker>\ecad\bin.

3. Navigate to the <ECAD> directory. This is the WVS ECAD Worker install 
directory (see section Configuring the Object Adapter).

4. Copy the ecadworker.exe and the gzip.exe files to the <CADWorker>\ecad 
directory. These files were made available to you when you installed the 
ECAD object adapter.

Copying the wvs.jar File (remote only)
If this is a remote configuration (object adapter and ECAD worker not installed on 
the Windchill server machine), then complete these instructions. Otherwise, you 
can skip this step.
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When implementing a remote configuration, the Windchill class files must be 
directly accessible to the remote applications. This is accomplished by copying 
the wvs.jar file to the remote machine. The wvs.jar file is created using the 
MakeJar utility.

1. On the Windchill machine, create the wvs.jar file using the MakeJar utility. If 
the wvs.jar file already exists, then it is not necessary for you to complete this 
step. From the Windchill shell, run the following command (on one line):

windchill wt.tools.boot.MakeJar jar=wvs.jar 
root=<Windchill>\codebase
config=<Windchill>\codebase\wvs.jar.config

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.

2. Copy the <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.jar file to the <CADWorker>\ecad 
directory on the remote machine.

Creating the Generic Worker Batch File
In this step, you will create a batch file that executes the ECAD worker. The 
ECAD worker provided is the generic worker tailored for ECAD. A batch file 
must be created to launch the ECAD worker in the proper mode and to ensure the 
environment is configured correctly. This batch file is used as the ECAD worker 
executable command when you configure the ECAD worker in a subsequent step.

In this example, the generic worker file name is ecadworker.exe.

1. Create the ecadworker.bat using a text editor of choice.

2. The syntax of the batch file is as follows:

@echo off

set CLASSPATH=<wvs.jar file location>

set GENERIC_INSTALL=<CADWorker>\ecad\

set DEBUG="-D"

set PORT="5600"

set HOST=<Windchill machine name>

set TYPE="ECAD"

set CMD="%GENERIC_INSTALL%\ecadworker.exe"

set DIR="%GENERIC_INSTALL%\temp"

set LOG="log"

java com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.GenericWorker %DEBUG%
-PORT %PORT% -HOST %HOST% -TYPE %TYPE% -CMD %CMD%
-DIR %DIR% -LOG %LOG%

– The value of the CLASSPATH set command can be one of two values. 
For a local install, the value can be <Windchill>/codebase (where 
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<Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed) or the directory 
location for Windchill codebase, for example, C:\ptc\Windchill\codebase. 
For a remote install, it is the location where you copied the wvs.jar, for 
example, C:\CADWorker\ecad.

– The value of the GENERIC_INSTALL set command is the directory 
location where you copied the ecadworker.exe file to.

– The value of the PORT set command is the port number of the Windchill 
server that the CADAgent is listening on. The default is 5600.

– The value of the HOST set command is the machine name of the 
Windchill server.

– The java command string should remain on one line.

3. Save your changes and close the ecadworker.bat file.

The next is to configure the CAD Agent for the ECAD object adapter. Those 
instructions are located in the Configuring the CAD Agent chapter.
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Configuring Remote Thumbnail

Generation

This chapter describes the instructions to configure a remote thumbnail generation 
for Windows and UNIX.
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Before You Begin
Using a thumbnail generator, and a machine capable of supporting a graphics 
application, Windchill displays CAD images. If the Windchill server machine 
does not support a graphics application, then the thumbnail generation must be 
configured to execute remotely. To accomplish this, the thumbnail software 
components are installed and configured on a remote system.

These instructions apply to Windows and UNIX. However, the examples in this 
chapter assume the thumbnail generator is installed and configured on a Windows 
platform. Additional documentation is provided where Windows and UNIX differ 
greatly.

Prior to configuring the remote thumbnail generator, you should have:

• Installed the remote thumbnail generator on a machine of choice.

• Installed Windchill

• Installed Worker Daemon if you will perform a remote configuration on a 
Windows system. You were provided the option to install and configure the 
Worker Daemon when you installed the Windchill Visualization Services.

Complete the following procedures to configure a remote thumbnail generator:

• Install the thumbnail generator components

• Edit the wvs.properties file on the Windchill server

• Edit the wvs.properties file on the thumbnail machine

• Create the thumbnail start file

• Configure the CAD worker

For the purposes of this discussion, the two Windows machines are referred to as 
follows:

• Windchill machine — Where the Windchill software is installed.

• Thumbnail machine — Where the Thumbnail software is installed.

For the purposes of this documentation, the following directory name conventions 
will be used:

• <Adapter_Install> — The Windchill Visualization Services component 
installation directory.

• <Remote_Thumbnail> — The thumbnail software installation directory.

• <JDK> — The JDK installation directory.
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Installing Thumbnail Components
To configure a remote thumbnail generator you need to install a JDK, and copy 
the Windchill wvs.jar and wvs.properties files to the Thumbnail machine.

1. Install a JDK on the Thumbnail machine. See the software compatibility 
matrix for the supported versions (http://www.ptc.com/cs/doc/index.htm).

2. On the Windchill machine, create the wvs.jar file using the MakeJar utility. If 
the wvs.jar file already exists, then it is not necessary for you to complete this 
step. From the Windchill shell, run the following command (on one line):

windchill wt.tools.boot.MakeJar jar=wvs.jar 
root=<Windchill>\codebase
config=<Windchill>\codebase\wvs.jar.config

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.

3. Copy <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.jar from the Windchill machine to the 
<Remote_Thumbnail> directory.

4. Copy <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.properties from the Windchill machine to 
the <Remote_Thumbnail> directory.

Editing the wvs.properties On the Windchill Server
In this step, you will enable the Windchill server to use remote thumbnail 
generation.

• Enable remote thumbnail generation for the Windchill server. Using the 
xconfmanager, set the thumbnail.usecadagent property to true. From a 
windchill shell, execute the following command:

xconfmanager -s thumbnail.usecadagent=true
-t <Windchill>\codebase\wvs.properties -p

Where <Windchill> is the location where Windchill is installed.

Creating the Thumbnail Start File
In this step you will create a log file directory and a generic CAD worker start file 
for the thumbnail generator. The generic CAD worker runs the thumbnail 
generation.

This example assumes a Windows machine and the start file is named 
thumbnailstart.bat file (thumbnailstart.sh for UNIX).

1. Create a log directory for the thumbnail generator worker. In this example, the 
log directory is temp_pubs and it is located in the thumbnail generator bin 
directory. When you create the thumbnail start file, you will include a 
reference to this log file in the DIR entry.

– Create temp_pubs directory in the <Remote_Thumbnail>\bin directory.
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2. Create thumbnailstart file (.bat for Windows, or .sh for UNIX) in an editor of 
choice and locate it in the <Remote_Thumbnail>\bin directory.

3. Add the following entries and apply directory substitutions for 
<Remote_Thumbnail> where necessary:

@echo off

set CLASSPATH=<Remote_Thumbnail>\wvs.jar

set GENERIC_INSTALL=<Remote_Thumbnail>\bin

set PORT="5600"

set HOST="eynon"

set DEBUG="-D"

set TYPE="THUMBNAIL"

set CMDCLASS="com.ptc.wvs.server.thumbnail.Generator"

set DIR="%GENERIC_INSTALL%\temp_pubs"

set LOG="log"

java com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.GenericWorker %DEBUG%
-PORT %PORT% -HOST %HOST% -TYPE %TYPE% -CMDCLASS %CMDCLASS%
-DIR %DIR% -LOG %LOG%

Where the HOST is the Windchill server hostname and PORT is the port the 
CADAgent is listening on. 

Note:  In the UNIX script, it may be necessary to add a set statement for the 
DISPLAY (for X Display) environment variable.

Editing wvs.properties On the Thumbnail Machine
The wvs.properties file that is located on the thumbnail machine, is used in the 
same way as on the Windchill machine, to specify various properties of the 
thumbnail image, for example, size, background color, and so on. Most of these 
properties do not need to be changed for the thumbnail generator.

In this step, you will modify the wvs.properties file to set the applicable properties 
to facilitate thumbnail generation. You will use a text editor on the thumbnail 
machine to modify the wvs.properties file, because the Windchill xconfmanager 
does not manage Windchill property files on remote machines.

1. Edit <Remote_Thumbnail>\wvs.properties file in an editor of choice.

2. Locate the thumbnail.usecadagent property and set it to false. For example

thumbnail.usecadagent=false
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3. Locate the thumbnail.generator.nativecmd and set it as follows:

thumbnail.generator.nativecmd=<Remote_Thumbnail>\\bin\\
edthumb -vc -vL <Remote_Thumbnail>\\bin\\temp_pubs\\
thumbnail3d.log

Where <Remote_Thumbnail> is the location where you installed 
thumbnail generator.

4. To change the timeout for the CADAgent (the amount of time the CADAgent 
waits before returning the results of a conversion), modify the value of the 
thumbnail.cadagenttimeout property.

The configuration of the remote thumbnail generator is now complete. The next 
step is to configure the CAD Agent for the for thumbnail generator. Those 
instructions are located in the Configuring the CAD Agent chapter.
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A
About Properties Files

This appendix contains information about the Windchill Visualization properties 
file.

Topic Page
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About the wvs.properties
The runtime property settings for Visualization Services are defined in the 
wvs.properties file. The wvs.properties file is located in the Windchill codebase 
directory. By default, the variable values are set for a standard configuration and 
the wvs.enabled variable is set to true. The wvs.enabled variable controls the 
starting and stopping of the Visualization Service. By default, the Visualization 
Service is set to true so that when Windchill is installed Visualization Services is 
enabled. 

The wvs.properties file can be read or edited by using the System Configurator 
application, which allows you to add properties and values, delete properties, and 
save your changes to the properties file, for implementation when you restart the 
Windchill system. The wvs.properties file can also be edited using the 
xconfmanager utility. When changes are made to the wvs.properties files, the 
Windchill method server must be restarted for the changes to be effective. The 
wvs.properties file includes descriptions of the variables and the default settings. 
Refer to these descriptions to gain an understanding of the use of the variables.
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B
Troubleshooting the CAD

Agent

This chapter provides information you can use to analyze and resolve issues that 
may arise with the Visualization Services CAD Agent.
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Troubleshooting
Several types of CAD Agent problems can occur, including:

• Connectivity

• Starting the worker: local worker, remote Windows worker, and remote 
UNIX worker.

To resolve problems involving the Distributed CAD Agent (DCA), all of the 
techniques for troubleshooting the CAD Agent still apply. Additional 
troubleshooting techniques are provided to address problems you may encounter 
when configuring a Distributed CAD Agent. 

Note:  For additional information about troubleshooting visualization services, 
see the Administering Visualization Services chapter in the Windchill Business 
Administrator’s Guide.

On Windows systems, be sure to read the information that is logged in the DOS 
window running the Worker Daemon executable. Errors generated when starting 
the worker are logged in this window.

CAD Agent
The configuration of the CAD workers to the CAD Agent can prove difficult. It 
does require that files are configured correctly, and when CAD workers are on a 
remote system, that the network connectivity between machines is correct.

The CAD Agent will usually run as a service, defined in the wt.properties file as:

wt.services.service.nn=com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.
CadAgentService/com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.
StandardCadAgentService

It can run as a standalone executable, as described in the Local Windows section.

The CAD Agent reads configuration settings from a file. The name of the file is 
defined in wvs.properties by the entry:

cadagent.inifile=$(wt.home)\\codebase\\agent.ini

Settings in this file should only be altered using the CAD Agent Configuration 
Wizard that, as an Administrator, can be accessed from the CAD Agent Monitor 
by selecting the Configure button.

The CAD Agent listens on a port for requests; the port number is defined in the 
agent.ini file. As shipped, the port is set to 5600. Should there be some other 
process on the system using this port, the CAD Agent will fail to initialize. In this 
case, manually editing the file is the only way to change this port value.
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Running the CAD Agent in debug mode

If there are problems in configuring the CAD Agent and getting a CAD worker to 
connect, it is best to start the CAD Agent in debug mode.

1. Stop the Method Server if it is already running

2. Start the CAD Agent.

3. From the windchill shell (for more information, see About the windchill 
Command ), execute the command : 

java com.ptc.wvs.server.cadagent.CadAgent –d

4. The following window opens:

The number of sub panes displayed will depend on the numbers and types of 
configured workers. The Status Message pane shows the requests being 
processed by the CAD Agent on the listening port (5600). For each type of CAD 
worker (PROE, CADDS, CATIA UG, and so on) there will be a pane showing the 
state of the Queue. Then each worker will have its own pane that will log its 
transactions. In this case, there is a single PROE worker configured, which is in 
fact local to the server on which the CAD Agent is executing.

Manually Starting CAD Workers

Next, start the CAD worker, by going to the system on which it is configured, and 
executing the BAT file or shell script that has been configured as the execute 
command to start the worker.
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If this successfully connects, messages will be displayed in the Status Messages 
pane, and if under the Adapters drop down list, the entry for the worker will be 
checked.

To stop the worker, select the checked adapter entry, and this will send a message 
to stop the running worker.
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If the CAD worker fails to connect to the CAD Agent, then no activity will be 
observed in the CAD Agent windows. The CAD worker may stay running, or exit 
after a period of time. This problem is most likely due to incorrect setting in the 
CAD worker configuration file. 

For example, for PROE ensure that the proworker.ini file correctly specifies the 
HOST (where the CAD Agent is running) and PORT as defined in the agent.ini 
file (default 5600). On UNIX, the worker configuration file should be called 
.proworker.ini and be located in the users home directory. On Windows, the 
worker configuration file is called ProWorker.ini and is located in the directory 
that the worker is started from.

Also, if the CAD worker is running on a different host to the CAD Agent, ensure 
that the CAD worker host can communicate with the CAD Agent host, as the 
name specified in the CAD worker configuration file.

In the case of remote UNIX workers, it is important that the network addressing is 
correct. It should be possible to use ping, ftp and telnet (no telnet required to 
remote Windows) to the remote CAD worker machine specifying the actual 
hostname, and ping back from the remote worker to the CAD Agent server by 
hostname.

If manually starting the worker causes the following message to be displayed in 
the Status Messages pane:

Processing message WORKER <hostname> <CADTYPE>

Failed to add worker. Will terminate it.

Then, this is due to a request being made from a worker that is not recognized as 
being configured in the agent.ini file. The hostname that is specified in the 
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message must be the hostname that is specified in the agent.ini file. In this case, it 
is looking for a hostname of aprilia, where as the host of April is set in the 
agent.ini file. In this case, the CAD Agent will send a message back to the worker 
to stop it.

Generally you will find when using DNS that the hostname sent from the worker 
will be the fully qualified name, for example Aprilia.ptc.com, and the fully 
qualified name should also be used in the agent.ini file. With Windchill, the CAD 
Agent will attempt to locate the entry in the agent.ini file both with and without 
the domain name. Windchill requires an exact match.

Starting CAD Workers from the CAD Agent

When the CAD worker has successfully been able to connect to the CAD Agent 
using a manual start of the worker. Attempt to start it by selecting the entry in the 
Adapter drop down list. When the entry is selected, the menu will stay selected, 
until the startup timeout is exceeded, or a connection from the worker is achieved.

If this fails, check the command specified to execute it is in fact correct. 

Local Windows

In the case of a local worker on Windows, it is worth trying to run the command 
using cmd.exe. For example a PROE worker an be started as:

cmd.exe /C start "PROEWORKER" /MIN D:\PTC\GraphicsServer\
ObjectAdapters\Proe\Worker\
startup.bat

Remote Windows

Workers that are running on a remote Windows client must be started using the 
Worker Daemon, as there is no telnet server available. Early copies of the 
WorkerDaemon.exe shipped with Windchill require that the WorkerDaemon.exe 
be started manually or from the Windows startup. This also required that the 
command sent to it start “RUN” (and the case is important). For example a remote 
PROE worker would be started with

RUN D:\\PTC\\GraphicsServer\\ObjectAdapters\\Proe\\Worker\\
startup.bat

The WorkerDaemon.exe shipped with Windchill will install and run as a service. 
Windchill Visualization Services has been modified so as to not need the RUN 
prefix, and you can also use a single backslash.

Remote UNIX

For remote UNIX workers specifying nohup and putting the task in background is 
required. For example, a remote CADDS5 worker:

nohup cv2ol/codebase/cv2ol -w aprilia 5600 &
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Also, telnet is used to connect to the remote worker. To test, use Telnet from the 
CAD Agent host, to the worker host. Specify the hostname, username and 
password defined (in the agent.ini file) during the configuration of the worker. 
Assuming a successful connection, it is important that the system prompt (for that 
user) should not change. Manually executing the specified worker command from 
this environment should create a connection to the CAD Agent. It not, then there 
is probably a difference in the environment used by Telnet and that the default 
user login. Adjust the environment to ensure that the command causes a 
connection via telnet, look for things like DISPLAY, path, and shell type. The 
CAD Agent should then be able to start the worker.

Starting CAD Workers from the CAD Agent Monitor
With the CAD Agent still running in debug mode, but with the workers 
disconnected, it should now be possible to go to the CAD Agent Monitor, and see 
the status of the workers.

Selecting on the traffic light, , icon against the worker entry should now send a 
message to the CAD Agent to start the worker. In the Status Message pane, 
messages should appear indicating that the Agent has received the request, and 
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has attempted to start the worker. A checkmark should appear against the Adapter 
menu entry for the worker.

The status of worker from the CAD Monitor should be updated to show that the 

worker is Available, and that the Action icons change to an  icon, that if 
selected should stop the worker.

If the CAD Agent does show that the worker has successfully connected, but the 
status in the CAD Agent Monitor still shows Off, then select the Automatic 
Refresh check box. If the worker then shows that it is Available, this indicates 
that the start time specified for the worker is set too low. Select the Configure 
button to invoke the CAD Agent configuration Wizard to change the setting.
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It is important that the worker starts within the specified timeout period. When the 
system is fully running, it is usual that the worker will be auto-started. If the 
timeout is too short, the CAD Agent will make up to 3 attempts to start the 
worker, and if it does not achieve a connection, the worker will be marked as 
unable to start.

Manual Publishing of a CAD Document
With the CAD worker connected to the CAD Agent, the next step is to publish 
some data. It is recommend that even if Windchill is installed that the first test is 
performed from the Visualization Portal Page. 

In the case of Windchill, the Visualization portal can be located from 
com/ptc/wvs/client/jsp/edrmain.jsp. It is important that this page is authenticated. 
Check that the drop down list in the query portion of the page is populated, if it is 
not, and valid data does exist in the database, then the page is not authenticated. 

Locate a CAD Document stored in the database. From the listing, select the  
icon.

The Visualization – ProductView – Netscape window will be displayed.

The first time that this is called two new Processing Queues will have been 
created in Windchill called PublisherQueue and PublisherQueue1. This can be 
checked using the Queue Manager (java wt.queue.QueueManager). The queues 
are Processing Queues. Both should exist, and be active. 
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Selecting the Publisher Monitor link shows the status of the job. If the Publish 
Monitor window is empty, for example, no Job Summary table heading, then it is 
likely that you have not correctly authenticated the WVS jsp pages.

Select the Status link for the specific job to show the detail. If no entries appear in 
this panel, or they appear, and then disappear once completed, ensure that the 
following settings are in wt.properties:

• Visualization Publishing Queue — Specifies if the WVS PublisherQueue 
entries are to be deleted. Delete the main queue entries once complete.

wt.queue.removeCompleted.PublisherQueue=true

• For each PublisherQueue, keep the entries so that the log may be seen in the 
publisher.

wt.queue.removeCompleted.PublisherQueue1=false

• As extra queues get created, entries must be added here also:

wt.queue.removeCompleted.PublisherQueue2=false

Initially, all publish jobs get submitted to the processing queue PublisherQueue. 
Only one job will be executing in the queue, other entries will be READY. The 
executing job in the PublisherQueue is looking for an available queue whose 
name is of the form PublisherQueue’n’, where ‘n’ is an integer. When it finds an 
available queue, it submits the publish job to that queue, which will immediately 
execute it. The setting wt.queue.removeCompleted.PublisherQueue=true ensures 
that the completed jobs are not kept in the initial PublisherQueue, as they are of no 
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interest. Completed jobs in the other queue need to be kept, as they contain the 
actual publish job, which contains within it all the logging information.

Additional queues can be added in order that the solution scales. For each 
additional queue the appropriate 
wt.queue.removeCompleted.PublisherQueue’n’=false entry must be added to the 
wt.properties file.

Note:  The queue content is displayed to all users, but only the detail of a user’s 
job is available.

When the job completes the details will indicate success or failure. The messages 
will indicate any error that caused the failure.

Distributed CAD Agent
Both the CAD Agent and the Distributed CAD Agent can be started in debug 
mode by adding the argument –d to their run command.

When the CAD Agent is started in debug mode, the Adapters menu will initially 
show the standard workers and DCA connections that can be started. Those 
workers configured to the DCA appear grayed out, and cannot be selected. 

Note:  When starting the DCA from the adapter menu, it will wait for the timeout 
on the Distributed Agent to be reach before fully starting. This is due to the 
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message processing. It is hoped to resolve this issue, which does not impact when 
working in a non-debug mode. 

When the Distributed CAD Agent is started in debug mode, its workers appear in 
the Adapters drop down list. On startup, the DCA makes a connection back to the 
CAD Agent, by sending the MSG argument on the command line. Each of the 
workers (although not yet started) sends a message back indicating a 
PSEUDOWORKER connection.
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The worker on the Distributed CAD Agent can be started as normal, by selected 
on the adapter drop down list entry. 

Note:  At the moment this will wait until the timeout is reached before the menu 
closes.

On the CAD Agent display, it will have been noted that when the DCA connected, 
its adapter menu entry is selected, and its workers enabled when the 
PSEUDOWORKER message is received. When the worker is started, this will be 
also messaged back to the CAD Agent, so its menu entry becomes selected. 

Publishing

With the CAD Agent, Distributed CAD Agent and worker running, it should now 
be possible to publish some data. First populate an EPMDocument into Windchill 
via the Pro/INTRALINK Gateway. Look at the property page of the 
EPMDocument to ensure that the URL has iasHost and iasPort specified in the 
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parameter list, and that these values were specified when configuring the 
Distributed CAD Agent rule.

Note:  This is a faked URL to point to a test JSP, however the parameters are 
representative.
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When the object is published, in the publish monitor, the only thing really to note 
is the comment, “Will request to use Distributed CAD Agent”.

In the Worker Queue status panel on the CAD Agent, messages will be displayed 
indicating if it has been able to locate a suitable worker to process the data.

Failure messages will be reported in the different status panes, and should also be 
reported back to the Publish Monitor.

Once the mechanism has proved reliable, the Worker, Distributed CAD Agent and 
CAD Agent can be stopped, and the method server restarted so that the system is 
running in normal non-debug mode.

If the CAD Agent is stopped, it will attempt to stop the connected standard 
workers, Distributed CAD Agents, and this in turn will shutdown its workers.
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